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Introduction  

The beach, the sea and the dunes give an impression of peace, space and freedom. Not everyone knows that 

these dunes work hard to resist the waves during a storm. They therefore have an important function in 

protecting a major part of the Netherlands against flooding and in making it safe to live, work and invest there.

If we are to continue to guarantee this function in future, it is essential to adopt a long-term strategy for the 

coast. We must constantly be assessing whether there is a smarter way of guaranteeing flood safety. The basic 

idea is that we should increasingly combine flood safety with spatial development. We don't just want to make 

our country safer, we also want to make it more beautiful.

A joint effort by the regional authorities and the Dutch government has resulted in a new strategy for the coast 

which I would like to take further. The key objective is to create a safe, attractive and economically viable coast. 

As part of the Delta Programme, the strategy provides a foundation on which to base the new decisions that we 

have to take.

As the contracting authority for the Delta Programme's Coast programme, I am pleased with the strategy, not 

only because it is a joint strategy but also because it contains concrete proposals for combining a long-term 

view of flood safety with spatial development. 

Many new ideas have been developed in the strategy, e.g. pilot projects for coastal management and multiple 

land use. There are also initiatives for developing attractions at the coast. It is important that we allow room for 

innovation and that we continuously acquire new knowledge and put it into practice. 

There is a lot that we don’t know yet. It is therefore still important to conduct joint research and explore 

possibilities. We really need your knowledge and commitment to achieve this. 

THE MINISTER OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND THE ENVIRONMENT,

M.H. Schultz van Haegen
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Letter of presentation  

The Dutch coast is an icon, an attraction and a trademark. It protects us and it challenges us. The challenge is to 

keep the Netherlands safe from flooding from the sea, to deal with uncertainties and to be responsible in our use 

of the narrow, elongated coastal strip that provides so many functions. 

Our response to this challenge is this National Coastal Strategy. In this document, the combined authorities in 

the Delta Programme Coast Steering Group present both a compass for the coast and a joint adaptive pathway. 

On behalf of the Steering Group, I hereby submit to the Minister of Infrastructure and the Environment both the 

compass and the pathway. 

Further steps will be taken to present the coast between the Zwin nature reserve and the Eems-Dollard region as 

our gold lining. This is a narrow strip with valuable scenic and natural qualities and with places providing good 

opportunities for doing business, spending holidays, living and working. The preservation and development of 

this gold lining goes hand-in-hand with the measures taken to protect our country from flooding on a permanent 

basis. After all, it is also a strip of land which, without regular management and maintenance, will give way little 

by little to the rising sea level. 

In the strategy, the Steering Group sets out a joint process with smart solutions for the spatial challenges of 

tomorrow and the approach required to ensure flood safety in the decades to come. In order to reach these 

solutions, we have made a point of collaborating with coastal organisations, the market and the scientific 

community. The solutions are in keeping with the spirit of the new Delta Programme: they have to be flexible, 

complement each other and not obstruct each other. We will therefore be using the natural processes that shift 

the sand along our coast. We want "one load of sand" to serve more than one purpose. And we are proposing 

innovative solutions in which dunes, dykes and dams, our coastal foundation and spatial developments can 

gradually adapt over time to rising sea levels. 

With a safe coast as a solid foundation, I see a lot of opportunities that will contribute to the diversity, identity and 

uniqueness of places along the Dutch North Sea coast. It is now time to use the compass and, together, to polish 

the gold lining of the Netherlands until it shines even more brightly. 

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE DELTA PROGRAMME COAST STEERING GROUP, 

J. Geldhof 
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ADMINISTRATIVE
CHOICES FOR THE

NATIONAL COASTAL
STRATEGY

PART I>

COMPASS FOR THE COAST

PART I is the administrative pathway of the National Coastal Strategy. 

The attached strategic agenda (PART II) contains the justification, 

the considerations, the explanatory notes and the implementation agenda, 

with a summary of actions to be taken to implement the strategy.

The National Coastal Strategy has been prepared as part of the 

Delta Programme. The strategy is the result of close collaboration between 

the coastal municipalities, coastal water boards, coastal provinces and the 

national government, with input from civil society organisations, 

research institutions and the business community. The National Coastal Strategy 

provides ideas for combining the sustainable and long-term safety of the Coast 

with spatial and economic development in the coastal zone. 

The area referred to in the National Coastal Strategy is the coastal foundation 

(the area from the twenty-metre depth contour at sea to the inside edge of 

the dunes on land) and the coastal zone from the Zwin nature reserve to 

the Eems-Dollard region with space for business, recreation, living and working 

and valuable landscapes and nature. 
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Ambition
The coast is a unique asset for our country. The coast protects 

millions of Dutch people and their property in the hinterland 

(a great deal of which is below sea level) against flooding by 

the sea. The coastal zone itself accommodates more than 

one million homes and businesses and plays host to many 

day-trippers, tourists and visitors. It also contains a lot of 

economic activity, nature reserves, reservoirs, landscapes and 

culture. Our coast also acts as an essential addition to the busy 

hinterland and is therefore of inestimable value. 

As coastal authorities (i.e. the authorities involved in the coast 

that make up the Delta Programme Coast Steering Group), we 

want the coast to remain safe in future and to become more 

attractive and more economically viable. We take account 

of regional differences in ambition and opportunities. By 

working efficiently, we can make sensible investments, we 

can expedite innovative and integrated solutions and we can 

continue and improve the return from investments in safety 

and spatial quality in the long term and for future generations.

Assured of safety and taking joint action with the hinterland, 

the coast can develop to become the gold lining of the 

Netherlands. The intrinsic economic potential of the coast can 

be exploited more efficiently (including as a factor influencing 

the choice of the region as a business location). We expect 

to achieve a greater social return when we combine coastal 

development in North and South Holland and Zeeland with 

wider regional interests. We believe that the coast deserves our 

joint commitment. We have to look far into the future because 

of the interconnectedness of long-term safety and the spatial 

development of today and tomorrow. The experience that we 

have gained since 1953, in keeping the Netherlands safe from 

flooding, provides a firm foundation for joining forces to 

further develop the coast. 

Challenges
In this endeavour, we are addressing three issues:

a)  the structural safety of the coast and hinterland (now, in 

essence, under control) requires the sandy coastal system 

to be kept permanently in balance with the relative rise 

in sea level by continuously compensating for ongoing 

erosion and by adapting soft and hard sea defences; 

b)  the economy (which is currently stagnating) and the 

attractiveness of the coastal zone require an improvement 

in quality and space for development. In order to revive 

the economy, it will be necessary to combine the forces of 

public bodies and the market and apply them in a focused 

way; 

c)  the interaction between safety, attractiveness and 

economic development can be further improved 

in practice. This requires a united and integrated 

approach. This approach will result in agreements on 

multifunctional solutions for safety and land use in, on 

and around flood defences.

Mission
Our mission for the future is to have a safe and vital coastal 

zone between the Zwin nature reserve and the Eems-Dollard 

region. The coastal foundation and the sea defences will 

continue to be maintained and adapted to the relative rise 

in sea level so that future generations will retain sufficient 

leeway to adapt them to cope with possible trends and to 

meet the requirements and wishes that may pertain at that 

time. This is the adaptive principle as set out in the National 

Coastal Framework (2011). The measures for safety have been 

optimised for the surrounding area in the sense that trends 

will be anticipated well in advance by all parties. 

The unity of the coast as a whole reflects local and regional 

differences, i.e. the unique qualities of the Dutch coast such 

as magnificent views, natural quality, free accessibility and the 

variation between quiet and busy areas, lungs and buffer for 

1.   URGENCY OF ACTION FOR THE FUTURE  >

back to table of content
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the more urbanised environment. Overall, the coast offers a 

modern, varied and attractive leisure and tourism product and 

a highly regarded long- and short-term residential area with 

easily accessible resorts, beaches, protected drinking-water 

reservoirs, marinas, recreation areas and vital nature reserves. 

It also provides an excellent business climate and mighty 

seaports which act as anchors for the Dutch economy. It is 

therefore of the utmost importance to keep coastal safety up 

to standard. Safety provides security and, in itself, reinforces 

people's willingness to invest. In addition, the management 

and maintenance required to make the coast safe provide 

opportunities for linking up, which could be exploited 

more effectively. The key to achieving this is improved 

collaboration, with nourishment sand and adaptive concepts 

as the means of doing so.

This development panorama will boost not only the coastal 

economy but also the economy of the Netherlands, the 

country’s key economic sectors and our position in the world. 

Our international position will be enhanced because the world 

needs our knowledge and experience of water management 

and spatial adaptation in densely populated deltas and other 

coastal zones. If we continue to innovate, the coast can act 

as an international showcase for water management and 

multiple land use.

The consequences of climate change may seem to be far in the future, but work has already begun on the task of keeping pace with the rise in the sea level.
(Photograph: RWS; manipulation: BM)

Iback to table of content
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We have made guiding choices with regard to each of the three main 

challenges (a. safety, b. economy and attractiveness and c. integration of 

safety and development).

a).  CHOICES WITH REGARD TO 
COASTAL SAFETY

Situation
Coastal safety is in a good starting position. The efforts made 

to manage and maintain the coast over the past few decades 

have proved their worth. The coast provides sufficient protec-

tion for the hinterland and the likelihood of dying behind the 

dunes, dykes or dams because of flooding by the sea is parti-

cularly remote (individual risk less than 10-5). The experience 

gained from the approach to and successful completion of the 

weak links has been extremely positive. From the point of view 

of safety and area management, it is reasonable for now to 

maintain the coast using at least twelve million m3 of sand a 

year and we have time to learn on the job and test innovations 

in practice. The nourishment volume will eventually have to 

be increased. It is very important to prepare an inter-authority 

decision-making process in good time for increasing the 

nourishment volume in future and for testing innovations in 

practice.

Forecasts and new insights with regard to the consequences 

of climate change and relative sea-level rise (i.e. including 

subsidence) mean that optimum management and mainte-

nance will have to continue over the coming decades. We have 

a clearer picture of what the consequences of relative sea-level 

rise are likely to be in the medium and long term. As far as 

flood safety is concerned, the protection provided by the coast 

is generally expected to remain sufficient over the coming 

century if it is properly managed and maintained. This picture 

could change in the light of new insights into the impact of 

relative sea-level rise on flood defences or new assessments of 

the consequences of flooding. 

Over the next few years, flood safety policy will incline towards 

risk assessment. The consequences of updating flood safety 

levels for the coast will be studied in greater detail. The new 

flood safety policy is based on three objectives: a basic safety 

level of 10-5 behind the flood defences, the possibility of ad-

ditional protection in the event of social disruption and the 

possibility of additional protection for vital infrastructure. 

Even after this updating process, coastal safety is expected to 

be sufficient provided that the sandy system is properly ma-

naged and maintained. The updating may also have an effect 

on the reservation zones for flood safety. This will be made 

clear in the Delta Programme 2015, which will be published on 

Budget Day 2014. 

However, in terms of specific locations, a number of future 

locations of attention in terms of safety have already been 

identified where flood defences may cease to be effective in 

the course of this century despite the adaptation of the coastal 

foundation and maintenance of the Reference Coastline in ac-

cordance with current practice. New insights may cause chan-

ges whereby these locations of attention are brought forward 

or put back in time and could, in principle, result in a change 

in the number of locations. We therefore have to continue our 

management and maintenance efforts to take account of sea-

level rise and at the same time anticipate possible trends. 

Prevention

Prevention is and will continue to be the principle on which 

the safety of the coast and the hinterland is based. It is the 

first layer of the multilayer safety concept. If, nevertheless, an 

emergency does occur, evacuation to higher ground is the only 

option. This is the third layer of the multilayer safety concept. 

The security regions will have to make plans and take measu-

res to account for this. For foreland areas, measures from the 

second layer (spatial planning system) could result in greater 

safety than is currently the case.       

Adaptation

We are aiming to create a situation where the coastal founda-

tion remains in balance with the relative sea-level rise, where 

the coastline can be maintained and where the sand balance 

of the overall sandy system on the coast remains in good 

order. This means that the management and maintenance of 

the soft and hard defences are continuing on the basis of the 

principle of "soft (sandy solutions) where possible and hard 

(built-up solutions) where necessary" and that the coastline 

will be maintained. The experience gained has been posi-

tive and sand is highly adaptive (flexible, natural and can be 

deployed quickly). 

2.   GUIDING CHOICES>

back to table of content
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The path for adapting the coastal foundation and the flood 

defences in the decades to come is as follows:

Increased  nourIshment    To ensure that the coastal 

foundation remains in balance with the relative sea-

level rise, the coastline can be maintained and the sand 

balance in the overall sandy coastal system remains 

in good order, we are using an adaptive pathway in 

which the volume of sand to be nourished is gradually 

increased. Because, in some areas, we still know too little 

about the operation of the sandy beach system to be able 

to provide a tailored solution, we will be focusing on an 

approach of "learning and innovating by experimenting" 

until 2020. This will include pilot projects for trench wall 

nourishment and ebb-tidal deltas. The precise adaptive 

pathway for increasing the volume after 2020 will depend 

on the results of these pilots, research and monitoring 

and the knowledge generated. In order to meet the 

targets, a range of 12-24 million m3 of nourishment 

sand per year is envisaged for the period after 2020 at 

the current rate of sea-level rise. Larger volumes are 

envisaged in the event of a moderate to rapid rise in sea 

levels, e.g. within a range of 30-66 million m3 of sand per 

year. By increasing the volume of sand, we are preventing 

a situation where future generations will only be able to 

maintain flood defences at great expense and where the 

Wadden Islands lose a lot of land to the sea. 

LookIng ahead    We want to be future-oriented in the 

way we deal with the flood defences by looking ahead 

realistically and as far into the future as possible. This can 

provide greater transparency on the question of whether 

the flood defences will have to be adapted again at some 

time in the next century to the safety conditions that will 

pertain at that time and, if so, how, and how much leeway 

that leaves for responsible multifunctional use of the 

barrier zone in the short term.  

InnovatIng    Focusing on improving the sustainability of 

extracting, transporting and dumping sand for beach 

nourishment, ensuring that there are sufficient locations 

nearby for extracting sand, increasing efficiency and 

reducing costs, new forms of nourishment such as 

the Sand Motor, Sand Extraction Mill and trench wall 

nourishment and experimenting with new types of 

contracts.

softenIng    Using sand instead of hard flood defences 

("softening") when possible, desirable and cost-effective 

because using sand for our coast is the most adaptive and 

natural method of reinforcing and maintaining the coast. 

hard when necessary    Not everything can be resolved in 

a "soft" way. The Netherlands is also a country of skilled 

dyke builders. It will be necessary to find the best solution 

for each location, also in relation to local economic 

interests. Choosing soft or hard is therefore not an 

absolute choice. There are also intermediate forms.

▼

▼

▼

▼
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By making a relatively small effort to provide safety against flooding by the sea, 
we protect a relatively large amount of social, economic and ecological capital 
in the coastal zone and in the hinterland. (Data: average annual nourishment in 
accordance with current practice (2012); population as at April 2013 (CBS); area as 
at November 2011 (CLO) and percentage below sea level as at November 2011 (PBL, 
IPCC); BNI 2012 (CBS).) (Illustration: DPK/BM)

▼
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Situation
The development of the coastal economy lags behind that 

of the rest of the country. In particular, the coastal zone in 

some areas is in danger of losing its attraction for leisure and 

tourism due to a lack of investment. Parts of the housing stock 

are starting to look dated as well, especially in some resorts. 

The quality of nature reserves is also under pressure as a result 

of the lack of natural dynamics. All functions and qualities 

must be maintained for the whole coast in general and for 

the North Sea coast of the Wadden Islands in particular. In 

addition, the coastal zone as a whole will have to gear itself 

up to cater for changing social and economic preferences. A 

mismatch between supply and demand will result in vacant 

properties, dilapidation and disruption of the social structure. 

It contributes to the revival of the economy if the parties in 

the coastal zone collaborate effectively and capitalise on the 

opportunities provided by other projects. In some cases, this 

goes very well and a result to be proud of is achieved. In other 

cases, there is a lack of focus on development plans, no clear 

priorities are set and there is too little coherence in place 

and time. In this way, opportunities are missed. To overcome 

this, "vanguard projects" have been initiated as part of the 

Delta Programme Coast which experiment with an integrated 

approach to safety and development. This has also resulted in 

the identification of potential development locations along 

the coast. These are special places ("gems") where there is 

economic, ecological or cultural potential and opportunities 

can be seized to reinforce the coast as the Netherlands' "gold 

lining".  

Pragmatic approach
The direction that we are choosing to strengthen the economy 

and attractiveness of the coast is, in the main, a pragmatic 

one. In other words, we intend to add value and quality step 

by step on the basis of knowledge gained from experience 

and taking account of regional diversity in terms of approach 

and commitment. This step-by-step approach to developing 

the coast to become the Netherlands' gold lining means 

that opportunities are always grasped where they exist at a 

particular time. 

In this strategy, we are putting the coast on the agenda as a 

shared interest of government bodies and the market. 

We give preference to organic area-specific development, i.e. 

a demand-led, bottom-up and step-by-step way of working. 

The desire and energy for the development should come 

both from the area itself and from the market. The role of 

government bodies is less prescriptive and more facilitating. 

The challenge is to keep the development of the coast as a 

whole in mind and to place local and regional opportunities 

within the context of overall coastal development.

In the short term, the path consists of the following steps:

connectIng and InvItIng    The coastal authorities are 

already working together on the coast at various levels. 

The tasks and ambitions for the future also require 

collaboration. This applies to the major long-term 

issues concerning the adaptive pathway for sand (which 

will require a period of more than a decade) and to 

the required innovations in the integration of coastal 

safety, coastal development and ecological quality. These 

issues will arise in the practical work of management 

and maintenance and in the course of area-specific 

development (e.g. in the case of the gems). This may 

require the expansion and strengthening of current 

collaborative ventures in order to make the integrated 

solutions a reality. This reality relates both to the 

integrality at the location (in a specific resort, near a 

specific flood defence, etc.) and to the coherence of the 

coast as a whole (in terms of physical system, but also in 

terms of collaboration, coordination, investment, etc.). 

This involves more and better collaboration, exploiting 

each other's brainpower and knowledge and learning 

from each other in the form of, for example, project-

based collaborative arrangements, structural alliances, 

agreements under the multi-year programme for 

Infrastructure, Spatial Development and Transport (MIRT) 

and facilities for keeping an eye on the significance of 

specific local situations within the greater whole of 

the Dutch coast. The elements of learning by doing, 

connecting public and private actors, and exchanging 

experiences of solutions that serve the needs of both 

coastal safety and coastal development are important in 

achieving this vision. An effective form will be found for 

this. Its provisional working title is "coastal community".  

 

b).  CHOICES WITH REGARD TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND ATTRACTIVENESS

I
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ProgrammIng    Establishing a realistic implementation 

programme to seize any opportunities to improve the 

quality of special places on the coast (the "gems").  

JoInt fundIng    Organising financial participation. All the 

public and private stakeholders in the coastal zone should 

be willing and able to participate financially in this im-

plementation programme. The Delta Fund can be used as 

an instrument for integrated development projects, pro-

vided that the cost of investing in safety is borne by those 

responsible for the flood defences, the coastline and the 

coastal foundation and the cost of investments aimed 

at achieving other socially desirable goals and needs are 

borne by the parties that have an interest in them. These 

parties will then be contributing to the Delta Fund. The 

main advantage of making joint use of the fund option is 

that it is easier to disburse the available resources spread 

over time. However, this does not increase the available 

resources. In addition to this possibility of project-based 

integrated funding using the fund option provided by the 

Delta Fund, the viability of a revolving fund for coastal 

development projects is being considered.

I
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All of the authorities along the North Sea coast will collaborate on all the challenges along the coast more than they do 
now. The form that this takes will, where possible, build on existing collaborative arrangements along the coast and has 
the provisional working title "coastal community". This network of coastal authorities will be able to share experiences at 
local and interlocal level and along the whole coastline and make connections. In practice, it will mainly relate to issues 
concerning the integration of coastal safety and coastal development with regard to management and maintenance and 
area-specific development (illustration: DPK/BM).

▼

▼
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Situation
Maintaining coastal safety and retaining land will create the 

conditions for using the space in the coastal zone. At the same 

time, conditions will also be imposed on spatial development 

from the point of view of safety. The Natura 2000 policy, which 

provides opportunities for natural coastal development and 

therefore contributes to the spatial quality of the coast, can 

also impose conditions on the spatial development of the 

coast. 

Co-creation
We choose to make smarter use of space in the coastal zone 

(both in physical terms and by the way rules are applied) 

and to stimulate multifunctional land-use, such as new 

combinations between safety and other functions, in a more 

creative way. By doing so, we recognise that coastal safety 

policy is not a cure-all for spatial and economic ambitions 

in the coastal zone. No large-scale investment in safety is 

expected in the short term. Adapting the way the coast is 

managed can at most result in optimisation. Primarily, actions 

by parties other than the water sector are therefore required to 

realise spatial and economic ambitions. 

The path for co-creation is as follows:

IntegratIon      Developing innovative construction and 

adaptive concepts for all flood defences, in which safety 

and area-specific development in, on and around the 

barrier zone can be combined. Adaptive concepts are 

integrated concepts. Our improved knowledge of the 

impact of and the legal restrictions on buildings in 

the barrier zone will make it possible and necessary to 

improve the overall consideration of safety and spatial 

development. Adaptive concepts are combinations of 

measures to ensure the safety of flood defences and to 

improve the use and management of the area on, in and 

around these flood defences. The measures reinforce 

one another. In addition, progress can continue to be 

made on the basis of these measures. This means that 

the combination takes account of interventions which 

will be necessary or desirable in future because of climate 

change or the changing demands of society. In this way, 

we will be putting into practice the concept of "adaptive 

delta management". This means that we take account of 

uncertainties, allow for new requirements and look for 

possibilities of exploiting opportunities in a way that will 

serve all the interests of the coastal zone, especially in 

the area on, in and around flood defences. The partners 

are therefore making agreements at an early stage on the 

desired direction of development (2020-2050-2100) so 

that promising initiatives can be developed with minimal 

risk of disinvestment.       

c).  CHOICES WITH REGARD TO
INTEGRATING COASTAL SAFETY AND 
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT

I
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exPerImentatIon    Adopting a pragmatic approach to 

adaptive concepts, multifunctional use of flood defences 

and opportunities provided by sand nourishments to 

achieve multiple objectives wherever possible "with 

one load of sand". It would be possible to hook up 

with initiatives which are currently being taken by 

national government, the market, local authorities and 

civil society organisations and with the development 

process for the gems of the coast. The first step towards 

achieving a greater social return on future nourishment 

programmes is to ascertain how the process can be 

improved. It involves devising a bespoke solution, 

assuming that – within the conditions for safety, land 

retention and adaptation of the coastal foundation – the 

precise planning and positioning of nourishments is 

flexible. An analysis of the added value that additional 

sand can provide in these cases is part of the process. 

back to table of content
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combInatIon    The (temporary) local creation of more 

possibilities for nature and recreation, e.g. with new 

temporary forms of construction (on the beach) 

(which do not undermine safety), the provision of 

greater flexibility in dimensioning safety zones in areas 

with an excess of safety and in providing leeway for 

experimentation with pilot projects when preparing 

the nourishment programme in order to increase the 

added value for society locally while maintaining safety. 

Maintaining the Reference Coastline will continue to be 

our starting point. Pilot projects such as the Sand Motor 

also provide space for recreation because they create a 

wider beach. It will have to be ascertained whether the 

implementation of these adaptations can be cost-neutral 

or whether additional cost bearers will be required.  

This illustration shows the principle of adaptive concepts, in which 
consecutive spatial development and safety interventions are addressed 
together (using a resort as an example).
(Illustration: DPK/BM/A1:1)

2100

Sea level in 2100
2050
2020

Sandy reinforcement  
2100

Hybrid reinforcement 
2050

Spatial restructuring 
2030

© Beautiful Minds
illustration:   infographic integratie V + RO
versie:           6
Opdrachtgever:                  Nationale Visie Kust 

datum:   1/7/13
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▼
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Ambition
We will be working on the future of the Dutch coast by 

setting to work together and in line with ongoing actions and 

research. The fundamental values and principles of the Delta 

Programme and the development principles of the National 

Coastal Framework (2011) are and will continue to be of vital 

importance in shaping and implementing adaptive delta 

management. 

The regional and national players involved will together 

specify the items on the implementation agenda. Various 

actions will be set in motion as quickly as possible, including 

the development of adaptive concepts, innovation of 

nourishment types and contracts and the extraction of sand, 

the programming of nourishment in relation to the use of 

the coast, work on the gems of the coast and research into the 

effect of building in sandy defences. As integrated solutions 

on and in the flood defences could make the adaptation of the 

safety measures more complicated in future, it is essential to 

invest in knowledge development and, if necessary, to amend 

legislation and regulations accordingly. 

The Minister of Infrastructure and the Environment will 

receive advice from the Delta Programme team on issues 

including the long-term objectives of nourishment 

operations. Learning by doing, monitoring and long-term 

objectives are an important foundation from which the 

Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Management 

can programme the growth in nourishment volumes. The 

implementation of all the actions will be programmed in 

the Delta Programme 2015 and in area-specific agendas. This 

combined approach means that coastal management and 

coastal safety will henceforth be programmed to take greater 

account of coastal development. 

The delta coast of the Western Scheldt also provides 

opportunities for synergies when improving the safety, 

natural quality and accessibility of the Scheldt estuary. This 

approach will be included in the agenda for the cross-border 

collaboration with Flanders in future.

3.   THE FUTURE>
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1.
COMPASS 

FOR
THE COAST

PART II  |  NCS>

The demand for a National Coastal Strategy arises 

from the need to weigh up claims on space for 

developments in the coastal zone against the 

safety of the coast in the long term (National 

Coastal Framework, 2011). The aim is to devise 

coherent strategic solutions for uniting spatial 

development with a sustainable safety strategy 

for the coast (Delta Programme, 2012). This 

section describes the task and urgency and the 

type of strategy that we have in mind.    
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1.1  Assignment

Assignment
The Delta Programme Coast is tasked with ascertaining 

how spatial development in the coastal zone can be 

united with the sustainable and long-term safety of the 

coast. The National Coastal Strategy will set a course 

and provide guidance. 

Another part of the task was to investigate the 

possibility of large-scale coastal expansion for reasons 

of safety (in the form of permanent, wide, seaward 

land reclamation). This has been done and the research 

shows that this is not necessary – certainly over the 

next fifty years – to maintain coastal safety¹. Moreover, 

creating functions on such coastal expansion sites 

was also found to be generally more expensive than 

creating these functions on existing land. Local, small-

scale coastal expansion projects which can make room 

for development are in principle among the options, 

although funding will still be a particular matter of 

concern. 

Aims
The three aims of the National Coastal Strategy are 

safety, attractiveness and economic viability. 

Safety is the top priority. We live in a safe delta and 

that situation must not change. The flood defences 

determine our safety at this moment, the coastline is 

the determining factor for our safety for a number of 

years and the coastal foundation is the determining 

factor for our safety for decades to come. The proper 

management and maintenance and, where necessary, 

reinforcement of flood defences, coastline and coastal 

foundation minimise the risk of flooding, loss and 

damage and will continue to do so. This is regardless 

of the latest insights into levels of flood safety and the 

newly acquired knowledge of the failure mechanisms 

of flood defences. For a more detailed explanation, see 

Section 2.  

Safety is a necessary precondition for strengthening 

the attractiveness and economic viability of the coastal 

zone. A coast which is safe and is perceived to be safe 

provides the stability and certainty required to entice 

residents, visitors and businesses to live, relax, work 

and invest in the area. With its beaches, nature and 

1  See: "Technische mogelijkheden voor een dynamische kustuitbreiding", Deltares, 2010, "Economische randvoorwaarden 
kustuitbreiding", Witteveen en Bos, 2010, "Juridische randvoorwaarden Kustuitbreiding", Pels Rijcken & Drooglever Fortuijn, 2010 and 
"Relevantie van grootschalige kustuitbreiding voor duurzame veiligheid van de kust", Deltares/RWS, 2011.

The Mesdag Panorama (looking back on the coast 100 years ago) edited to include an impression of possible future coastal development 
(100 years in the future). (Source: MesdagPanorama/DPK/A1:1/Innatura)
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resorts, the coast (as a transitional area between land 

and sea) is an attraction and part of our national 

identity. In addition, the flood defences in the coast 

protect a hinterland (the Netherlands below sea level) 

lived in by millions of people and containing the 

economic and administrative heart of the Netherlands 

against flooding by the sea. We want to keep it that 

way for future generations: safe, attractive and 

economically viable.  

 

Co-creation
The strategy was created through the collaboration 

of municipalities, water boards, provinces and the 

Dutch government with input from civil society 

organisations, research institutes and the business 

community. To give expression to this joint approach, 

the "we" form is used throughout the strategy 

document. "We" are the members of the Coast Steering 

Group, on which the collaborating authorities are 

represented (see Appendix 1 for the composition of 

the Steering Group and Appendix 2 for a summary 

of the values and guiding principles of the Delta 

Programme and the development principles of the 

Delta Programme Coast). Important building blocks 

for the National Coastal Strategy have been supplied 

by the Coastal Quality Studio [Atelier Kustkwaliteit] 

over the past two years. The Coastal Quality Studio was 

an independent centre focusing on the development, 

design, enrichment, dissemination and discussion of 

new ideas that combine safety and spatial quality². 

Focus
In terms of geography, the National Coastal Strategy 

focuses first and foremost on the Dutch coastal 

foundation, i.e. the zone from the continuous -20 m 

depth contour in the sea up to and including the inside 

edge of the dunes (for a more detailed explanation, see 

Section 2.1). 

The second geographical focus is on the coastal 

zone. This area is less clearly defined than the coastal 

foundation. It covers the strip on land and in the sea 

where the use of space, the economy and the ecology 

are directly affected by the sea. From an administrative 

point of view, the coastal zone consists of the coastal 

municipalities. 

Thirdly, there is a reciprocal relationship between 

2  The Coastal Quality Studio was an initiative of the Delta Programme Coast, the provinces of Friesland, North Holland, South Holland 
and Zeeland, the municipality of The Hague, Van Oord BV and Delft University of Technology, with the support of the then applicable 
Architecture Promotion Fund [Stimuleringsfonds voor de Architectuur]. The results obtained by The Coastal Quality Studio are set out in 
a number of work books. The legacy is recorded in "Veiligheid en kwaliteit van de Nederlandse kust: op weg naar 2100, resultaten van 
2 jaar ontwerpend onderzoek aan de Nederlandse kust door Atelier Kustkwaliteit", Work Book 10, Coastal Quality Studio, 2013. 
(www.atelierkustkwaliteit.nl) 

The Mesdag Panorama (looking back on the coast 100 years ago) edited to include an impression of possible future coastal development 
(100 years in the future). (Source: MesdagPanorama/DPK/A1:1/Innatura)
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the coastal zone and the hinterland, which is almost 

impossible to define in geographical terms. It covers 

the larger regional alliances and networks of which the 

coastal zone is a functional part and which are mainly 

of an economic and ecological nature. This can be 

on the scale of part of the country, the larger alliance 

of the Amsterdam-Utrecht-Rotterdam-The Hague 

conurbation or a north-west European network or an 

even wider scale, as may be the case with sea currents, 

bird migration routes or logistical connections. 

The second focus of the National Coastal Strategy is 

concerned with time. Firstly, it looks at the long term 

up to the year 2100, the long-term safety of our coast 

and how this safety relates to current choices as regards 

changes in the use of space in the coastal zone. 

Secondly, the focus on time is linear, i.e. from today in 

a sequence of developments or choices up to 2020 (the 

short term), 2050 (the medium term) and 2100 (the 

long term). 

Just as the geographical focus becomes more difficult 

to define as the scale increases, so the temporal focus 

becomes less distinct as the moment becomes more 

remote in time.   

  

1.2  Urgency 

Flood safety of the coast
The Dutch coast must be prepared for a future in 

which sea levels rise more quickly, the wave climate 

can change and the land is sinking. However, it is not 

certain when this accelerati0n will occur and how 

great it will be. Research (see Section 2) is making it 

increasingly clear what the consequences are likely to 

be in the medium and long term. 

The likely impact of the consequences of possible 

flooding by the sea has increased enormously as a 

result of the intensive occupation of the hinterland. 

This is made worse because the economic value in the 

low-lying Netherlands continues to increase. As far 

as flood safety is concerned, the protection provided 

by the coast is generally expected to remain sufficient 

over the coming century if it is properly managed and 

maintained. 

This protection will probably have to be reinforced in 

specific locations in the second half of this century. 

In these places, it is possible that the flood defences 

will cease to be effective in the course of this century 

(depending on the scenario as regards rising sea levels 

and new insights into the strength and impact of 

waves and changes in coastal morphology), despite the 

adaptation of the coastal foundation and maintenance 

of the reference coastline in accordance with current 

practice (see Section 2, subsection 2.1 on flood safety 

The Mesdag Panorama (looking back on the coast 100 years ago) edited to include an impression of possible future coastal development 
(100 years in the future). (Source: MesdagPanorama/DPK/A1:1/Innatura)
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challenges). This picture could change in the light of 

new insights into the impact of relative sea-level rise 

on flood defences or when new assessments of the 

consequences of flooding will become available. 

New insights may also cause changes whereby 

locations of attention are brought forward or put back 

in time and could, in principle, result in a change in 

the number of locations. 

Although flood safety requires permanent and 

continuous attention in order to keep pace with the 

changes, the urgency mainly lies in the spatial and 

economic opportunities and development options for 

the coast in the decades to come. In order to exploit 

these to the full, it is necessary to have a clear idea of 

any interventions in the coastal zone that will impact 

on safety in the long term.  

Spatial development of the coastal zone
The urgency of the National Coastal Strategy is mainly 

prompted by the ambition to exploit opportunities for 

economic growth, restructuring and improving the 

quality of the coastal zone. These are short-term issues 

which require different measures, not all of which are 

related to coastal safety. However, to be sure that spatial 

developments continue to be properly maintained in 

line with future investments in safety and continue to 

be consistent with safety management, the connection 

must be constantly made between safety and spatial 

development. 

A suitable means of achieving this is the available 

information on locations of attention for safety this 

century. By providing clarity at an early stage with regard 

to the future opportunities for multifunctional use of 

the barrier zone, we can arouse interest in investing in 

the economy and culture of the coastal zone. This also 

applies to investment in the international quality of 

nature reserves in the coastal zone. In some places, this 

quality is under pressure, mainly because of the limited 

dynamics in the dunes. 

The effective and timely anticipation of safety issues 

and economic, cultural and ecological opportunities 

in the coastal zone will prevent disinvestment, hasten 

innovative and integrated solutions and improve the 

social return on investment. It would be a pity to ignore 

any resulting opportunities for value creation. 

Last but not least, the knowledge and experience that 

we acquire in combining safety and development could 

also be a powerful and innovative export product. 

"Adaptive concepts" have been introduced in this 

strategy because of the need to combine different 

interests (safety, economy, quality, multifunctional use 

of space, etc.) as effectively as possible. The key issue 

in these concepts is that the flood defences and the 

use of space in the area on, around and in the flood 

defences should be adapted to take account of both 

rising sea levels and changing requirements and wishes 

arising from social and economic demands. An adaptive 

concept is an important weapon in the armoury of 

adaptive delta management (see Section 3).       

       

The Mesdag Panorama (looking back on the coast 100 years ago) edited to include an impression of possible future coastal development 
(100 years in the future). (Source: MesdagPanorama/DPK/A1:1/Innatura)
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1.3 Pathway

Strategy as a compass
A compass is a navigational instrument. That is how 

we regard and use the National Coastal Strategy. Like a 

compass, the Strategy provides direction for the work 

to be done on the future of our coast, not as a hard 

and fast final scenario ("blueprints which are adhered 

to for decades to come"), but as an inspirational 

pathway for adaptive delta management to follow. 

The National Coastal Strategy does not directly 

provide a framework for the ultimate legal decision-

making process. For this reason, there is currently no 

requirement under the Dutch Nature Conservation 

Act [Natuurbeschermingswet] for this strategy to draw 

up an environmental impact study and appropriate 

assessment.      

Adaptive actions
Adaptive delta management means working on 

the safety of the coast combined with exploiting 

opportunities for enhancing the attractiveness, 

ecological values and economic viability of the coastal 

zone. Adaptive delta management also means deciding 

at the right time (not too soon, not too late) about 

investing in places where safety measures have to be 

implemented and developments can be strengthened. 

This can involve preserving functions and qualities or 

keeping or making space open for new developments 

and qualities. We aim to achieve synergy benefits by 

collaborating with stakeholders and interlinking the 

ambitions and investment agendas of public and 

private parties.

Learning by doing
Our adaptive delta management pathway is based 

on today's knowledge, experience, forecasts and 

ambitions. The National Coastal Strategy marks an 

important stage in the continuing process of learning 

by doing, but the development of knowledge and 

its practical application do not stand still. Adaptive 

management therefore requires the flexibility to be 

open to new developments and insights and to making 

adjustments where and when they are required. In 

this way, we are expressing our confidence in the 

problem-solving abilities of future generations. The 

guiding choices at the beginning (see PART I) and the 

implementation agenda at the end of this document 

usher in the next step in this process, including 

further knowledge development and its application 

in practice. From all the items on the implementation 

agenda of the National Coastal Strategy (see Section 4), 

it will be agreed which party will assume responsibility 

for an item and which organisations will collaborate in 

its implementation. 

 1.4 Elaboration

Strategy
In this document, we formulate positive strategies for 

adaptive delta management in line with our objective 

of creating a safe, attractive and economically viable 

coast (see Section 3). These strategies are based on 

the general fundamental values and principles of the 

Delta Programme and the development principles 

of the National Coastal Framework (see Appendix 2) 

and have been developed in conjunction with other 

sub-programmes of the Delta Programme. A positive 

strategy is based on a combination of objectives, 

adaptive pathways and measures. The main aim is 

to achieve social objectives in a cost-effective way by 

fully exploiting opportunities to link up with other 

developments, challenges and ambitions with minimal 

negative impact (known as social optimisation) 

when implementing safety measures. Examples 

include carrying out nourishment operations near 

vulnerable sea defences with added value in terms of 

beach recreation or strengthening the coast based on 

attractive spatial plans³.  

back to table of content
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Implementation agenda
The pathway will lead to an Implementation Agenda 

for the Coast (see Section 4). This is a summary of 

substantive and process-based actions aimed at 

achieving the National Coastal Strategy and is also 

a tool for directing ongoing collaboration between 

the organisations which are responsible for coastal 

safety and coastal development. Following the 

development phase, it will be possible to include 

area-specific projects, based on area-specific agendas, 

in the multi-year programme for Infrastructure, 

Spatial Development and Transport (MIRT) or the 

Coast implementation programme as part of the Delta 

Programme 2015, also in relation to the successor to 

the National Water Plan. 

The development stage will also provide input for the 

Delta decisions on flood safety and spatial adaptation 

to be taken in 2014, which will be the platform from 

which to launch a package of flood-safety measures in 

the form of the Delta Plan for Flood Safety (2015).
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2.
CHALLENGES

FOR
THE COAST

PART II  |  NCS>

We have a long tradition of working on coastal 

safety. We reinforce the dunes and build dykes 

and dams. Since 1990, soft solutions for safety 

and land conservation have prevailed. The motto 

is "soft where possible, hard where necessary". 

"Soft" means adding sand to the coastal system. 

It allows functions, such as nature, recreation and 

water extraction, to be retained and developed 

in the coastal zone. Because we are constantly 

gaining a better understanding of how the 

complex coastal system fits together, we can also 

keep finding smarter ways of intervening, e.g. by 

combining safety challenges with development 

challenges as regards the attractiveness, the 

economy and the ecology of the coast. 

This requires knowledge of the precise nature of 

the safety challenges and development challenges 

and the form of collaboration that is required. 

These challenges are set out in this section.  
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2.1 Safety challenges

Negative natural sand balance
The Dutch coast is an overwhelmingly sandy coast 

and constantly requires additional sand. The natural 

sand balance of the coast is negative. This is mainly 

the result of five circumstances. First, sand is required 

to keep the coast at a consistent level because of the 

relative rise in sea levels. Second, the relative rise in sea 

levels has gradually reduced the supply of sand from 

the bed of the North Sea to zero. Third, the supply of 

sand from rivers has decreased. Fourth, it has been 

caused by past and present human interventions in 

the coastal system, such as the construction of the 

IJsselmeer Dam and the half-open Eastern Scheldt 

Storm Surge Barrier. Finally, the wind (i.e. storms) and 

tidal currents move sand from south to north along 

the Dutch coast, causing erosion in some places and 

sedimentation in others. For example, sand which 

has eroded in North Holland and is carried away by 

the water can be deposited further along the Holland 

coast and finally ends up in the vicinity of the Wadden 

Sea. This displacement of sand takes place over a 

number of decades and even centuries. Moreover, the 

consequences of rising sea levels are combined with 

subsidence resulting from the movement of tectonic 

plates since the last ice age and subsistence resulting 

from salt and gas extraction. Subsidence resulting 

from settlement caused by drainage in the coastal 

foundation can be almost completely discounted.

Supplementing with beach nourishment
The shortage of sand resulted in a situation where the 

coastline was moving about 1 m landward a year in the 

course of the past few centuries. This natural process 

stopped with the introduction of the nourishment 

policy in 1990. The natural process has since been 

supplemented with beach nourishment under the 

motto "soft where possible, hard where necessary". 

It was decided to use sand because the Netherlands 

has a lot of sand of its own and because the transport 

distances are relatively short. The use of sand is also 

the most natural and flexible way of strengthening 

and maintaining the coast and is consistent with the 

collective image of the identity of our coast. In recent 

decades, we have learned that beach nourishment is 

a flexible and effective method of maintaining the 

coastline. Since the introduction of this policy, not 

only has the structural decline of the coast been halted 

but there is even a possibility of expanding the shallow 

part of the coast and allowing the dunes to grow 

seawards, thereby increasing safety. We are currently 

seeing the sand shortage mainly occur in the coastal 

foundation along the coast of the Wadden Islands. 

Measurements and research have also shown that 

almost all of the ebb-tidal deltas along the Wadden Sea 

have decreased in volume. 

Nourishment compensates for the consequences of 

the relative rise in sea levels and the structural erosion 

of the coast. The coast can adapt to the rise in sea 

levels. Nourishment also makes it possible to preserve 

and develop the physical space for functions in the 

coastal zone. Moreover, the continuous management 

and maintenance of the coast provides opportunities 

for making the coast more attractive and boosting its 

economy. The use of beach nourishment to manage 

the coast also exploits the dynamics which is so 

important in determining the ecological wealth of 

our coast and makes it possible to maintain corridors 

between different habitats. 
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The formation of the Dutch coast since 5500 BC. This series shows how 
the Dutch coast was created and how dynamic the natural transition 
between sea and land was. This dynamic action has been curtailed by 
human interventions in past centuries. 
(Source: DPK /ST/origin: TNO NITG)

   Open water (fresh/salt)
   Tidal flats
   Coastal dunes and sandy barriers
   Salt marshes and clay cover

   Peat beds
   River sediments
   Pleistocene
   Disregarded

Early Atlantic period (5500 BC) Late Atlantic period (4100 BC)

Sub-Boreal period (2100 BC) Sub-Atlantic period (1000-1200 AD)
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The Dutch coast is a sandy coastal system. We do 

not have a rocky coast like the coast, for example, in 

Scotland and Norway. A sandy coastal system consists 

of (mainly) sandy coastal waters, estuaries and tidal 

inlets, including sandy shores (beaches and dunes). In 

our country, we classify this sandy system into sand-

sharing and non-sand-sharing sections.

"Sand-sharing" means that an active exchange of 

sand takes place between sections of the sandy system 

as a result of currents and wind. The sections of the 

Dutch sandy system which are sand-sharing are the 

coastal foundation, the Wadden Sea and the Western 

Scheldt estuary. An active exchange of sand takes place 

between these sections. Non-sand-sharing sections of 

the coast are the semi-closed basins in the South-West 

Delta (Eastern Scheldt, Grevelingen and Haringvliet) 

and the basins along the Wadden Sea (IJsselmeer and 

Lauwersmeer). These sections of the sandy coast are 

therefore outside the active exchange of sand along the 

coast. 

The sand-sharing system of the coast requires constant 

management and maintenance because of the 

dynamics of water, wind and sediment transfer. 

In its current embodiment, all attention is focused on 

the coastal foundation, as well on maintaining the 

coastline. The coastal foundation acts as a source of 

sand to meet the demand from the Western Scheldt 

and the Wadden Sea. In principle, the whole sand-

sharing system can be adapted to the rising sea level 

by adding a quantity of sand to the coastal foundation 

which is proportionate to the sand demand from the 

entire sand-sharing system. 

Current implementation practice teaches us that 

the reference coastline can be maintained with 12 

million m³ of sand a year, but this is not enough sand 

to enable the coastal foundation as a whole to adapt 

to a sea-level rise of 1.8 mm a year. In addition to 

the sand required to allow the Wadden Sea Area and 

Western Scheldt to adapt to rising sea levels, the coastal 

foundation has to supply a further quantity of sand to 

satisfy the Wadden Sea's hunger for sand which has 

arisen as a result of the damming up of the Zuiderzee 

and Lauwerszee. In order to keep pace with the current 

rate of sea level rise, the nourishment volume would 

have to increase from 12 to 20 million m³ of sand a year, 

according to the National Water Plan (NWP).

EXPLANATORY NOTES>

SANDY BEACH SYSTEM 
SAND-SHARING SYSTEM

AND COASTAL FOUNDATION
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Map of the Dutch sandy coastal system. A sandy coastal system consists of (mainly) sandy 
coastal waters, estuaries and tidal inlets, including sandy shores (beaches and dunes). In 
our country, we classify this sandy system into sand-sharing sections (coastal foundation, 
Wadden Sea and Western Scheldt) and non-sand-sharing sections (the semi-closed basins in 
the South-West Delta (Eastern Scheldt, Grevelingen, Haringvliet) and the basins along the 
Wadden Sea (IJsselmeer, Lauwersmeer)). "Sand-sharing" means that an active exchange of 
sand takes place between these sections of the sandy system as a result of currents and wind.  
(Map: DPK/Jelle Gulmans)

Sandy coastal system 

Coastal foundation

Current sand-sharing 
coastal system

Non-sand-sharing 
subsystems*

Non-sand-sharing 
subsystems (drained)

Dunes (forming part 
of the sand-sharing 
system)

* Since 1900, these subsystems have 
been almost completely cut off from 
sand-sharing with the coastal system by 
human interventions.
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The flood defences determine our safety at this 

moment, the coastline is the determining factor for 

our safety for a somewhat longer period and the coastal 

foundation is the determining factor for our safety in 

the long term.

Flood defences

Eighty-five percent of the coast consists of dunes. 

The (current, day-to-day or momentary) safety from 

flooding is determined by the strength of the dunes. 

Their strength depends on the quantity of sand they 

contain (the “thickness” of a dune). There are also 

hard and hybrid flood defences and civil engineering 

structures, such as the Brouwersdam (dyke), the 

Noordwijk promenade (hybrid flood defence) and the 

Eastern Scheldt Storm Surge Barrier (civil engineering 

structure).  

Coastline

How “thick” the dune is, is to a great extent determined 

by the quantity of sand which is blown landward from 

the beach. Keeping the amount of sand around the 

waterline at a consistent level – or, in other words, 

maintaining the coastline - also keeps the supply of 

sand to the dune at a consistent level. In this way, the 

dune can be gradually and naturally adapted to the 

rising sea level. Maintaining the coastline helps to 

maintain safety for a somewhat longer period (years).

Coastal foundation

If we look at an even longer period (on a scale 

of decades), the position of the coastline will be 

determined by the total amount of sand in the whole 

coast. On a timescale of a few decades, we will then 

have to think of a zone between the -20 m depth 

contour and the inside edge of the dunes, the coastal 

foundation. By keeping the amount of sand in the 

coastal foundation at a consistent level, we create the 

conditions for maintaining the coastline in the long 

term and therefore for maintaining safety in the long 

term (decades).

EXPLANATORY NOTES>

COHERENCE OF FLOOD DEFENCES, 
COASTLINE AND 

COASTAL FOUNDATION

The coastal foundation covers the zone from the continuous -20 m depth 
contour at sea up to and including the inside edge of the dune and is made up 
of different management zones as shown in the cross-section. (Illustration: 
DPK-DGW/A 1:1/ST)
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This map shows the current morphology and autonomous behaviour (erosion and 
sedimentation without nourishments) of the sandy coast. An almost continuous sandy 
coastal strip protects the lower-lying hinterland. The sea pushes deeper inland via the rivers 
and estuaries, sometimes cut off by dams. The dynamics of the delta are clearly visible in 
the Wadden Sea region and in Zeeland. Channels carry water and sand in and out. 
The two areas are connected by the Holland Arc, a curved coastline consisting of various 
dune complexes and hard flood defences. (Source: DPK/A1:1/ST) 
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Hard when necessary
In most places, the use of sand is an economically 

attractive option⁴. However, there are also places 

where the use of soft solutions is not cost-effective, 

e.g. because of severe coastal erosion. In these places, 

hard measures may be one solution. Hard or hybrid 

defences (i.e. a combination of hard and soft) make 

local adaptation more complicated, but it may be 

necessary in order to protect the hinterland. It has to 

be decided what the best solution is for each location: 

soft, hard or hybrid. 

The disadvantage of hard defences is that they do not 

help to tackle the cause of erosion, i.e. a shortage 

of sediment. Moreover, hard defences are more 

irreversible than soft defences and do relatively 

more damage to the adaptability of the coast. 

Hard defences also make the soft coast further along 

additionally prone to erosion, mainly at the points 

where hard meets soft. Finally, the construction of hard 

defences also has consequences for natural features. 

They usually have a negative impact, e.g. when a 

hard defence results in a clear separation between 

fresh and salt water or when gradient communities 

between different habitats are rendered impossible. 

However, there are species (which occur naturally on 

rocky coasts) which can benefit from hard defences 

provided that these defences have been designed in a 

nature-friendly way. Some of the disadvantages of hard 

defences can be eliminated by innovations.

The flood disaster of 1953 was the reason behind one of the largest coastal reinforcement projects in the world: the Delta Works. Forecasts of climate change and rising sea 
levels are now the reason behind the Delta Programme, part of which involves reassessing the coast.  
(Photograph: closing the breach in the dyke at Sirjansgat - Schouwen Duiveland). (Photograph: ANP). 

4  See essay "Flexibele maatregelen in het waterbeheer zijn economisch aantrekkelijker" by Morselt and Gersonius, 2010.
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Map showing hard and built-on defences along the coast. All the hard structures, 
including the dams on Lake IJsselmeer and the South-West Delta, have affected the 
sandy system.  (Source: DPK/A1:1/ST).
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Safety in order  
The efforts made to manage and maintain the coast 

over the past few decades have proved their worth. 

The protection that the coast affords the hinterland is 

adequate⁵.

 The reasons for this include the Delta Works, the 

investment in reinforcements, the enshrining of 

flood safety in law and effective management and 

maintenance. The likelihood of dying behind the 

dunes, dykes or dams due to flooding by the sea is 

remote, i.e. individual risk less than 10⁻5

Increasing need for maintenance
The relative sea-level rise (i.e. including subsidence) 

requires that management and maintenance are 

continued over the decades to come in order to keep 

the safety level and the land in optimal condition. 

This need is reinforced by forecasts of the 

consequences of climate change. 

These forecasts are based on the delta scenarios. 

The delta scenarios consist of four possible scenarios 

for the physical and socio-economic environment 

(for an explanation, see Appendix 3). They indicate 

a bandwidth on the basis of which we prepare our 

measures. 

The delta scenarios are based on the climate scenarios 

of the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute 

[KNMI] and the socio-economic WLO [Welfare, 

Prosperity and Quality of the Living Environment] 

scenarios produced by the collaborating planning 

offices. They describe autonomous developments that 

affect water management and spatial development. 

These are driving forces that can change the challenges 

in the long term. The bandwidth described in the delta 

scenarios increases as we look further into the future. 

If this concerns the consequences of climate change, 

the delta scenarios will assume an acceleration in 

the current rate of sea level rise, i.e. a possible rise in 

sea level along the Dutch coast of between 15 and 35 

centimetres by 2050 and between 35 and 85 centimetres 

by 2100. The greatest uncertainty is the speed at which 

this development will take place. 

5  Our country is well protected against flooding by the sea. In the report "Overstromingskansen voor de Nederlandse kust" (HKV, 2012), 
it was calculated that the actual probability of a flood is mostly low to very low. The dunes were generally found to be stronger than the 
dykes. The actual flood risk will also be significantly lower than has been assumed to date. The foreland areas are also provided with a 
high degree of protection. See also Appendix 6.

Nourishments carried out for regular maintenance of the coast and the annual percentage of reference coastline direction lines exceeded since 1991.
* The figure for 2012 is based on the number of square metres completed until November 2012, plus the forecast completion up to and including 
December 2012 (source: RWS).
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1990 1st Coastal Policy Document
1991 Water Boards Act
1995 2nd Coastal Policy Document
1996 Flood Defences Act
1997 Public Works Management Act
1998 12-mile zone for species protection
2000 3rd Coastal Policy Document
2001 Natura 2000
2005 Integrated North Sea Management 
Plan

2005 Veerman Advisory Commi ee
2006 Key Planning Decision on the Wadden Sea
2006 1st wind farm in North Sea
2007 Policy Plan for Water Plan
2008 Construction of 2nd Maasvlakte begins
2009 Water Act
2009 Nature Management Plan for Delta Coast
2011 Administrative Agreement on Water
2011 Nature Management Plan for North 
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The policy on the coast changed last century. Since the works on the Zuider Zee, damming operations, land reclamation, dyke 
building and storm protection activities have declined dramatically along the total length of the coastline. This is shown on the 
left-hand side of the infographic. As a result of the new nourishment policy "Soft where possible, hard where necessary", the 
remaining sea walls have usually been reinforced with sand since 1990 (the decreasing length of sea walls is shown in slate-grey 
in the diagram). The right-hand side of the infographics shows the relationship between the quantities of nourishment sand and 
sea-level rise. The increasing number of nourishments is shown in yellow and the sea-level rise is shown in light blue.  
(Source: DPK/BM/A1:1).
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In view of the rising sea level, the coast and its flood 

defences will have to be constantly maintained in 

order to continue to comply with safety levels. Where 

necessary, they will have to be physically reinforced 

or the boundary of the flood defences will have to be 

redefined⁶. The study "Sand nourishments in the 21st 

century"⁷ shows that it is likely that we will be able 

in principle to compensate for coastal erosion with 

sand nourishment until far into the future while also 

maintaining utilisation functions in the coastal zone⁸.

Updating of safety levels
The flood safety levels which currently apply to the 

Netherlands are being reviewed as part of the Delta 

Decision on Flood Safety (for details, see Appendix 

6). The consequences of updating flood safety levels 

are yet to be set out in detail. The new flood safety 

policy is based on three objectives: a basic safety level 

of 10-5 behind the flood defences, the possibility of 

additional protection in the event of social disruption 

and the possibility of additional protection for vital 

infrastructure. Even after this updating process, coastal 

safety is expected to be sufficient provided that the 

sandy system is properly managed and maintained⁹. 

The updating may also have an effect on the reservation 

zones. 

The basic principle of the new safety level is that it 

will be based more than before on balancing the 

likelihood of a flood against the consequences of that 

event. On the coast, it has the potential in parts of the 

area to claim large numbers of victims and serious 

economic consequences10. Prevention (as the first 

layer of multilayer safety) is and will continue to be 

the principle on which the safety of the coast and the 

hinterland is based. If, nevertheless, an emergency 

does occur, evacuation to higher ground is the only 

option. The security regions will have to make plans 

and take measures to account for this. New insights 

into the effect of wind, waves and the behaviour of the 

flood defence itself could be sufficient reason to revise 

this estimation of the safety level in future. 

 

Safety of foreland areas
Enough is known about the safety of foreland areas 

in the seaside towns. A policy on foreland safety in 

thirteen seaside towns was published in 2006. 

The aim of this policy was to maintain the safety 

level of the existing continuous built-up area in 

these seaside towns. The safety level was expected 

to deteriorate in this foreland area even if the 

hinterland was properly protected and the coastline 

maintained. This would be an impediment to the 

spatial development of these seaside towns. The 

towns concerned were: Cadzand, Vlissingen, Kijkduin, 

Scheveningen, Katwijk, Noordwijk, Zandvoort, 

IJmuiden, Egmond aan Zee, Bergen aan Zee and the 

islands of Vlieland, Terschelling and Ameland. 

Since 2006, studies have been conducted in an effort 

to develop and implement this policy. The foreland 

safety level was mapped out for the seaside towns 

and the foreland area was determined for the Wadden 

Islands. The results provided a reason for reconsidering 

the policy for the thirteen seaside towns and for 

taking a new decision with regard to this policy. The 

studies showed that these thirteen coastal settlements 

did not need special status. This does not prevent 

6  See also memo "Aandachtslocaties waterveiligheid kust in het licht van de nieuwe normering", Waterdienst, 2013.
7  "Zandsuppleties in de 21ste eeuw, onderzoek naar alternatieve lange termijn suppleties t.b.v. Deltaprogramma Kust", Final Report, 
Deltares, 2012.
8  There is not expected to be a tightening up of safety levels. However, there will be a different system for calculating the level: from an 
approach based on exceeding the levels to an approach based on flood risks. Even with the new insights into safety levels and new know-
ledge about the failure mechanisms of flood defences, flood safety remains at a very high level.  
 Cf. Memo "Aandachtslocaties waterveiligheid kust in het licht van de nieuwe normering", Waterdienst, 2013. 
9  "Advies Stuurgroep Deltaprogramma Kust n.a.v. uw brief ‘Werk aan de Delta’ (uitvraag) d.d. 31-1-2012", 
Delta Programme Coast, letter xx- 2012.
10  See "Maatschappelijke Kosten-batenanalyse Waterveiligheid 21ste eeuw", Deltares, 2011 and "Analyse van slachtofferrisico’s Watervei-
ligheid 21ste eeuw", Deltares, 2011.
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government agencies from assisting each other to 

find solutions. Contrary to what was thought in 2006, 

regular maintenance of the reference coastline in the 

sandy resorts was sufficient to maintain the foreland 

safety level in these towns. In the seaside towns where 

maintaining the foreland safety level is only possible 

with hard defences (e.g. construction of retaining 

walls) and/or in towns which do not form part of the 

sandy coast, there may still be a role for the assessment 

of the foreland situation by municipalities and/or 

provinces.

Testing flood defences
On the basis of the Dutch Water Act [Waterwet], 

the flood defence managers carry out a periodic 

assessment to ascertain whether the flood defences 

are still up to standard. Currently, this happens once 

every six years and it is proposed to extend the period 

to once every twelve years. In this way, better allowance 

would be made for the time it takes to programme 

and improve major infrastructure items. Besides, the 

assessment tools will be improved. A particular matter 

of concern when testing is how to assess the impact 

of hard structures in and on the soft flood defences 

(in Dutch: “Niet Waterkerende Objecten” or NWOs), 

such as dwellings, bunkers and garages. There are no 

suitable assessment tools. Following a preliminary 

exploration11, a start has now been made on the first 

phase of the research into the effect of NWOs in sandy 

flood defences. Further research will be required to 

supplement the assessment tools.  

Locations of attention for safety12
The report on locations of attention for the safety 

of the coast13 lists future locations of attention for 

safety, assuming that the “weak link” programme has 

been completed. It has found that – when we assume 

that sufficient effort has been made to manage and 

maintain the reference coastline and flood defences 

– hardly any locations of attention for safety can be 

expected on the coast up to 2050, compared with past 

decades. If they do present themselves, consideration 

will have to be given to the type of intervention 

required: physical improvement of the flood defence 

(which also provides an opportunity to link spatial 

developments to it) or a redefining of the boundary of 

the defence14. 

Pages 40 and 41 map out the locations of attention in 

the event of moderate sea-level rise. Pages 43 and 44 do 

the same for locations of attention in the event of rapid 

sea-level rise.  

  

Locations of attention in the event of 
moderate sea-level rise
In the event of moderate sea-level rise during the 

period 2020-2050 and if the maintenance of the 

reference coastline continues, experts expect the 

standard of the flood defences to be exceeded in four 

locations on the North Sea coast prior to 2050, namely 

Zandvoort, Voorne, Brouwersdam and Veerse Dam. 

This does not mean that a physical reinforcement has 

to be constructed. An adjustment of the definition 

of the seaward and landward boundaries of the flood 

defence may also be an option if a wide dune field 

is involved and the asphalt covering is restored or 

11  "Voorverkenning NWO's in duinen", Arcadis/Deltares, 2012. 
12  Locations of attention for safety on the coast are places where the legal safety level has been exceeded, which cannot or can no longer 
be remedied by regular management and maintenance (such as repairing covering material). This requires a larger-scale intervention, 
with the flood defence having to be completely reinforced. The impact of this depends on the area of concern and the measure that 
needs to be taken. Different insights concerning the location of attention may result from system changes, an adjustment of the height 
and/or type of safety level and knowledge acquired that results in the flood defence being assessed differently. This can mean an adjust-
ment of the concerns over time, but the locations themselves may also change. The number of locations can both increase and decrease.
13  "Aandachtslocaties veiligheid kust", Delta Programme, 2012.
14  In locations with a wide dune massif, where sand nourishments are insufficient to adapt the flood defence because, for example, it is 
built on, the defence may be rejected. The safety of the hinterland is not put at risk due to the wide dunes. 
In this situation, it may be decided to move the flood defence.
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Overview of the locations of attention 
for coastal safety for sandy defences 
in the event of moderate sea-level rise.
Source: Rapport Aandachtslocaties 
Veiligheid 
(RWS/DP Coast/July 2012) 
(Map: DPK - RWS/ST/A1:1)
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Overview of the locations of attention for 
coastal safety for hard flood defences in 
the event of moderate sea-level rise.
(RWS/DP Coast/July 2012) 
(Map: DPK - RWS/ST/A1:1)

Locations of attention for 
hard defences in the event 
of moderate sea-level rise
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sandy options are used in the case of Brouwersdam 

and Veerse Dam. The locations of attention cover 

a total length of twenty kilometres of coastline. 

Locations which have already been defined in the third 

assessment of flood defences are not counted in this 

case because measures will have to be taken in respect 

of these locations within a few years. Between 2050 

and 2100, it is forecast that standards will be exceeded 

in a further ten locations in the event of moderate 

sea-level rise, namely Ameland West, Texel Zanddijk, 

Texel ferry terminal, Den Helder Marsdiep, Bergen aan 

Zee, Egmond aan Zee, Katwijk Buitensluis, Domburg, 

Westkapelle Zeedijk and Vlissingen promenade. The 

total length of these ten locations is also estimated to 

be twenty kilometres.

Locations of attention in the event of rapid 
sea-level rise
In the event of rapid sea-level rise, the moment at 

which standards are exceeded moves nearer in time. 

The locations where standards were exceeded during 

moderate sea-level rise in the second half of the 

century will cease to conform to standards sooner, 

i.e. before or around 2050. This therefore concerns 

all fourteen of the locations considered in the event 

of moderate sea-level rise, together accounting for 

40 kilometres of coastline. In the event of rapid sea-

level rise we also expect the number of locations of 

attention to double after 2050, expressed in terms of 

length of total coastline. This is a significant increase 

because almost all of the recently strengthened 

sections of coast, such as the weak link projects, would 

likely have to be renewed in these circumstances. 

This total of 80 kilometres of coastline classified as 

locations of attention in the second half of the century 

is spread over thirty-five locations. Again, this involves 

both locations where physical intervention is required 

and locations where redefining the boundaries of flood 

defences could be a solution. 

Coastal safety is an ongoing challenge
The scenario with regard to safety is that we will 

never be finished protecting the coastal zone and 

the hinterland from flooding by the sea. Regular 

management and maintenance are required and 

may even have to be intensified because the natural 

shortage of sand in the coastal foundation will increase 

more quickly due to the effects of climate change. We 

know that this situation will continue over the decades 

to come and it will be a bigger challenge to maintain 

the coastline. We also know that increasing seaward 

reinforcements (as in the case of some weak links) will 

intensify the maintenance of the reference coastline. 

The consequences of updating flood safety levels as 

part of the Delta Decision on Flood Safety still have to 

be studied. Even after this updating process, coastal 

safety is expected to be sufficient, provided that the 

coast is properly managed and maintained. It will be 

essential to monitor closely the relevant changes in the 

coastal system, acquire new knowledge and continue 

to innovate in order to facilitate smart and effective 

coastal management. Over the decades to come, there 

are only expected to be a few measures to reinforce 

flood defences which could be combined with spatial 

planning ambitions. There could be a significant 

increase in locations for attention for safety in the 

event of rapid sea-level rise after 2050. 
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Overview of the locations of attention 
for coastal safety for sandy defences 
in the event of rapid sea-level rise.
Source: Rapport Aandachtslocaties 
Veiligheid 
(RWS/DP Coast/July 2012) 
(Map: DPK - RWS/ST/A1:1)

Locations of attention for 
sandy defences in the event 
of rapid sea-level rise
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Overview of the locations of attention for 
coastal safety for hard defences in the 
event of rapid sea-level rise.
(RWS/DP Coast/July 2012) 
(Map: DPK - RWS/ST/A1:1)

Locations of attention for 
hard defences in the event of 
rapid sea-level rise
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2.2 Development
challenges

Uncertainty concerning future growth 
or contraction
The forecast horizon for spatial development is a good 

deal less certain than the forecasts for coastal safety. 

For safety, the rise in sea levels is substantially certain 

and most of the uncertainty surrounds the extent and 

the timing of acceleration and its precise impact on the 

sandy coastal system. However, in the case of spatial 

development, the future can go many different ways. 

The delta scenarios looked at autonomous socio-

economic dynamics that affect spatial development. 

There is great uncertainty about the direction of 

demographic trends: will the population grow or 

shrink after 2020? Uncertainty about demographic 

trends is closely linked to great uncertainty about 

the pace of economic growth in the decades to 

come. In the event of high economic growth, the 

pressure on space in the coastal zone is expected 

to increase on land (for businesses and residential 

and recreation areas) and at sea (e.g. for sustainable 

energy generation). The accessibility of the coast is 

therefore a major precondition for development. 

There will be a tendency to consider options for 

seaward development, including with the aid of 

private investment. If economic and demographic 

growth in the west of the country stagnates, the use 

of space in the coastal zone will develop differently 

during this century. In such a scenario, urbanisation is 

likely to decrease, it is conceivable that many people 

will relocate to higher and drier parts of the country 

or emigrate to the world’s new economic centres and 

the land released could be left to nature, gradually 

becoming wet and creating large-scale dynamic natural 

features and new wetlands. 

More clearly defined development challenges
The uncertainty with regard to spatial development and 

its suitability for safety conditions in the long term calls 

for a tailored solution. What this means for the coast is 

that the gradual translation of development challenges 

into proposals for spatial renewal which are consistent 

with how and when the flood defences have to be 

adapted at some time in the century to come on the 

basis of the safety requirements which are applicable 

at that time. The time horizon for spatial plans is not 

the year 2050 or 2100 but the relatively short period 

of the next few decades (with a look into the future). 

The coordination of spatial development with coastal 

safety requires us to look ahead realistically and as far 

into the future as possible. In addition, each spatial 

challenge will have to be weighed against the current 

use of space and other functions. 

An important initiative for tracking coastal safety 

and plans for the development of coastal areas has 

been taken by the coastal provinces in consultation 

with coastal municipalities, water boards and other 

organisations. They have each drawn up a provincial 

coastal strategy or strategic coastal agenda for their 

coastal area as a basis for an integrated approach to 

safety and spatial development (see Appendix 7 for 

a summary of the main points from the provincial 

coastal strategies/strategic coastal agendas). 

The Coastal Quality Studio also developed ideas for 

an integrated approach to coastal safety and coastal 

development, each of them focusing on the long term 

with a planning horizon up to 2100. For example, 

one important recommendation from the Coastal 

Quality Studio is that the Dutch coast deserves an 

integrated, differentiated approach, the priority being 

to make it dynamic and flexible. The Coastal Quality 

Studio has elaborated this into ideas and explorations 

investigating ways of adapting the coast to the rising 

sea level, combined with adding new utilisation space 

applications along the Dutch coast15.

15  For further information, see the work books of the Coastal Quality Studio and/or www. atelierkustkwaliteit.nl.
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Combined map of ambitions for coastal development as set out in the 
strategic agendas/strategies of the coastal provinces. 
For the key to symbols and explanation see Appendix 7.
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The drawing up of the provincial coastal strategies/

strategic coastal agendas, the studies of the Coastal 

Quality Studio and the results of research16 have 

made the picture of the development challenges for 

the coast clearer. Most of these challenges seem to 

arise in conserving nature, enhancing the quality and 

cultural identity of the coast, exploiting the potential 

of the coastal economy and using the nearby North 

Sea, including sand extraction. Each development also 

requires, as usual, a balance to be achieved between 

existing and new functions. 

Nature development and conservation
The nature along our coast is of international 

importance. Many species of fish use our sea as a 

breeding ground and a large number of birds brood, 

rest, forage or overwinter along our coast. Almost the 

entire dune field therefore has the status of a nature 

reserve with a wealth of species of flora and fauna to 

guarantee the robustness of ecological communities. 

The dynamics of the coastal zone leads to the presence 

of many species and habitats. This dynamics is 

considerable in the sea and less so on land. There is 

both pioneer vegetation and communities that require 

a longer time to develop. There are birds that brood 

on bare sand and birds that thrive in shrubs. The peaks 

of the dunes are dry and their drifting valleys damp. 

If there is sufficient space, it does not matter if the 

natural dynamics replaces an old community with 

pioneers if there is time for this community to re-

establish itself elsewhere. Between the extremes, there 

are ideally no hard transitions but (long) gradients. 

Maintaining species in the coastal zone requires not 

only protected habitats but also robust corridors 

between them. These corridors may be important if, 

as a result of climate change, species have to migrate 

to follow shifting climatic boundaries. There may be 

opportunities to further strengthen the ecological 

function that our coast has at international level. 

Furthermore, the quality of the nature in the dunes 

can be improved by further expanding dynamic 

coastal management. Dynamic coastal management 

is defined as management that focuses on making 

the outermost dunes dynamic in order to connect 

the wet and the dry part of the coast17. The aim is to 

obtain a more dynamic coast which will guarantee 

safety. How that management can be implemented 

in concrete terms differs from location to location. 

It is up to the manager to work that out with the 

parties involved, such as provinces, municipalities 

and interest groups. The period on which dynamic 

coastal management will have a demonstrable impact 

will also vary. This depends on factors including the 

baseline situation and the measures chosen. Natural 

processes and the development of a natural landscape 

need time. Dynamic coastal management therefore 

means managing the coast to allow more space for 

natural processes such as the drifting of sand or greater 

influence by the sea. In some wide dune fields, there is 

a possibility of allowing notches (holes) or washovers 

(opening through which the sea enters at high water). 

Nature will be changed by the dynamics of wind, sand 

and/or sea. Nature which is currently overgrown with 

grass and scrub will for example acquire more open 

and dynamic characteristics. The dynamics will greatly 

improve the ecological quality of these areas18. Current 

nature conservation policy provides sufficient leeway 

to give the dynamic processes in the coast a chance 

without putting at risk any objectives for nature at 

regional level. It is important for coastal maintenance 

to make an explicit choice at each level of scale. 

A choice made at national level to compensate for 

erosion with sand nourishments can be combined with 

16  Such as the research conducted by Panteia into the power of the coastal economy and the essay on opportunities for the coastal 
economy by Prof. F.G. van Oort.  
17   "Mogelijkheden voor dynamisch kustbeheer, een handreiking voor beheerders", Deltares, Bureau Landwijzer, Rijkswaterstaat 2011.
18   "Ecologie van de toekomstige kust", Alterra and Rijkswaterstaat, 2012.
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a choice made at local level to allow for dune erosion, 

drifting or washovers. The maintenance of the current 

reference coastline can be temporarily and locally 

abandoned to achieve this. This will take the form of 

pilot projects at carefully selected sites. The aim of 

these pilots is to provide space for experimentation 

in order to increase the added value for society locally 

while maintaining safety. They cannot be implemented 

until interests (such as the drinking water supply) have 

been considered. Non-nourished sand will be offered 

for alternative uses in accordance with agreements 

made on the order of preference. It must be borne in 

mind that intervention in one part of the system can 

affect another part or the system as a whole.

We regard sand nourishment as the most natural 

way of maintaining the coast, but sand nourishment 

and sand extraction also have a negative impact on 

nature, e.g. on the benthos. Sand nourishments 

can also decrease dynamics and therefore have less 

favourable consequences for certain types of nature 

conservation. However, the physical damage caused to 

coastal defence by sand extraction and nourishment 

is localised and relatively minor. Where necessary, 

requirements imposed during the permit-granting 

process on the basis of environmental impact 

assessments provide for mitigating or compensating 

measures. The current situation is therefore sufficient 

to keep the coast in good environmental condition. 

The effects of future upscaling due to acceleration of 

the rate of sea-level rise cannot simply be extrapolated 

from the effects of the current scale of extraction and 

nourishment. More research (monitoring, evaluation) 

and adaptation of management to take account of 

new scientific insights seems to be the way forward 

as regards subjecting sand extraction and sand 

nourishment to certain conditions as stated in the 

Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MFSD).

Protecting the drinking water supply
Drinking water reservoirs are often a natural buffer 

between the more heavily populated (sometimes 

urbanised) areas. Drinking water reservoirs are located 

in many places in the dune field (see Section 2.4, Gold 

Lining map, number 8, economic drivers). In the Dutch 

Drinking Water Act [Drinkwaterwet], the sustainable 

safeguarding of the drinking water supply is described 

as an "imperative reason of overriding public interest", 

which means that this public interest should in 

principle carry more weight than other interests. The 

fact that these unique areas enjoy protected status has 

ensured that nature reserves of great value and diversity 

have been created. One example is the Amsterdam 

dune water area. Making coastal management more 

dynamic in some places can give rise to challenges 

that may affect the drinking water reservoirs. In this 

type of development, we will ensure that detailed 

consultation always takes place with the drinking water 

organisations. 

The Drinking Water Policy Document to be issued by 

the Dutch government will constitute the national 

policy framework for drinking water extraction and 

distribution and the protection of sources of drinking 

water. Additional, special protection of drinking water 

interests, the guaranteed protection of catchment 

areas under spatial planning and statutory legislation, 

area designation and/or positioning of drinking water 

companies as nature conservation organisations 

are not provided within the context of the National 

Coastal Agenda (for the status of the National Coastal 

Agenda, see Section 1.3) but in other legislation and 

regulations, such as the Dutch Water Act [Waterwet], 

the Dutch Water Decree [Waterbesluit], provincial 

strategic structure agendas, municipal zoning plans 

and provincial environmental regulations based on the 

Dutch Environmental Protection Act [Wet Milieubeheer] 

(designation of protected groundwater areas).
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Quality improvement
The coastal zone is an area with special qualities and 

potential which are valuable from the point of view 

of perception and use. Many Dutch people value the 

landscape of beaches and dunes. The coast possesses 

not only ecological qualities but also a large-scale 

scenic quality which can be experienced. The quality 

of being able to have an uninterrupted view of the 

horizon in many parts of the coastal zone is almost 

completely absent elsewhere in the Netherlands. Many 

people have a positive experience of the emptiness 

and dark nights, the elements of water, wind, storm 

and sun, the tides and seasons, the visible gradients in 

the landscape and the way it contrasts with the heavily 

populated hinterland and the agricultural landscape on 

the inside edge of the dunes. This applies in particular 

to large dune fields. The coast is the largest freely 

accessible space in our country which has remained 

virtually open and undeveloped in many places (unlike 

the situation in many other urbanised countries). 

Many post-war resorts are due for renovation. (Photograph: JVB) 

It is necessary to improve the quality of the coastal zone 

in order to strengthen, exploit and guarantee its power 

of attraction, as is required to ensure the continued 

existence of unique parts of the Netherlands (including 

the Wadden Islands). This improvement is also required 

to make seaside towns more attractive and, where 

necessary, to restructure them (to modernise them, 

encourage multifunctional use of space and to improve 

their spatial quality). In many of the resorts, the built 

environment and the surrounding area are somewhat 

run down and of poor quality. These seaside towns are 

specified in Section 2.4 (Interaction of challenges) in 

Gold Lining map number 4. In conclusion, the zoning 

of quiet and busy parts of the coast, the development 

of a more robust and higher quality landscape with 

space for nature and/or recreation and the survival of 

unique natural values (by making the coast dynamic) 

help to strengthen its power of attraction. 
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One of the challenges in the years to come will be 

how to put the recently increased demand for tourist 

stays on Dutch beaches on the right track. In recent 

years, the number of beach cafés and beach huts has 

increased, including for year-round use. The challenge 

is how to use a smart system of controls to ensure that, 

subject to safety concerns, the collection of buildings 

has added value for the economy, the appearance and 

the scenic quality of the coast and that both those who 

seek peace and quiet and those who seek stimulation 

continue to be served and there is also space for nature 

conservation. The Directorate-General for Public Works 

and Water Management [Rijkswaterstaat] (RWS) puts 

this into practice by setting up pilot projects. 

An important quality aspect for seaside towns is the 

quality of the bathing water. For this reason and 

because of hydro-morphological, morphological and 

ecological concerns, it is very important to obtain and 

maintain a good environmental status in accordance 

with the Marine Strategy Framework Directive and the 

Water Framework Directive. 

The 2009 River Basin Management Plan for the Rhine 

river basin states that the water quality for the coast can 

mainly be improved by dealing with sources on land.

An RWS pilot project for innovative dune-friendly beach buildings on Terschelling during the Oerol festival 2013. (Photograph: Dana de Vries).
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Strengthening cultural identity 
A major challenge which also concerns the coast's 

power of attraction arises from the Government 

Perspective on Cultural Heritage and Space19. In 

this perspective, the coast is one of the priority 

challenges20. Important cultural values in this 

connection are the guaranteeing and preservation of 

uniqueness, the ability to read from history (such as 

the Atlantic Wall), the protection of national heritage 

sites and archaeology on and in the bottom of the 

North Sea. Moreover, as yet undiscovered settlements, 

which have to be handled carefully, are also expected 

to be found in the dune field. Its historic nature is of 

great value to society, including as a unique selling 

point for economic development and tourism. The 

Dutch government recently published an action 

agenda21 specifically concerning architecture and 

spatial design, in which the government intends to 

bolster the position of design in relation to urgent 

transformational challenges, such as climate and water.

19  "Kiezen voor Karakter, Visie Erfgoed en Ruimte", Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, 2011.
20  See: “Kiezen voor Karakter, Visie Erfgoed en Ruimte", Programma Eigenheid en Veiligheid. The objectives are to focus more attention 
on ways of consciously dealing with cultural heritage in the coastal zone by exploiting the cultural and historical characteristics and the 
uniqueness of an area/location in new designs, by using the cultural and historical characteristics when adapting the delta works, the 
promenades and the resorts and by making them real and accessible.
21  "Actieagenda Architectuur en ruimtelijke ontwerp 2013-2016, werken aan ontwerpkracht" Ministry of Infrastructure and the Envi-
ronment, Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations, Ministry of Economic Affairs, 
Agriculture and Innovation and Ministry of Defence, 2012.

Cultural heritage: relic of the German WWII Atlantic Wall defence system near Velsen. (Photograph: Rolf Roos).
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Map showing identity characteristics of the coast from the research paper 
"Identity of the Dutch coast" (map: Strootman Landschapsarchitecten. 
Source: Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment/
Overland, 2011).
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Exploiting economic potential
The economy of the coastal zone lags behind 

the developments elsewhere in the country. An 

improvement in quality and space for development are 

required. The challenge of improving the economic 

viability of the coastal zone mainly relates to the quality 

of the business environment (resort economy and 

key sectors) as an integral part of the regional alliance 

which includes the coastal zone22.

In 2011, the coastal municipalities generated a Gross 

Regional Product of almost €50 billion23. That is 9% of 

the Gross National Product (GNP) of the Netherlands 

as a whole. The value of capital invested in the coastal 

zone is currently running at over €6 billion. The 

disposable income per head of population in the 

coastal zone is, on average, higher than in the rest of 

the Netherlands. The coastal zone has over 1.2 million 

inhabitants (2011) and almost 90,000 businesses which 

provide employment for a total of 575,000 people. 

Some 69% of the workforce in the coastal zone also live 

there. Over one third of the businesses in the coastal 

municipalities have a direct tie to the coast. 

The economic drivers of the coast are shown on the 

map on pages 72 and 75.

When we think of the coastal economy, we first think of 

the resort economy with its hotels, restaurants and the 

leisure industry. Stays on the coast used to be promoted 

for health reasons. Such health facilities are fast 

disappearing. The research conducted by Panteia (see 

Note 20) shows that, within the coast-specific sectors, 

most businesses are to be found in the retail and 

tourist services sector (53%) and the hotel, restaurant 

22  See essay "Meer kansen voor de kusteconomie", Prof. F.G. van Oort, 2013.
23  “De kracht van de kusteconomie; een foto van de economische motoren, een doorkijk naar hun ontwikkeling en een SWOT-analyse", 
Panteia, 2012.

Graphic showing the Gross Regional Product (BRP) by size, share and growth of the coast’s principal economic drivers: 1) Retail and tourist services, 
2) Other coast-specific sectors (defence, marine contracting, shipbuilding and residential care), 3) Hotels, restaurants and leisure, 4) Water and energy 
companies, 5) Ports and shipping, 6) Agriculture, 7) Fishing industry. The size of the circle indicates the size of the sectors in the coastal region in millions 
of euros. The vertical axis shows the contribution that the sectors in the coastal region make to the total sector in the Netherlands. The horizontal axis 
shows the annual growth in volume of the GRP of the different sectors in the period 2006-2011. (Source: Panteia, 2012).
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Impression of the  coast’s principal economic drivers based on research 
into the coastal economy by Panteia: 1) Retail and tourist services, 2) 
Other coast-specific sectors (defence, marine contracting, shipbuilding 
and residential care), 3) Hotels, restaurants and leisure, 4) Water and 
energy companies, 5) Ports and shipping, 6) Agriculture, 7) Fishing 
industry. (Map: Studio Terp, source: map by J. Gulmans/Panteia).
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and leisure sector (21%), but hotels, restaurants 

and leisure and the fishing industry are stagnating 

on the coast. Along the coast there are numerous 

facilities that make it possible to stay on the coast and 

participate in recreational activities. A typical feature of 

many resorts is the sea front promenade, which makes 

it possible to exploit the narrow strip along the water's 

edge to best advantage. The peripheral location of large 

parts of the coast in terms of the transport network and 

the fact that access by path, road and inland waterway 

is usually at right angles to the coast have helped to 

create busy areas (such as resorts) and quiet areas 

(such as the extensive nature reserves). Moreover, the 

way seaside towns are rated varies: opinions range 

from friendly and lively to crowded, busy, faded glory, 

commercial and touristy. 

The quality improvement required is mainly aimed 

at expanding and increasing the diversity of options 

for day trips and long-stay tourism (with concepts 

such as “Holland for holidays”, “Coast and culture” 

or one-day events) and creating new combinations of 

recreation, housing, employment and nature. Marinas 

are of particular importance to the leisure economy. 

There are seventeen marinas along the North Sea and 

Wadden Sea coasts. Only three of them and their jetties 

are located in the coastal foundation. Public-private 

partnerships have put forward a number of ambitious 

plans for new marinas. A relevant factor in this process 

is the recent advent of the phenomenon of “coastal 

hopping” (boat trips from harbour to harbour along 

the coast). In future, more marinas could be developed 

directly on the North Sea coast. Exploratory research 

into the impact on the management and maintenance 

of the coast if a new marina is built on the Holland 

coast indicates that the ambitions may be acceptable in 

terms of safety and management24. 

It also sets out the economic factors which are relevant 

to the establishment of a marina25, thereby increasing 

the amount of information to be considered when 

planning marinas.

24   "Verkenning effecten nieuwe zeejachthavens op het beheer en onderhoud van de kust", Deltares/Rijkswaterstaat, 2012
25  "Sociaal-economisch perspectief jachthavens", J. Oulmans, Master’s degree thesis, May 2013.

The Dutch coast currently has a number of marinas. (Photograph: RWS)
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However, the coastal economy is more than just a 

resort economy. At the present time, the retail, tourist 

services, offshore, port activities and shipping sectors 

are experiencing above-average growth. The port areas 

of Rotterdam and the North Sea Canal area underpin 

the national economy and represent substantial 

economic interests. It is also possible to capitalise on 

economic opportunities at regional level, as is the case 

with the ports of Vlissingen and Terneuzen and the 

fishing and tourism sector in Zeeland. Moreover, the 

coastal zone also contains some of the Netherlands' 

vital infrastructure, such as Europoort and Eemshaven, 

the nuclear reactor in Petten, the nuclear power station 

in Borssele, drinking water reservoirs in the dunes 

and various landing points for cables and pipelines 

(Eemshaven, Egmond aan Zee, Beverwijk, Zandvoort, 

Noordwijk and Domburg). A number of key sectors26 

have a relationship with the coast, mainly because they 

are tied to a port or the land, such as the port industry 

complex in Rotterdam, the horticultural sector in 

Westland and the intensive crops in the bulb-growing 

area, but also because the relationship with the coast 

can provide opportunities in future, such as 

the increase in the number of types of sustainable 

An important part of the coast’s identity, fishing is also its vulnerable economic driver. (Source: Nationaal Beeldarchief )

26   The Dutch government wants to make nine key sectors,  in which the Netherland excels internationally, even stronger. In order to 
achieve this, the government, the business community, universities and research centres will be collaborating on knowledge and inno-
vation. The relevant arrangements are set out in innovation contracts. The following sectors are involved: horticulture and propagation 
materials, agriculture and food, water, life sciences and health, chemicals, high-tech, energy, logistics, creative industry, head offices, 
funding for innovation and Top consortia for Knowledge and Innovation (TKI).
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energy. The coastal zone and its foreshore and 

hinterland provide raw materials (salt-fresh transitions, 

currents, wind, sun, etc.) and the infrastructure and 

knowledge required for production, management, 

maintenance, R&D, etc. It is important that this coastal 

economy is linked to larger regional economies and 

economic networks rather than just to the economies 

of the coastal municipalities. This also makes the 

coast a location factor of increasing importance which 

can make a difference in decisions taken by foreign 

investors who would like to set up in business there.  

The challenge for the coastal economy is to boost 

the attractiveness of the coast as a place for the key 

sector economy to do business in qualitative terms 

by stimulating agglomeration benefits in a targeted 

way and providing incentives for the knowledge 

economy in the coastal zone. Then it will be a question 

of investing in living and working environments, in 

knowledge environments and incubators, in improving 

access by car and public transport and in safety and 

recreation. This also requires choices to be made with 

regard to raising the region’s profile, forming clusters, 

high-quality facilities that complement or reinforce 

each other, developing knowledge and skills (science 

parks, campuses and conference venues), ways of 

marketing knowledge (valorisation) and regional 

policy on attracting foreign investment. However, it is 

not possible to do everything everywhere. In addition, 

it requires coordination and collaboration (often 

across municipal boundaries in the coastal zone) to 

grasp opportunities together. 

Opportunities in this area should in particular be 

linked to the strengths of the coastal zone in terms of 

its existing hospitality and experience industry and its 

existing business and creative services so that these 

clusters will be able to guarantee long-term economic 

growth in a more structured way. To achieve this, it 

is necessary both to start work in the coastal zone on 

restructuring the built environment, on redeveloping 

offices and industrial sites, on sustainable freshwater 

management and sustainable energy transition and 

to connect the coastal economy to larger regional 

associations and networks in the hinterland. In the 

various “gems on the coast”, the challenge for each 

area will be how to relate to the hinterland.

In order to implement these types of plans, a water 

permit and/or exemption from this bylaw is also 

required (in addition to other permits) in the area that 

is under the management of the government or the 

water boards. When granting the water permit and/or 

exemption, dyke managers do not have any guidelines/

suitable assessment tools to enable them to assess 

the safety implications of the permit or exemption 

application. This concerns both the hinterland and 

the immediate surroundings of the new or adapted 

property. The brief guidelines that do exist lead to 

a conservative approach to applications in respect 

of buildings in and on the flood defence. Research 

into the behaviour of the hard structures in the flood 

defence (NWOs) referred to in Section 2.1 can result in 

more suitable assessment tools so that initiatives can 

be assessed more realistically27.

Resorts could differentiate themselves more from each other by attracting 
specific sectors and target groups, such as the growing market of 
teleworkers. Source:(BM).

27   See "Voorverkenning NWO’s in duinen", Arcadis/Deltares, 2012.
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Challenges at sea
Coastal development is also inextricably linked to the 

economic development of the sea. Economic activities 

at sea and on the sea are a determining factor for Dutch 

GNP. The southern part of the North Sea is one of 

the busiest seas in the world and the use of space has 

continued to increase in recent decades. Busy shipping 

lanes, oil and gas extraction, pipelines and cables, 

sand extraction, fishing and – increasingly – wind 

energy determine how space is used. For example, 

this pressure on space applies quite specifically to 

the Zeeland delta coast. At the same time, increasing 

importance is being attached to natural features and 

bird migration routes, which is reflected in measures 

such as international regulations and the designation 

of nature reserves at sea.  The areas affected on the 

coast are the North Sea coastal zone, the delta coast 

and Vlakte van Raan. Economic opportunities are to be 

Wind turbines near the Maasvlakte. Sustainable energy is a growth sector. A careful process for achieving 6,000 MW of wind energy at sea is required. 
(Photograph: BM).

found in the port-related economy and in sustainable 

energy facilities. Conditions at sea (wind, seawater 

and tides) make the coastal zone a favourable location 

for businesses involved in sustainable energy (wind 

turbines, tidal power plants, energy from seawater) 

and associated sectors, such as the offshore industry, 

transport, education and maintenance and repair 

activities. In addition to the choice of location and 

the siting of wind farms at sea and the positioning 

and dimensioning of shipping lanes to allow for sand 

extraction, the choice of route for electricity networks 

and the choice of location for a connection to the 

high-voltage grid are also important factors. In order to 

increase the opportunities for low-energy nourishment 

and ecologically responsible sand extraction, it is 

increasingly important when choosing sand extraction 

sites to regard the chain of extraction, transport and 

nourishment as a whole.
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In 2009, a policy document for the North Sea, to 

be regarded as the strategic structure agenda for 

the North Sea, was approved as an appendix to the 

National Water Plan. This document is an important 

step towards adopting a more future-oriented spatial 

planning philosophy. For example, search areas have 

been designated for wind energy at sea and the guiding 

principle of "first come, first served" for the granting 

of wind farm licences has been abandoned. To allow 

for rising sea levels and the associated increasing 

demand for sand, sand extraction in certain areas 

outside the 12-mile zone has been given priority over 

other uses. The policy of keeping the 12-mile zone free 

from structures in order to ensure an unobstructed 

view of the horizon was reconfirmed in the Strategic 

Agenda for Infrastructure and Space (SVIR, 2012). In the 

Dutch part of the North Sea, the Dutch government is 

looking for suitable locations for new wind farms in 

order to increase capacity, if possible, to 6,000 MW of 

sustainable energy (search areas on the Holland coast 

and north of the Wadden Islands). A feasibility study 

will be conducted to ascertain the spatial planning 

options for wind energy inside the 12-mile zone28. 

Installing wind turbines in this zone will conflict 

with the current SVIR policy. A careful process for 

achieving 6,000 MW of wind energy at sea is required. 

An unobstructed horizon is an important quality of 

the coast for many people. Having an unobstructed 

horizon is also valuable from the point of view of 

tourism and recreation and must be taken into account 

in the careful process concerning the upgrading of the 

energy management system and economic aspects of 

wind energy at sea. 

Challenges for sand extraction 
Research conducted by the Directorate-General for 

Public Works and Water Management [Rijkswaterstaat] 

(RWS) shows that more than enough sand is available 

to satisfy the demand described in scenarios depicting 

rapid sea-level rise, provided that attention is paid 

to managing stocks. In order to keep sufficient sand 

available at all times, sand extraction inside the 12-mile 

zone has been given priority in the National Water 

Plan and RWS has developed a sand extraction strategy. 

The sand extraction strategy focuses on safeguarding 

sufficient affordable sand for both coastal defence and 

use on land (e.g. infrastructure and construction). After 

all, it is more cost-effective to extract sand close to 

nourishment sites or transhipment ports. At the same 

time, the aim is to facilitate other uses at sea and allow 

options to be carefully considered.

2.3 Administrative
challenges 

Coherence and tailored approach 
Both the concern for coastal safety and the concern for 

area-specific development in the coastal zone require 

a coherent national pathway and a tailored local and 

regional approach. The latter means looking at the 

options for each development area and also pooling 

their financial resources at that level. Compare the 

approach adopted by Scheveningen to the renovation 

of its promenade, which raised the dyke ring and part 

of Scheveningen to a higher safety level and added 

spatial quality by adding an extra sand buffer. At 

the heart of this integrated approach is the fact that 

there is something in it for everyone and that there is 

willingness to share because everyone is involved. In 

current practice, it seems that the interaction between 

organisations that work on safety and organisations 

that work on attractiveness and economic 

development is gradually improving. The linking of 

interests is increasingly recognised as a mechanism 

for creating quality in the coastal zone and achieving 

more goals with the same amount of money. We have 

this integrated approach in mind for our approach 

28   Letter to parliament announcing the Strategic Structure Agenda for Wind Energy at Sea, 12 February 2013.
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to the “gems on the coast”. And we will also be using 

examples which are currently successful, such as the 

collaboration in the Zeeland region. Details will be 

provided in the implementation agenda.   

Better interaction  
Research has shown that the various parties involved in 

the governance of the coast would like to collaborate 

with the water sector and other sectors, mainly by 

combining work on safety with work on developing the 

coast29 more often. What is required is a shared vision, 

clarity on each party's role and responsibilities and a 

united and integrated approach so that agreements can 

be reached on the way in which flood defences and the 

use of space can be developed flexibly and coherently 

by using multifunctional solutions which can be 

adapted to the consequences of climate change and 

socio-economic changes. 

By adopting such an integrated approach, they can 

combine the locations of attention for safety and the 

development challenges. This also requires a change 

in the way that government bodies collaborate in the 

coastal zone, i.e. a tailored approach. Sometimes, 

parties already communicate well with each other 

and are following a continuous process of learning by 

collaborating. 

In other places, intensification of the collaboration 

can result in breakthroughs. This applies not only to 

the improvement in the process of programming sand 

nourishments (with a scope of four years), but also to 

the improvement in the governance of the coast in the 

longer term and to larger integrated interventions to 

promote the innovative and more multifunctional use 

of the coast. 

Programming of coastal development 
Unlike the national programme for coastal 

maintenance, there is no national programme for 

coastal development. The spatial and economic 

development of the Holland coast in particular is not 

very well orchestrated in comparison with Zeeland and 

Friesland’s Wadden Coast, there is no party to bother 

about it and it lacks drive at crucial moments. 

Since the Strategic Agenda for Infrastructure and Space, 

the emphasis in spatial policy has been on adopting 

a tailored regional approach. Regional and local 

authorities, the public and the business community 

have the opportunity to create solutions themselves in 

which the actual demand from residents, businesses 

and organisations takes pride of place. The national 

government is leaving urbanisation and landscape 

policy to provinces and municipalities. In so doing, 

the government is stepping out of the shoes of 

provinces and municipalities and instead is focusing 

on representing the interests of the Netherlands as a 

whole, including flood safety, as a national issue in 

accordance with the Strategic Agenda for Infrastructure 

and Space (2011). This does mean that plans of 

municipalities and provinces (e.g. for upgrading resorts 

on the coast) and plans of the national government for 

flood safety will have to mesh closely with each other 

to cover the coast as a whole. Area-specific challenges 

demand a common approach based on equality.    

The delta coast of the Western Scheldt also provides 

opportunities for synergies with Flanders when jointly 

improving the balance between the safety, natural 

quality and accessibility of the Scheldt estuary. This 

can be achieved by constructing sandbars in this delta 

coast. The sandbars will not only help to restore its 

natural quality but will also cushion the tides, which 

will improve the safety of the estuary. Research to 

ascertain the chances of success of this innovative 

29   "Verkenning en advies versterken governance kustontwikkeling", Prof. G. Teisman et al., Water Governance Centre, 2013.
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approach will form part of an agenda for the future 

of the Scheldt estuary. The Flemish-Dutch Scheldt 

Commission is working on linking into the Delta 

Programme on the basis of this agenda.

Governance capacity
In practice, each municipality and province currently 

does what is within its own powers and regards other 

authorities more as competitors than as co-creators of 

a powerful coastal development30. They are reaping the 

consequences in the form of declining visitor numbers 

and trailing growth. It would be better to obtain a 

wider picture of the interests involved at an early 

stage of development. If public interests are involved, 

their representatives must be actively involved ("joint 

decision-making") in the preparation at an early stage 

and/or be actively involved in consultations on the 

plans ("participation"). Chances of combining a safe 

coast with a strongly developing coast are also missed 

for organisational reasons. In other words, there is 

insufficient governance capacity to create a sense of 

urgency and to set special planning priorities in the 

coastal zone. Without that, there is no incentive for 

economic development.               

European policy
European policy and its development, such as the Bird 

and Habitat Directive and the policy and developments 

with regard to Natura 2000, are relevant to the National 

Coastal Strategy. Various framework directives, 

including the Flood Risks Directive, the Framework 

Directive on Water and the Marine Strategy Framework 

Directive also affect the coast. These directives 

have been integrated into the Dutch Water Act or 

they have been put into effect via the Dutch Water 

Decree. The Integrated Coastal Zone Management 

(ICZM) recommendation is also relevant to Dutch 

coastal policy. This recommendation calls for a more 

coherent and integrated approach to the planning and 

management of coastal areas. 

The Netherlands has integrated the implementation 

of this recommendation into the Coastal Policy, 

the National Water Plan and the North Sea Policy 

Document. The body of thought set out in ICZM 

is being implemented in the Sustainable Coastal 

Development project (SUSCOD) in a number of projects 

in which national, regional and local authorities from 

different EU countries are participating. The Province 

of North Holland is the lead partner. 

The European commission intends to turn the ICZM 

recommendation into a directive and it has now issued 

a proposal for a directive. It is not yet known at this 

time whether or when this will result in challenges or 

provide new opportunities that also affect the National 

Coastal Agenda. Europe is also focusing on climate 

adaptation with the aim of making the European 

Union more resilient in the face of environmental 

and natural disasters caused by climate change. In 

2009, the European Commission published a White 

Paper. In April 2013, it presented a strategy for climate 

adaptation. 

In this case too, it is still unclear whether and how this 

will affect the development of the National Coastal 

Agenda but the directives on climate adaptation are 

certainly relevant. However, the working method 

used in the Delta Programme is a good example of an 

adaptive approach.

30   "Verkenning en advies versterken governance kustontwikkeling", Prof. G. Teisman et al., Water Governance Centre, 2013.
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2.4 Interaction of 
challenges

Summary of challenges
To summarise, the challenge for coastal safety (now, 

in essence, under control) is to continue and intensify 

management and maintenance and to ensure that 

the flood defences can continue to protect the safety 

of the hinterland in accordance with current safety 

levels. In addition, there are (depending on the delta 

scenario) future locations of attention for safety (see 

Section 2.1). For the long-term, it seems probable that 

management and maintenance in the form of sand 

nourishment and adaptive concepts will be sufficient 

to prevent acreage loss, to offer protection against sea 

level rise and to preserve utilisation functions. It also 

offers an opportunity to gain a better understanding 

of the way the system operates by closely monitoring 

the relevant changes in the coastal system, acquiring 

new knowledge and continuing to innovate in order to 

facilitate smart and effective coastal management.

The general picture is that preserving qualities 

and developing the coast require an integrated 

approach to flood safety, attractiveness and economic 

development. Existing functions and values always 

have to be taken into account in each area. 

Development locations are being sought as reference 

points for the future development and preservation of 

the Netherlands’ gold lining.

 The administrative challenge is to link the national 

control of coastal maintenance and safety to regional 

and local control of spatial challenges, respecting the 

identity required in each area.

The interaction between safety, economic development 

and ecology is different for each region because their 

identity and their challenges differ. The nature of 

the Wadden Coast and the Zeeland Coast differs in 

many respects from the Holland Coast, which means 

that each set of concerns will be different. From a 

spatial and economic point of view, the challenges 

and ambitions mainly concern the improvement of 

the coastal zone as a business environment (resort 

economy and key sectors) as an integral part of the 

spatial and economic development agenda of the 

larger regional alliance which includes the coast. The 

challenges for the attractiveness of the coast have 

mainly to do with combining nature reserves and 

making them more dynamic, making the characteristic 

identities (qualities and critical facilities) of seaside 

towns and recreation areas more attractive, preserving 

and developing their cultural qualities and improving 

the accessibility of beaches, recreation areas, marinas 

and resorts. 

Towards the integration of challenges 
Now that the main development challenges for the 

coast have been outlined, the coastal provinces in 

consultation with the coastal municipalities have made 

a major effort to identify "gems on the coast". Gems 

are areas or locations with development potential and 

with the governance capacity to realise their ambitions. 

Gems will give the coast a substantial boost as the gold 

lining of the Netherlands. 

The gold lining consists of three layers. There is a 

basic layer along the whole coast with many intrinsic 

qualities, such as the continuous sandy beach, 

glorious nature reserves, harbours, a string of resorts 

and the panoramic view. Then there is a layer with a 

multiplicity of specific local or regional development 

ambitions, including local redevelopment challenges, 

building on the beach, small-scale recreational 

facilities and the construction and maintenance of 

waterway connections and cycle paths and walking 

trails. Finally, there is a layer of greater challenges 

(which are spread along the coast) that will help to 

upgrade the coast as a whole and will require an effort 

from national and regional government. This last 
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category comprises the gems of the coast. A gem can, 

for example, substantially change the appearance of 

an area, e.g. a sand motor, the complete restructuring 

of a promenade or the redevelopment of government 

property, such as an old military training site. A gem 

can also affect the main economic network of the 

Netherlands or be connected to key sectors.

Seventeen gems have been proposed by the 

provinces31. They are shown on the map on page 65. 

The region has taken the lead in making a start on 

the gems. Regional partners and stakeholders have 

therefore already started on a specific approach to 

developing ten gems as part of the National Coastal 

Strategy. The development of the approach is included 

in the implementation agenda of the National Coastal 

Strategy (see Section 4). The following are the gems 

concerned: the Wadden Sea Region, Den Helder, 

Velsen, Zandvoort, Katwijk-Noordwijk, Scheveningen, 

Brouwersdam, Kop van Schouwen, Vlissingen and 

Cadzand. In recent years, exploratory investigations 

have been carried out for some of these gems via the 

design study under the umbrella of the Coastal Quality 

Studio. This study has to a great extent contributed to 

the integrated approach to the challenges. In addition 

to these gems, which involve bigger challenges and 

require a joint effort from national and regional 

government, there are local or regional development 

ambitions, which can be submitted with regional 

agendas and require a minimum of effort by the 

national government or none at all. These qualities 

which have to be achieved will also help to make the 

coast attractive and economically viable. 

 

31   The selection is based on the provincial coastal strategies and strategic coastal agendas. In view of the legal status of the National 
Coastal Strategy (see Section 1.3), no rights can be derived from it or restrictions imposed under it.
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Gems on the coast

Gems

Type of challenge

Urban challenge

Recreational challenge

Water challenge

Nature challenge, 
such as Natura 2000

Wadden Sea Region 
as a gem, of which the 
Wadden Sea is a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site

Ebb-tidal deltas in the 
tidal flats system

N

The provinces, in consultation with the coastal municipalities, have 
now proposed seventeen gems. (Source: DPK/A1:1/ST).
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Experimentation in vanguard projects
Some towns have already experimented with the integrated approach to safety and development. 

These “vanguard projects” were started in late 2012/early 2013 with a few exploratory attempts at integrating 

challenges along the coast. By way of illustration, four examples of vanguard projects are described below, namely 

“The Hague, city by the sea”, Brouwersdam, Den Helder and Katwijk-Noordwijk.  

  

VANGUARD PROJECT 1:>

THE HAGUE, CITY BY THE SEA

The new promenade in Scheveningen was recently 

completed. The link that was made in this project 

between flood safety and improving the quality of the 

public space can be regarded as a special example of 

the opportunities that effective collaboration between 

parties can provide. As part of the vanguard project, a 

number of public parties joined forces to investigate 

how the Scheveningen coast can be developed in 

the long term in relation to flood safety and the 

opportunities that this provides. The vanguard project 

sets out the relevant lines of reasoning with regard 

to integrating the development of the economic 

vitality and flood safety of The Hague's seafront. This 

has produced important insights with regard to the 

Scheveningen coast, including new knowledge which 

has been developed on the flood safety situation in 

Scheveningen in the long term. For example, the 

plans for the port of Scheveningen take into account 

the possibility that the flood defences will have to be 

moved seaward in the long term. 

The vanguard project has also brought a number 

of governance issues to light which will have to be 

addressed to ensure a successful outcome.

The Hague, city by the sea (November 2012). (Source: municipality of The Hague).
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VANGUARD PROJECT  2:>

BEACH MOTOR AT BROUWERSDAM

Coastal erosion is causing the economically vital 

beach at Brouwersdam to disappear. Research is 

being conducted to investigate the possibilities of 

preserving or, if possible, expanding the beach. 

This involves mapping out the sand flows around 

Brouwersdam and the effect of waves in order to obtain 

more information on the sustainability or otherwise 

of sand nourishments in the form of a sand motor. 

Eventually, additional tailored measures to maintain 

the reference coastline could provide a solution. If less 

nourishment is required at another nearby location 

and safety is maintained, more nourishment could 

be provided at Brouwersdam. In the longer term, a 

link with the possible opening of a tidal power plant 

in Brouwersdam should be considered. Based on the 

results, further research will be carried out to ascertain 

whether an approach is feasible and how it is to be 

achieved and paid for.

Beach motor at Brouwersdam. (Photographs: RWS).
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VANGUARD PROJECT  3:>

DEN HELDER DYKE, DEN HELDER 
EMBRACES THE SEADYKE

Den Helder is situated behind a high and hard flood 

defence. Den Helder has "a tiger at the door" in the 

form of the Marsdiep tidal inlet. With the development 

of the town, Den Helder intends to anticipate any 

future reinforcement of the sea defences by making 

them an intrinsic part of the town and the port. 

The vanguard project has proposed a follow-up 

programme. The key part of this programme consists 

of a detailed, concrete study into the possibility of a 

Den Helder dyke, Den Helder embraces the seadyke. (Image: ZUS).

"multifunctional dyke" and a tighter implementation 

strategy for current plans using a specific methodology. 

This methodology is a strategic approach aimed at 

separating the issues, interventions and measures for 

flood safety and urban development into multiple 

scales and different aspects by dividing them into 

three: dyke and port (dyke), the town's ring of forts 

(fort) and the sustainable energy hub on the North Sea 

(hub). 
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VANGUARD PROJECT  4:>

FORESIGHT STUDY OF KATWIJK-NOORDWIJK BEYOND 2060

Katwijk and Noordwijk will be choosing the creation 

of a hybrid form of coastal reinforcement with a dyke 

within the dunes to guarantee the sea view and the 

proximity of the sea as far as possible. The question 

is whether it will be possible to maintain the sea 

view in the long term and what this will require. The 

dykes have been designed to last for a period of 50 

years. The coast will have to be reinforced again after 

this as a result of rapid sea-level rise or heavier wave 

loads over time. To anticipate this, the municipalities 

have decided to apply the adaptive concepts being 

developed in the Delta Programme Coast (see Sections 

3.7 and 3.8) to the Katwijk-Noordwijk section of the 

coast. The aim of this was to share knowledge of the 

adaptive concepts, to assess whether they can be used 

and to raise awareness within the municipalities of the 

possible linking of future coastal development to the 

spatial development of the resort. 

The application of the adaptive concepts has 

resulted in a more specific insight into possible 

ways in which the coast at Katwijk and Noordwijk 

can be strengthened in future and how this can be 

anticipated in the period up to 2060 in terms of spatial 

development and coastal management. As a result 

of this it will be possible to determine a desirable 

direction for development. Because this is not a 

matter of urgency, it will be possible to gradually 

work towards the intended situation. The amount of 

time available and the gradual development process 

also provide an opportunity to win support from 

businesses and residents and to encourage them 

to make their investments in the desired direction. 

Effective collaboration between the municipalities and 

the coastal managers is essential to ensure the regular 

coordination of current and future management and 

development issues to take account of the direction of 

development. 

HYBRIDE VARIANT 2060-2100
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KATWIJK NOORDWIJK

Foresight study of Katwijk-Noordwijk coast up to 2060. (Picture: municipality of Katwijk/Noordwijk/AKK).
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Connecting short term and long term      
Different measures are required to strengthen 

economic and spatial vitality. Where there is a 

relationship with safety, management or a future 

safety challenge, the challenge is to strengthen the 

connection between safety and spatial quality in a 

timely manner, even if a different time horizon is 

involved. In this way, short-term action is highlighted 

from a long-term perspective. Such a connection 

requires specific physical measures and suitable 

organisational and policy structures. A suitable 

connection between safety and quality will create 

opportunities for linking up, while an unsuitable 

connection may result in disinvestments or unsafe 

situations, which we do not want. Because the future 

is uncertain, safety and development measures must 

be adaptive, i.e. adaptable over time. Knowledge 

development and innovation with regard to the 

multifunctional use of flood defences (particularly 

where hard structures such as beach cafés or bunkers 

are involved) may assist the connection of these 

challenges. 

As well as organisational and policy arrangements, 

smart financial structures are also required. At the 

present time, spatial developments on the coast 

that anticipate sea-level rise, or choosing a location 

for the flood defences which is more favourable 

to development by moving them, are not usually 

financially feasible on the basis of obtaining funding 

from only the local spatial development32. It may be 

possible to obtain funding from other parties, who will 

then acquire a right to a dividend, or through other 

financing structures or by adding functions to the 

development that make it an attractive option33.

Interventions in respect of development and safety in the coast are made at different times. In addition, different parties are responsible for or initiators 
of the developments. Synergy can be achieved by anticipating future or earlier developments.  (Source: DPK/illustration: BM).

32   "Verdienmogelijkheden meervoudig gebruik keringen, financiële voordelen van een klimaatbestendige kustontwikkeling", Ecorys, 2012.
33   "(On)mogelijkheden voor meerwaardecreatie met contracten en financiering in het Deltaprogramma; onderzoek naar alternatieve con-
tractvormen en financieringsalternatieven voor investeringen in waterveiligheid", KPMG, 2012.

Water boards | Dutch government

Provinces | Municipalities | Private sector 

Housing corporations | Municipalities

Provinces | Municipalities 

Private sector

SAFETY ON THE LAND SIDE OF DYKES

SAFETY ON THE FORELAND
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2010 2100
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Greater clarity about future reinforcement and spatial 

plans will encourage people to invest, knowing where 

development is possible and feasible and where 

development is not possible. It is also important 

to know where and when work will be starting on 

improving the quality of the current living and working 

environment, restructuring and addressing the issue 

of dilapidation (as in post-war residential areas) or on 

preserving nature and/or on nature conservation and 

improving accessibility. 

In their coastal strategies or strategic coastal agendas, 

the coastal provinces say that they want a sufficient (but 

not excessive) width of beach for recreation, dynamic 

coastal management, maintenance and strengthening 

of the quality and identity of (different areas of ) the 

coast and the development of a new built environment 

 Sand-packed dyke near Nieuwvliet, which has created a new recreational beach and dune landscape. (Photograph: Maike Warmerdam/AKK).

(with the exception of Friesland, where this does not 

apply). They also call for even smarter ways of dealing 

with sand nourishments, multifunctional use of 

flood defences, innovative building concepts in the 

dunes and on the beach, room for experimentation 

and the freeing up of reservation zones in resorts. 

Local seaward expansion of the coast, more space for 

building in the flood defence area and multifunctional 

use of flood defences can be regarded as important 

measures which can contribute to the attractiveness 

and economic viability of the coastal zone. 
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Gold Lining maps
The match between locations of attention for safety, 

land retention and nourishment policy on the one 

hand and development opportunities for resorts, 

nature and the economy on the other hand is clearly 

shown in the series of maps below. We refer to these 

maps, which resemble a musical staff, as an overview of 

integrated challenges. Together, the maps constitute a 
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sort of musical score for joint work on the Dutch coast 

in the years to come. A score is the complete notation 

of all the parts, voices and musical instruments in a 

piece of music. To remain with the same imagery, our 

ambition is to achieve the harmonious completion of 

the work on the safety and development of the coast 

like a composition.         
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The Gold Lining maps are at the centre of this National 

Coastal Strategy. They provide a visual impression 

of the challenges and existing functions in the coast 

which have to be linked together in order to realise 

our ambitions for a sustainably safe, attractive and 

economically viable coast. They are used to visualise 

coherent, integrated area-specific development 

challenges. The vanguard projects referred to in 

Section 2.4 are good examples of coherent, integrated 

challenges. 

We highlight two examples by way of illustration.

First, there is an example of possible combinations of 

safety and spatial quality as a coherent, integrated area-

specific challenge. As described in this Section 2, there 

is public demand in various places along the coast for 

the use and experience of the space on and around 

sea defences to be adapted to reflect altered social 

preferences. This mainly concerns the experience of the 

spatial quality, the identity of the surrounding area and 

the need to renovate and upgrade run-down housing 

and facilities on or near sea defences (restructuring, 

modernisation). The stave maps show that a number 

of these quality challenges coincide with efforts to 

manage and maintain sea defences in terms of time 

and place. Safety and quality could be addressed as 

an integrated area-specific development challenge in 

these cases.

The second example is based on combining the safety 

and economic development of the coast as a coherent, 

integrated area-specific challenge. This Section 2 

describes opportunities for the economy of the coastal 

zone. If we look at the Gold Lining maps, we can 

see that a number of these opportunities coincide 

in terms of time and place with the management 

and maintenance of the coast from a safety point of 

view. Protection and quality could be addressed as 

an integrated area-specific development challenge in 

these cases. 

And in the spirit of imagining the work on the coast as 

the performance of a piece of music: in both examples, 

an orchestra has to be assembled with different players 

and instruments, there has to be a conductor and there 

has to be coordination between the parties in order to 

ensure that the music is performed in harmony. 

Of course, more and different parties than just parties 

from the water sector are required to achieve this.
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3.
STRATEGIES

FOR
THE COAST

PART II  |  NCS>

Having gained a better idea of the short-term 

opportunities and the long-term challenges for 

the coast and the need to manage and maintain 

the coast, we can specify how we will combine 

spatial development with structural long-

term safety. The aim is to make the coast safe, 

attractive and economically viable. However, 

there are great uncertainties. We are therefore 

seeking an adaptive approach which is realistic 

and flexible. It is not just a question of limiting 

any disadvantages of safety interventions on the 

use of the space in the coastal zone, it is also 

specifically about capitalising on economic and 

ecological opportunities. 

That is why we use the term “adaptive delta 

management”, i.e. responding to changes 

caused by the climate and socio-economic 

development and adaptable at a later time.
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3.1 Values, principles and
 development principles

Fundamental values and principles of 
the Delta Programme
The fundamental values and principles of the Delta 

Programme and the development principles of the 

Delta Programme Coast are of crucial importance for 

shaping adaptive delta management (for explanation, 

see Appendix 2). What this means is flexibility rather 

than planning from a blueprint and no shifting of 

burdens to future generations, different areas or 

different sectors but solidarity in the distribution of 

costs and benefits. No deterioration in quality but 

sustainability in accommodating and withstanding 

change. For example, we can combine efforts to 

improve flood safety with retaining and developing the 

possibilities for maintaining a good, attractive, and 

pleasant working and living environment in the Dutch 

delta. 

In terms of developing adaptive delta management, 

this means:

→  taking account of and making allowance for the 

possibility of responding effectively, and using 

innovative methods, to uncertain changes in 

climate, socio economic trends, new insights and 

changing public opinion (e.g. on flood safety),

→  taking responsibility and not shifting the burden 

to other parties, other generations or other levels 

of government.

→  taking measures in a way that improves the quality 

of the everyday environment and of ecosystems.

Solidarity
Minimal shifting of burdens

Flexibility
It will be possible to respond to 
new developments; after all, it is 
an illusion to assume that longer-
term dynamics can be set in stone

Sustainability
Well-balanced approach to 
" planet, people and profit" aspects

Integrality and coherence
between areas, in timeframes and 
in allocating costs

Consistency
in assumptions, figures, methods 
and models used

Transparency
of the process for all the parties 
involved, like a joint search for 
a solution in which everyone's 
interests have been fully taken into 
account in the final consideration

Picture Fundamental values and principles
Table of values of the Delta Programme

Table showing an interpretation of the values of the Delta Programme for the coast.  
(Drawings: Peter Dauvellier/Kust op koers, March 1999)
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Development principles of the National 
Coastal Framework
The Delta Programme's three fundamental values 

of flexibility, solidarity and sustainability have been 

developed into five principles for integrated coastal 

development, based on the motto "soft where 

possible, hard where necessary" (NKK, 2011). They are:

1.  the adaptive principle: the flood defences and 

the functions must be able to adapt to sea-level 

rise and climate change while maintaining the 

best possible cost-benefit ratio. This principle is 

intended to anticipate possible developments, so 

that future generations will retain sufficient leeway 

to adapt them to the requirements and wishes that 

pertain at that time;

2.  the principle of basic security: the functions in the 

coast must have basic security in order to be able to 

maintain themselves and to be able to invest. This 

provides the necessary stability, security and clarity 

to enable the public and businesses to be aware of 

what they can and should expect;

3.  the principle of natural dynamics: working for and 

with natural processes. This principle underlines 

the importance of the dynamics of natural systems 

as an objective (the intrinsic natural quality of the 

coast) and as a resource for coastal development;

4.  the principle of spatial quality: specifying and 

monitoring core qualities, fitting in safety 

measures as efficiently as possible and developing 

new future-proof qualities;

5.  the financing principle: parties must contribute 

to the cost of satisfying public goals and needs 

other than safety (e.g. for housing, employment, 

recreation, nature and landscape) in proportion 

to the benefit that each party derives from these 

facilities and from performing its public task.  

Definitions
Each adaptive delta management strategy must be 

consistent with these values and principles. By strategy, 

we mean a combination of a specific goal or set of 

specific goals, a package of measures and an adaptive 

pathway. We look at strategies from the point of 

view and the role of the government bodies involved 

(national government, provinces, municipalities and 

water boards). In terms of achieving the goals (a safe, 

attractive and economically viable coast), this means 

the following.  

Safe
In terms of safety, the strategy must conform to the 

water safety levels and its aim must be to preserve the 

coastline at its average level. The main task is to keep 

the coastal foundation in balance with the relative sea-

level rise. In order to maintain the water safety levels, 

the plan is to have a basic protection level of 10-5 

behind the flood defences. This represents the annual 

risk of dying at a specific location as the result of a 

flood. For example, measures could consist of a sand 

nourishment or stopping sand nourishments in the 

case of specific nature reserves. The adaptive pathway is 

closely related to the extent of sea-level rise and tells us 

something about the timing of the measures and any 

adaptation of them prior to the time that a breakpoint 

arises (e.g. water safety level about to be exceeded). 

Strategies should focus on maintaining or reducing 

the risk or the consequences of a flood. There is no 

safety level for foreland areas, but strategies should 

also focus on maintaining or reducing the risk or the 

consequences of a flood, e.g. by adopting smarter 

spatial planning or improving evacuation facilities.      
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Attractive
In terms of attractiveness, the aim is for each 

strategy to maintain or improve the (spatial) quality 

and identity of the everyday environment (homes, 

beaches, and recreation areas), a higher quality of 

interconnected nature reserves and higher ecological 

and scenic qualities. For example, measures could 

consist of restructuring and modernising outdated 

housing stock and promenade facilities in resorts, 

upgrading elements of the Atlantic Wall in the 

coastal zone, making them accessible and providing 

educational facilities or allowing space for dune 

erosion where required. In this case, too, the adaptive 

pathway tells us about the timing of the work but also 

about the extent to which a development measure 

can synchronise with the completion of management 

and maintenance operations required for flood safety 

purposes or a necessary safety measure. 

Economically viable
In terms of economic viability, the aim is for each 

strategy to create a modern, pleasant and vital 

business climate for the resort economy, key sectors 

and facilities and provide easy access to central areas, 

business locations, beaches, recreation areas, marinas 

and resorts. For example, measures could consist of 

restructuring outdated industrial estates, improving 

access for slow traffic and relaxing rules for year-round 

building on beaches, where required. 

The adaptive pathway for measures aimed at 

stimulating the coastal economy is particularly 

dependent on the stage in the economic cycle in 

which not only the coastal zone but also the larger 

regional context of the coast and the Netherlands as 

a whole find themselves. It goes without saying that 

more can be done in times of prosperity than in times 

of economic crisis. However, large-scale flood safety 

projects along the coast also provide a major economic 

boost. They can also boost the international reputation 

of the companies and research institutes involved, 

which they can later capitalise on in projects in other 

countries.  

 

Impression of a notch as a new coastal landscape created as a result of changing coastal policy. (Picture: DKP/A1:1/IN)
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To summarise, the fundamental values and principles 

of the Delta Programme and the development 

principles of the National Coastal Framework, the 

aims of the National Coastal Strategy and their 

implementation can be represented as follows.  

With regard to the fundamental value of solidarity 

and the financing principle of the Delta Programme 

Coast, we apply the general rule that each strategy must 

by definition anticipate the future (avoiding shifting 

the burden on to future generations and preventing 

disinvestment) and, where possible, creates the best 

opportunities for linking up in order to make joint 

agreements on funding in relation to benefit. 

3.2 Reference strategy

Current practice as starting point
In line with the approach in the Delta programme, 

the reference strategy is to continue with current 

policy and implement existing legislation. In this 

section, we take current practice as our starting point 

for developing promising strategies. This includes 

the completion of current projects and approved 

projects which have not yet started. In the longer 

term, it will no longer be sufficient to continue with 

current practice because greater inspanningen nodig 

zijn voor efforts will be required to maintain coastal 

By making a relatively small effort to provide safety against flooding by the sea, we protect a relatively large amount of social, economic and ecological capital in the coastal 
zone and in the hinterland. (Data: average annual nourishment in accordance with current practice (2012); population as at April 2013 (CBS); area as at November 2011 
(CLO) and percentage below sea level as at November 2011 (PBL, IPCC); BNI 2012 (CBS).) (Illustration: DPK/BM)

Values Development principles Aims Aims in practice

Flexibility
Solidarity
Sustainability

Adaptation
Basic security
Natural dynamics
Spatial quality
Financing

Safe

Attractive

Economically viable

→     Sustainable balance between coastal foundation and relative  
sea-level rise

→   Keeping the coastline in place
→    The basic safety level of 10-⁵ for the risk of death by flood is a  

good legal basis for standardising the flood defences that  
protect the coast 

→   Foreland: land retention actually guarantees a very low risk level

→    Maintaining/improving (spatial) quality and facilities
→   Preserving/developing identity of the coast and cultural heritage
→   Dynamic and interconnected nature reserves
 
→    Maintaining basic security
→   Pleasant business climate
→   Good access

Table 1: Summary of fundamental values, principles and development principles and the aims of the Delta Programme Coast in practice.
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safety and because, in the short-term, it is desirable to 

have a better link with the use of space and the spatial 

ambitions in the coastal zone. Moreover, current 

practice is not the same as current policy. Each year, 

12 million m³ of sand is used to nourish the coast, 

whereas current policy is based on 20 million m³ of 

sand per annum3⁴. Because current practice will be 

continued over the next decade in the programming, 

it has been decided to take current practice as our 

starting point when developing strategies.

The current policy for the coast is set out in the 

National Water Plan (NWP), the Dutch Water Act and 

the Strategic Agenda for Infrastructure and Space 

and its starting point is that the protection of the 

Netherlands from flooding from the sea is permanently 

guaranteed and that the Netherlands is not becoming 

smaller. Flood protection is based on the multilayer 

safety concept. Prevention is an important part of 

this concept. Standards, in the form of a probability 

of exceeding safety levels for the defences, have been 

established for each dyke ring. 

A policy of "soft where possible, hard where necessary" 

is pursued in the management and maintenance of the 

coast and the reinforcement of flood defences. 

The current policy will ensure that all previously 

announced reinforcement measures (especially for the 

weak links) which were taken on as a priority will meet 

current requirements in 2015 after the current flood 

protection programme has been completed.

34  During the period for which the National Water Plan (NWP) is in force (2009-2015), the nourishment volume is set to rise from 12 
(= current practice) to 20 million m³ of sand (= current policy) in order to allow the coastal foundation to fully adapt to the sea level rise. 
The Minister recently postponed the increase until 2023 with the approval of the Dutch Parliament. 

Total volume of sand nourishments carried out to maintain each section of 
the coast in the period 2002 to 2012. This does not include the sand motor 
or sand nourishments for coastal reinforcement purposes. 
(Source: RWS).

15,0 million m  Ameland/25

33,8 million m  North Holland/55

11,6 million m  Rijnland/41

6,2 million m

1,5 million m  Maasvlakte project/2
1,3 million m  Voorne/9

1,9 million m  Goeree/18,5

5,0 million m  Schouwen/17

1,0 million m  Noord-Beveland/2,5
15,0 million m  Walcheren/30

5,4 million m  Zeeuwsch-Vlaanderen/14,5

2,8 million m

million m

6,2 mln m3

[Section of coast/length (km)]

[total 2002-20112]

2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 20022010201 12012

Figuur 4.1: Totale hoeveelheid uitgevoerde zandsuppleties voor onderhoud van de kustlijn  
van de periode 2002 t/m 2012, per kustvak. Voor 2012 is uitgegaan van de uitgevoerde kuubs 
tot 1 november 2012, aangevuld met de verwachte realisatie t/m december 2012.

Kustlijnkaarten 2013  | 13

million

Sand nourishments completed 2002-2012
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The current policy for coastal safety follows three lines: 

coastal foundation, reference coastline and flood 

defences. The flood safety strategy along the coast is 

based on the safety levels. The reference coastline is 

maintained and the coastal foundation is adapted to 

take account of the current sea-level rise on this basis. 

At the present time, the safety levels are: 

Zeeland Coast: 1:4000 years; 

Holland Coast: 1:10,000 years; 

Frisian Wadden Islands: 1:2000 years 

and Texel: 1:4000 years. 

Currently too little consideration of spatial 
planning opportunities in time      
An evaluation of the Third Coastal Policy Document 

shows that implementation of the nourishment 

policy has been a success but that, in practice, the 

link with the use of space in the coastal zone (cf. the 

second primary objective of the Third Coastal Policy 

Document: use of space in harmony with sustainable 

protection) has only been partially achieved3⁵. 

The practice has been to focus mainly on using physical 

measures to maintain safety and less on spatial 

development. In our view, the two should be combined 

in a more balanced way. This comment has been 

repeated in the NWP and is an important input for the 

formulation of the strategies.

This is because integrated area-specific development 

has been chosen in the NWP. This involves encouraging 

a balanced development of nature, economic 

development, accessibility and availability in the 

coastal area. This policy has been maintained in the 

Strategic Agenda for Infrastructure and Space. The 

provinces are responsible for elaborating this policy 

and they have drawn up coastal strategies or strategic 

coastal agendas to develop the coastal area. The current 

policy on achieving an attractive and economically 

viable coast is the responsibility of provinces and 

municipalities. 

They set the boundaries of the existing built-up areas of 

seaside towns and include these boundaries in strategic 

structure agendas and zoning plans. 

The current policy on nature conservation and 

development is set out in the laws and rules of the 

Natura 2000 policy. 

3.3 Lines of reasoning for
promising strategies

Linking short-term opportunities  
to long-term challenges
A strategy's chance of success depends on the extent 

to which short-term opportunities can be successfully 

linked to long-term challenges. Collaboration, the 

avoidance of passing the burden to future generations, 

adaptation and the financing principle play an 

important part in this. To have a chance of success, 

strategies must therefore involve more than just 

physical measures. Measures in the area of governance 

capacity, e.g. whether government bodies collaborate 

or compete with each other, are of great importance in 

terms of assisting in the realisation of an attractive and 

economically viable coast (which is safe). 

Strategies can be considered promising if they involve:

→  a line of reasoning for coastal safety and land: a 

diversity of physical measures for maintaining the 

sandy system (safety, land conservation and coastal 

foundation)

→  a line of reasoning for spatial development 

(attractive and economically viable coast) based on 

governance capacity and organisational, financial 

and policy conditions and arrangements that 

facilitate the combination of safety and spatial, 

economic and ecological development in the 

coastal zone.  

35  "Evaluatie Derde Kustnota", Twijnstra Gudde/Alkyon, 2007
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Line of reasoning 1 is based on measures or interventions 

to tackle the challenges surrounding coastal safety, land 

conservation and the coastal foundation, as highlighted in 

Section 2. The constant element in all of this for the coast as 

a whole is the concern to keep the flood defences in good 

condition. If maintenance of the coast continues, the key 

point for the safety measures will be in the second half of 

the century. The main variable, in which we as combined 

government bodies can make a choice, is the extent to which 

we adapt the coastal foundation to keep pace with the relative 

sea-level rise by means of sand nourishments, i.e. the total 

nourishment volume. 

The coastal foundation forms part of the sandy system 

(including the Wadden Sea and basins such as the Western 

Scheldt and the Eastern Scheldt). Interventions and choices 

in the sandy system will affect the volumes required to adapt 

the coastal foundation to keep pace with the sea-level rise. 

There are different types of interventions/choices in the sandy 

system which can have a major impact, e.g.

LINE OF REASONING  1:>

COASTAL SAFETY AND LAND

Indicatie toekomstige zandbehoefte

This table provides an indication of the future demand for sand and shows a number of important choices concerning the balancing of the sandy system. 
The choices are both short term (trench wall nourishments) and medium and/or long term (ebb-tidal deltas and adaptation of basins.
(Source: DPK/A1:1).
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→ choices relating to ebb-tidal deltas,

→ choices relating to the reduction of channels,

→ safety challenges,

→  choices relating to the basins in the South-West Delta 

(such as Eastern Scheldt, Haringvliet),

→  economic developments (e.g. construction of marinas  

or a third Maasvlakte), and

→ choices relating to the gems.

For line of reasoning 1, coastal safety and land, roughly three 

variants3⁶ are conceivable: 

A).   realistic and effective continuation of current practice in 

implementing the nourishment policy (“finger on the 

pulse”), 

B).   the consistent and step-by-step adaptation of the 

nourishment volume to the sea-level rise to ensure that 

the coastal foundation remains in balance (“coastal 

foundation in balance”),  

C).   the creation of a sand buffer by carrying out bigger 

nourishments than required for structural safety (“creating 

sand buffer”).

Line of reasoning 2 is based on measures or interventions 

that relate to the governance capacity required to achieve the 

spatial challenges and ambitions, as highlighted in Section 

2. By doing so, we intend to make the coast attractive and 

economically viable. The constant element in this for the 

B). 
Coastal foundation 
in balance 

Coastal foundation in balance in times-
cale of 200 years. Some accretion of the 
coast in places.
Mega-nourishments to be considered. 
Sand loss from coastal foundation and 
Wadden Sea fully compensated. 
 

Dimension reference coastline so as 
to prevent weak links, also for hard 
defences. Land conservation and 
preservation of functions and some 
leeway for other purposes.

Use sand to prevent weak links. 
Sandy reinforcements considered 
sooner than with “finger on the pulse”. 

A). 
Finger on the pulse

Gradually adapt coastal foundation.
Sand losses from coastal foundation 
of Wadden Islands and tidal inlets not 
fully compensated.
Mega-nourishments conceivable.

Maintain current reference coastline. 
Land conservation and preservation of 
functions. 
Hardly any leeway for other purposes.

Only reinforce flood defences if 
necessary.  
Exploit existing profile. 
Prevent new weak links wherever 
possible.

Line of reasoning on 
coastal safety and 
land

Coastal foundation Coastline Flood defences

C). 
Creating a sand 
buffer

Coastal foundation adapts to the sea-
level rise. Sand buffer in coastal 
foundation for additional flexibility. 
Large volumes instantly result in 
efficiency and possibly less impact 
on the environment. 
Coast becomes a controlled growth 
coast.
Mega-nourishments possible.

As in “keep coastal foundation in 
balance” but with more leeway for 
other purposes. Seaward movement 
of coastline. 

Use sand to prevent weak links. 
Soften some hard flood defences. 
Sandy reinforcements considered 
sooner than with “finger on the pulse” 
and with “coastal foundation in
 balance”.

Table 2: Main features of the variants in the line of reasoning on coastal safety and land.

36  The variants were also based on input from the study "Zandsuppleties in de 21ste eeuw, onderzoek naar langetermijnsuppleties 
ten behoeve van het Deltaprogramma Kust", Deltares 2012 (see also Appendix 5) and the study "Nut en noodzaak meegroeien 
kustfundament", Deltares, 2011.
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coast as a whole is the form and extent of collaboration 

required to optimise the social return on investment.  

From a spatial-economic point of view, we should – according 

to the delta scenarios – expect expansion, stabilisation 

or stagnation at any time during this century. This has 

consequences for the pressure on space in the coastal zone for 

social and economic functions. For example, in the event of 

rapid economic growth, it is expected that there would be a 

tendency towards seaward development whereas, in the event 

of slower growth, it is likely that released land (for which there 

is no longer any demand) would be left to nature. 

The development challenges highlighted in Section 2 mainly 

relate to the development of nature, enhancing the quality 

and cultural identity of the coast, exploiting economic 

potential (including improving access) and the use of the sea, 

including sand extraction. These challenges and ambitions 

mainly relate to the relatively short term (the next ten to 

twenty years) and do not look forward to 2050 or 2100, as is 

the case with safety and sea-level rise. Because we want an 

adaptive strategy wherever possible, our actions are focused 

on creating the right conditions. At the level of individual 

municipalities, this can involve offering development space 

in zoning plans. At the level of the coast as a whole, the most 

important freedom is the extent to which we as combined 

government bodies are involved in the conception, decision-

making process and implementation of each other's plans 

and those of market players. The extent to which the parties 

take joint decisions on the spatial development of the coast as 

a whole is also important. There are roughly three positions: 

assuming responsibility, joint decisions or the most far-

reaching form of collaboration: partnering. Particularly in 

the case of "partnering", parties look beyond the limits of 

their own interest towards the interest of the coast as a whole, 

when the task is to determine special places on the coast 

where additional development could take place.   

LINE OF REASONING  2:>

SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT

Table 3: Main features of the collaboration positions in the line of reasoning on spatial development.  

Line of reasoning 
on spatial 
development: 
attractive and 
economically viable

Organisation and financing for 
assuming responsibility.

Assuming responsibility

Project-related joint ventures and 
agreements and financing (MIRT).

Joint decisions

Structural alliances between seaside 
towns, big cities and provinces. 
Coastal community supported by 
MIRT through into regional facility 
(revolving fund).

Partnering 

Seaside towns, 
economic 
development, 
quality and 
accessibility

Ambitions determined for each place
No agreements on adaptation 
of spatial development to safety in 
the long term.

Direction of development of seaside 
towns has been coordinated. Joint 
agreements on concept of adapting 
spatial development to safety.

Coastal development and gems 
are part of regional economic 
development.
Joint agreements on concept of 
adapting spatial development to 
safety.

Nature, 
the landscape and 
cultural heritage

Regional-scale landscapes and 
cultural heritage elements.

Regional-scale landscapes, 
coordinated cultural heritage 
elements.

Large, powerful scenic and cultural 
heritage structures.
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3.4 Promising strategies

The constant element in line of reasoning 1 about 

coastal safety and land is the concern that the flood 

defences should be kept in good condition for the 

coast as a whole. The choice of which use of sand is 

required plays a dominant part in this process. This 

use requires agreements on a sand strategy to take 

account of the fact that the coastal foundation must be 

kept in balance with sea-level rise, including options 

for experiments, pilots and innovation. However, a 

different distribution of sand will, at most, result in 

optimisations. Improving the economic, ecological 

and spatial vitality (line of reasoning 2) requires a 

sense of administrative urgency to be created on many 

more fronts and more collaboration in different areas, 

e.g. for the multifunctional use of flood defences, for 

setting spatial priorities or for restructuring post-war 

residential areas. Irrespective of the sand strategy to 

be chosen, it is therefore important in all cases to 

improve administrative collaboration. Where the Delta 

Programme is involved, this will be done by combining 

coastal safety on the one hand and spatial development 

on the other. The collaboration can be less or more 

intensive.

Combining the two lines of reasoning results in 

four promising strategies, which are realistic. The 

combination of the two lines of reasoning is shown in 

table 4. 

Table 4: Combining the line of reasoning on safety and land and the line of reasoning on spatial development results in four promising strategies.

Line of reasoning on spatial development

Assuming responsibility Joint decisions Partnering 

Line of reasoning on 
coastal safety and 
land

Finger on the pulse
Zero-plus variant Strategy 1

Smart exploitation

Creating a sand buffer Strategy 4
Prioritising land 

Coastal foundation 
in balance Strategy 2 

Sustainable choices
Strategy 3

Joint reinforcement

Reference: 
current practice

Reference: 
current policy
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Explanation of the diagram.

The current policy and practice, which serve as 

a reference for promising strategies, are shown 

in the left-hand column of the collaboration 

position because there is still only limited effective 

collaboration (as in the case of the weak links) along 

the coast. That is why the circles are on the border 

of the cells relating to assuming responsibility and 

joint decisions. In practice, ideas have actually been 

exchanged with regard to coastal development but this 

has hardly resulted in any agreements, which means 

that ambitions to promote the coast as the “gold 

lining of the Netherlands” will be difficult to realise, 

if at all. In other words, simply too few opportunities 

for adding spatial, economic and ecological value are 

being created and challenges are not being addressed 

in an integrated way. Linked to the three variants of 

line of reasoning 1 on coastal safety and land, we do 

not regard the collaboration position of “assuming 

responsibility” as promising because:

→  In the combination of “finger on the pulse” 

and “assuming responsibility”, opportunities 

are missed to anticipate and link up with other 

objectives; the energy of regional parties is not 

being combined into an integrated approach;

→  opportunities are also missed in the combination 

of “coastal foundation in balance” and “assuming 

responsibility” because there are no shared 

ambitions. The safety return on the sand 

nourishments may well be optimal but, in this 

strategy, the social return of the sand and other 

adaptive measures could lag behind and that 

is certainly not desirable in times of economic 

scarcity;   

→  in the combination of “creating sand buffer” and 

“assuming responsibility”, there is no opportunity 

for sustainable joint decision-making. This 

strategy lacks the drive to exploit opportunities. 

This is another instance where the safety return 

on nourishments and other adaptive measures for 

hard flood defences may be optimal but the social 

return is disappointing. 

The “zero-plus” variant in the diagram is the current 

MIRT system.

The four promising strategies in the cells of the 

diagram can in principle be applied in different types 

of areas or locations along the Dutch coast. Each cell 

can in principle be a promising strategy position for a 

specific location issue. For an explanation of the four 

promising strategies, see below. For strategies 2, 3 and 

4, the starting point for the adaptive pathway is:

→ continue with innovations in sandy system,

→ anticipate adaptive concepts,

→  national criteria for considering sand for local 

objectives,

→  establish the coastal community and make it 

operational,

→  switch to long-term contracts for sand 

nourishments and to innovative tendering,

→ carry out pilots focusing on safety,

→  carry out pilots focusing on safety and other 

objectives,

→  carry out process innovation pilots for sand 

distribution.
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PROMISING STRATEGY  1:>

SMART EXPLOITATION

The objectives of this strategy are to keep land 

conservation in place for at least fifty years, to adapt 

some of the coastal foundation to the sea-level rise 

and to invest in the safety of the flood defences 

as cost-effectively as possible by waiting until the 

moment when it is required. Sand is used sparingly. 

In this strategy, the full maintenance of the ebb-tidal 

deltas above the Wadden Islands will use up a lot 

of the available volumes. Innovative hard and soft 

solutions will be sought. There is only limited space 

to experiment with sand in practice. This means that if 

there is insufficient sand, it may be necessary to switch 

to further reinforcement with hard solutions, e.g. as 

will eventually be the case with the Hondsbossche sea 

defences. Adaptive concepts will be anticipated, in 

line with policy. The reservation zone will continue to 

be maintained to cope with two hundred years of sea-

level rise. Opportunities will be sought to increase the 

multifunctional use of flood defences in places where 

there is a lot of pressure on space.

In promising strategy 1, efforts are mainly focused 

on close collaboration to come up with creative 

solutions for achieving objectives. This requires 

structural alliances. From an organisational point of 

view, the opportunities for linking spatial, economic 

or ecological ambitions to investment in safety are 

limited. Coastal development will mostly have to be 

initiated independently, inter alia, in response to 

initiatives from the market. A coastal community can 

boost the integration of challenges and ambitions 

and – if desired – assist initiators, e.g. in the form of a 

back office with a single helpdesk. Regions will make 

joint decisions for the coast as a whole. Agreements 

on financing, exploiting the opportunities offered by 

the experimental article, the use of a revolving fund, 

etc. will be made jointly at an early stage. This will 

involve long-term contracts and innovative tendering, 

challenging the power of the coastal economy. 

Adaptive pathway:

Breakpoints: rapid sea-level rise could create new weak 

links around 2050 and it may be necessary to take 

additional measures. In order to conserve land, we 

may have to change over from this strategy to strategy 

3 “Joint reinforcement” after about 50 years. Other 

choices or interventions in the sandy system, as 

referred to above in line of reasoning 1, Coastal safety 

and land, could mean that the volume needed to adapt 

part of the coastal foundation will have to be bigger 

than if the current programming of sand nourishments 

is continued.
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Figure 3: Morphological evolution of Sand Motor since completion early July 2011. Pictures courtesy of 

Rijkswaterstaat / Joop van Houdt 

 

Linnartz (2012) provides an overview of the nature that has developed on the Sand Motor during the first year after 

construction. From the first day on, the Sand Motor was popular amongst birds, fish and mammals. Soon, the Sand 

Motor became a rest place for cormorants, terns and gulls. Some 500 cormorants used the Sand Motor to fish for 

lesser sandeel smelt. Local sport fishers were triggered by these groups of birds, as underneath the sandeel mackerel 

was found. The abundance of fish also attracted larger mammals to the Sand Motor, including seals and porpoises – 

which were frequently observed. On the sub-aerial beach, the Sand Motor provides room for the development of 

juvenile dunes, a rare nature type in this part of The Netherlands. At the lee side of these dunes, the sea holly and 

other rare plants such as the frosted orache can be found. Interestingly, Linnartz (2012) concludes that the massive 

size of the Sand Motor allows nature development and intense recreational use to go hand in hand. 

 

During the first year of its existence, the Sand Motor also turned out to be a recreational hot spot. It was soon found 

to be an excellent place for wind, wave and kite surfing. But also sport fishermen were attracted by the large 

assemblages of fish in the direct neighborhood of the Sand Motor, beach walkers came to enjoy the ever changing 

landscape and swimmers discovered the place for beach recreation on sunny days. Intensified beach use however 

also gave rise to some concerns on swimmer safety, especially after development of the long, narrow feeder channel 

(just before summer 2012) and the associated strong current velocities. These effects were predicted prior to 

construction and responsible authorities had appropriate management measures in place. Nevertheless, these 

concerns resulted in unforeseen, negative reactions in the media,  which first had hailed the Sand Motor  as an icon 

of innovative coastal engineering and a bonus to coastal recreation. This turnaround highlighted the importance of 

managing expectations and open communication with stakeholders. It reminded us that the partners must remain 
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PROMISING STRATEGY  2:>

SUSTAINABLE CHOICES

Progress of sand from the motor at Ter Heijde, South Holland, being washed ashore. This is an example of a mega-nourishment. (Source: RWS). 

This strategy maintains safety in a sustainable way and 

land is preserved. There is sufficient sand to keep the 

coastal foundation in balance with sea-level rise and 

sand losses to the Wadden Sea are fully compensated. 

There is a greater possibility than in current practice 

of depositing sand where it has an added social, 

ecological and/or economic value (function- and 

location-specific nourishment). Where relevant, 

adaptive concepts were chosen for each seaside town/

type of coast. Hard only remains hard for coast type: 

port. Mega-nourishments, trench wall nourishments, 

temporarily wider beaches and very limited local 

coastal expansion may form part of this strategy.  

10 January 2012

7 July 2012 4 September 201214 May 2012

13 October 2011

11 July 2011 5 September 2011
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CONTINUED - PROMISING STRATEGY  2: SUSTAINABLE CHOICES>

Adaptive pathway: 

Up to 2020: continue current programme of sand 

nourishments based on reserved resources and start 

pilots, system research and monitoring.

Period 2020-2050: increase volume of sand for regular 

management and maintenance and for carrying out 

pilots and projects (based on the results of pilots and 

monitoring in the period up to 2020 and thereafter).

From 2050: anticipate potentially higher volumes of 

sand, depending on changes in sea-level rise.

Breakpoints: choices/interventions in the sandy system, 

as referred to above in line of reasoning 1, Coastal 

safety and land, could mean that the volume needed 

to adapt all of the coastal foundation will have to 

be bigger than if the current programming of sand 

nourishments continued.

In this strategy, the government bodies make joint 

choices with regard to regional development along 

the coast. Opportunities for coastal development are 

addressed by linking up as effectively as possible with 

safety measures: in spatial, economic or ecological 

development, account is taken of what is needed to 

achieve structural safety and vice versa. Opportunities 

will be sought to increase the multifunctional use of 

space on flood defences in places where there is a lot 

of pressure on space. In this way, the diversity and 

attractiveness of hard and soft defences along the coast 

are maintained. Adaptive concepts will be anticipated, 

in line with policy. Where possible, reservation zones 

are released locally and tailored to a specific adaptive 

concept. Pilots are used to seek them out. From an 

organisational point of view, a coastal community 

of government bodies, businesses and conservation 

organisations is established in order to make 

operational agreements about the selection of gems, 

the distribution of nourishments and the financing 

of this. Nourishments will be carried out on the basis 

of long-term contracts awarded under an innovative 

tendering procedure. 
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Design study into the determination of sand nourishment volumes for different functions at the current rate of sea-level rise for Hollandse Boog by the 
Coastal Quality Studio. Shown here is the "undulating coast" model, in which the sand is concentrated around resorts and future locations of attention in 
the coastal defences. Resorts gain space as a result. Wide dune fields receive less sand. NB: these designs are based on larger volumes of sand for coastal 
management and adapting to sea-level rise than those used in the Deltares study "Sand nourishments in the 21st-century" (2012). Top: impression of 
Egmond based on "undulating coast" model. (AKK/Feddes & Olthof ).

Callantsoog 200-100 m

Bend in coastline

inbuigen kustlijn

inbuigen kustlijn

inbuigen kustlijn

inbuigen kustlijn

HBWZ 400-100 m

Egmond 400-100 m

Zandvoort 400-100 m

Katwijk
400-100 m

Monster
400-200 m

Scheveningen/Kijkduin 400-300m
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The effort in this promising strategy is mainly focused 

on intensifying collaboration in order to arrive at 

creative solutions to achieve the objective of creating 

a safe, attractive and economically viable coast. To a 

greater extent than in strategy 2, facilities are created 

and alliances made to encourage collaboration 

between the market and government bodies (seaside 

towns, big cities and provinces). In organisational 

terms, there is a greater emphasis on co-creation in the 

form of a coastal community, entering into alliances, 

taking joint decisions and joining forces to look for 

investments which will reinforce each other and 

therefore provide added value, making agreements 

about financing and the funding of integrated projects, 

especially if this requires pre-investments for one of 

the parties involved and investigating whether using 

the Delta fund would offer any advantages. Whereas 

the emphasis in strategy 2 "Sustainable choices" is on 

the agreements, this strategy is also concerned with 

creating facilities, such as a single official service desk 

with back office. The safety component of the strategy 

is similar to strategy 2: moving sand seaward for 

reinforcement and maintenance on coast types: narrow 

dune, resort and sea wall, and sand used to consolidate 

wide dunes and to move channels seaward. The policy 

commitment is also similar to strategy 2.   

Adaptive pathway: 

Up to 2020: continue current programme of sand 

nourishments based on reserved resources and start 

pilots, system research and monitoring.

Period 2020-2050: increase volume of sand for regular 

management and maintenance and for carrying out 

pilots and projects (based on the results of pilots and 

monitoring in the period up to 2020 and thereafter).

From 2050: anticipate potentially higher volumes of 

sand, depending on changes in sea-level rise. The 

local/regional and administrative context from which 

the challenge/ambition is to be addressed more or 

less determines whether governance and financing 

measures are necessary and if so, which. 

Breakpoints: choices/interventions in the sandy system, 

as referred to above in line of reasoning 1, Coastal 

safety and land, could mean that the volume needed 

to adapt all of the coastal foundation will have to 

be bigger than if the current programming of sand 

nourishments continued. 

 

PROMISING STRATEGY  3:>

JOINT REINFORCEMENT
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Nourishments, ecology and promising strategies  

In her essay on ecology in Work Book 8 of the Coastal Quality 

Studio, Moniek Löffler of Bureau Landwijzer discusses what the 

best ecological scenario would be for different sections along the 

coast if we assume that we will continue to add sand to the coastal 

system. Two expert meetings with ecologists have produced 

three ecological targets: an ecological mission for the coast of the 

Wadden Islands, an ecological mission for the Holland Arc and an 

ecological mission for the South-West Delta.

Ecological mission for the Wadden Islands

According to the ecologists, the ecological mission for the coast 

of the Wadden Islands could be to allow macro-scale landscape-

forming processes to continue undisturbed, wherever possible. 

The entire tidal flat system of foreshore, dunes, salt marshes and 

sandbars is closely interconnected. The transport of sediment 

caused by intertidal dynamics ensures that the system remains 

in balance. The islands could adapt naturally to sea-level rise and 

provide new opportunities for recreation and nature if smart 

nourishment methods are used, controlled dynamics are allowed 

in the dunes and salt marshes are encouraged to form.

Ecological mission for The Holland Arc

According to the ecologists, the ecological mission for the Holland 

Arc could be a pulsating coast, which has greater variation in 

accretion, consolidation and erosion in time and space. With 

a pulsating coast, it is appropriate to look for places where 

nourishment is not required from a safety point of view and 

where controlled erosion can be permitted. A typical feature of 

the Holland Arc is the variation between the fixed boundaries of 

coastal resorts and ports, the different very wide dune fields and 

a few narrow dune fields. Meso- and micro-scale processes are 

possible there but there is too little space for macro-processes. 

The interventions consist of retention where necessary for safety 

purposes, expansion towards the sea with dune valleys in the 

case of natural dune fields and allowing controlled dynamics in 

the broad dune fields by means of drifting, reducing management 

or excavation. Patience and long-term planning are essential 

requirements.  

Ecological mission for South-West Delta

According to the experts, the ecological mission for the dune coast 

is also a pulsating coast. In the South-West Delta, all the channels, 

tidal areas, dunes, villages and agricultural land maintain a fine 

balance with each other. Interventions in the sandy coast range 

from allowing dynamics, nourishment to compensate for ongoing 

erosion to the (partial) filling in of a trench.

In relation to the four promising strategies, there are two themes 

which are of particular importance from an ecological point of 

view: coherence and dynamics. The first theme of coherence 

relates to smart nourishment. Smart nourishment is always 

important. In relation to ecology, it means in particular carrying 

out nourishments so as not to impede or even stimulate the 

natural dynamics (of the dunes). What that specifically means in 

practice will require further research into the interaction between 

the foreshore, beach and dunes. Smart nourishment also means 

taking account of natural dynamics, such as sand waves in the 

South-West Delta and accretion and erosion of island heads, 

island tails and ebb-tidal deltas in the Wadden Sea Region. Smart 

nourishment in the case of a strategy with little sand (smart 

exploitation) mainly means achieving different objectives with the 

same amount of sand. In strategies involving balance, it mostly 

means encouraging variation in accretion and erosion. In the 

strategy with a lot of sand (i.e. strategy 4), attention will have to be 

focused on the possibilities that exist or can be created for erosion.

The second theme relates to (controlled) dynamics. Dynamics 

leads to variation but, in densely populated areas in particular, 

unpredictable nuisance as a result of dynamics is undesirable. 

We will therefore have to control the dynamics in order to avoid 

undesired effects, such as drifting sand or unsafe situations. In a 

strategy involving little sand, the scope for large-scale dynamics 

is limited. In a situation requiring balance, dynamics is possible in 

wide dune fields (along the Holland coast, on the heads and tails of 

Wadden Islands and on the heads of the islands in the South-West 

Delta). If there is a lot of sand, space can be created for dynamics 

seaward of the existing coasts and therefore also for the current 

narrow dune fields.
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This strategy leads to a situation where the Netherlands 

grows a little bigger in places, creating additional space 

for development. The land grows, safety is guaranteed 

and the coastal foundation adapts completely to 

sea-level rise (including the ebb-tidal deltas above the 

Wadden Islands and the delta coasts in the Zeeland 

Delta). Hard flood defences along the coast are 

softened using sand. The emphasis in the strategy is on 

enhancing the attractiveness of the coast, improving 

the embedding of diversity and raising the profile of 

the identity of resorts, mainly by widening beaches for 

all kinds of recreational activities and sandy seaward 

adaptive concepts with possibilities for temporary use 

of the space by market players. Pilots will be carried out 

to ascertain whether there is a possibility of releasing 

reservation zones locally. Efforts will be made at local 

level to look for more room for manoeuvre within the 

regulations. Experimentation will be encouraged.

The sandy nature of the coast is further expanded, 

using seaward processes and natural dynamics. 

Nourishment is made for functions, tailored to place 

and shape. Because the sandy coastal system is spread 

more widely in the sand, mega-nourishments can 

be carried out at a low frequency, once it has been 

proved that mega-nourishments do indeed work. 

This brings with it economies of scale, which reduces 

costs accordingly. Smart market structures and 

long-term contracts are required. Organisationally, 

the strategy requires different financing agreements 

and agreements between government, economic 

sectors and conservationists on function, frequency, 

place and type of sand nourishments. The average 

lower frequency of nourishment means that the 

regional parties are looking far into the future when 

it comes to creating spatial, economic or ecological 

opportunities. They will also have to set priorities for 

the distribution of additional sand. For the hard parts 

of the coast that remain hard (ports and a few sea walls) 

adaptive concepts will be developed which in spatial 

development terms anticipate safety challenges (long 

term) or link into management and maintenance 

(short term). It is up to the market and local authorities 

to decide whether integration of safety and coastal 

development should go beyond the shared use of sand.

Adaptive pathway:

Up to 2020: continue current programme of sand 

nourishments based on reserved resources and start 

pilots, system research and monitoring.

Period 2020-2050: increase volume of sand for regular 

management and maintenance and for carrying out 

pilots and projects (based on the results of pilots and 

monitoring in the period up to 2020 and thereafter). 

The focus shifts to pilots for safety and to serving other 

purposes.

Breakpoints: choices/interventions in the sandy system, 

as referred to above in line of reasoning 1, Coastal 

safety and land, could mean that the volume needed 

to create the buffer will have to be bigger than if 

the current programming of sand nourishments 

continued.

PROMISING STRATEGY  4:>

PRIORITISING LAND
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Impression of a resort in three stages of accretion using sand (source: AKK).
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3.5 Synthesis

We have not yet made a choice from the four promising 

strategies in the National Coastal Strategy. On the one 

hand, that is because there are still some uncertain-

ties. For example, there's the question of how the 

physical sandy system behaves and how it responds 

to possible interventions, the question of whether it 

is cost-effective to nourish additional sand in weak 

places to prevent them being rejected in a forthcoming 

assessment and the question of whether the adaptive 

concepts developed will prove to be a platform for 

future developments in practice. On the other hand, 

it is because the prospects for spatial development 

still have to crystallise further in the near future. It is 

possible that this choice will turn out to be different for 

each region. 

The approach to safety challenges and spatial challen-

ges will take shape in the near future on the basis of ex-

perimentation and learning by doing. This is in keeping 

with the strategies because they are adaptive. In other 

words, they leave scope for future changes in direction 

if insights or circumstances change. For line of reaso-

ning 1, coastal safety and land, the choice will be made 

nationally. This signals a preference for an approach in 

which the coastal foundation is kept in balance with 

sea-level rise in a sustainable way, including an adaptive 

pathway in which pilots play an important part. No 

choice has yet been made in this adaptive pathway in 

respect of nourishment volumes or in respect of the 

timing of any change to them. For line of reasoning 

2, spatial development, the possibilities and facilities 

for collaboration are being investigated and adaptive 

concepts are being further elaborated and tested. 

This outline has been formulated at administrative level 

in the administrative choices in Part I of this document. 

Elements of the adaptive pathway are explained in 

detail in the section below. The adaptive concepts are 

presented in the last section. More specific choices will 

be made where possible and desired in the route to 

the Delta decisions. This does not detract from the fact 

that the eventual preferred strategy in each case will be 

adaptive and that learning by doing will continue to be 

the top priority. 

 

Strategies can be 
optimised and it is 
possible to switch 
to another strategy 
(adaptation) because 
they have the space to 
anticipate changing 
circumstances or insights, 
such as an increasing rate 
of sea level rise or results 
from experiments and 
learning by doing. 
This creates an adaptive 
pathway 
(source: DPK/A 1:1).

Adaptive pathway
for promising 
strategies
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3.6 Adaptive pathway

Choice of coastal safety
We are developing an adaptive pathway with emphasis 

on an approach of "learning and innovating by 

experimenting" because there are still uncertainties 

surrounding the way that the sandy system operates 

and the impact of choices in that system. This will 

include pilot projects for channels and ebb-tidal deltas. 

The sand motor concept is now being monitored and 

has to prove its worth. The precise adaptive pathway 

for increasing volumes after 2020 will depend on the 

results and interim results of pilot projects, research 

and monitoring and the knowledge generated. The 

choices with regard to the sandy system and the 

adaptive pathway will be further elaborated in the 

Delta decision (DP 2015).

Distribution of sand
Locally, sand nourishments can help create 

development space for spatial functions.  The local 

social, economic and/or ecological benefits can be 

affected by the way in which sand is distributed along 

the coast in time and place. In the longer term, choices 

made with regard to the distribution of sand can also 

result in a visibly different picture of the coastline. The 

social return will be optimised by a more targeted use 

(after deducting the sand required for maintaining 

the reference coastline) of the sand that is used to 

keep the coastal foundation in balance with sea-level 

rise. The options in this regard are currently limited 

by the policy framework for sand nourishments. The 

use of sand must be targeted, because the volume to 

be distributed is not so great that spatial benefits are 

feasible and affordable everywhere at the same time. 

It may be better to deposit the sand where it can make 

a contribution not only to structural safety but also to 

objectives and ambitions, e.g. for the coastal economy, 

recreation or nature. How flexible this is, is part of the 

process of learning by doing. Additional sand for new 

development space which is not needed for structural 

safety and land conservation on that site will in 

principle have to be funded by initiators.  

Schematic representation of the main choices with regard to future 
nourishment volumes for adapting the coastal foundation to sea-level rise. 
(Source: DPK/BM/A1:1). 
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Adaptive concepts for flood defences
To ensure that the coast remains safe, attractive and 

economically viable, it is important to regard the 

development challenges, which often play out in the 

short-term, in combination with safety challenges, 

which in most cases are situated further away in 

time. Integrated adaptive concepts are a useful tool 

in this regard. In an integrated adaptive concept, the 

reinforcement of a flood defence as well as its use and 

structure and the use of the area on, in and around 

it must be designed coherently so that it can be built 

on. This provides parties with opportunities to make 

plans and to invest without the risk of disinvestment. 

Multifunctional use plays an important part in adaptive 

concepts. See also Section 3.7 for initial details of 

adaptive concepts and Section 3.8 for examples of 

adaptive concepts.

This illustration shows the principle of adaptive concepts, in which 
consecutive spatial development and safety interventions are addressed 
coherently (using a resort as an example).
 (Source: DPK, illustration: BM). 
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Use of reservation zones
A specific situation presents itself with regard to 

reservation zones. Strict requirements and conditions 

are imposed on the use of flood defences and the 

adjacent space. For example, reservation zones have 

been established both landward and seaward of the 

flood defences, where little or no spatial development 

is permitted or where this development is subject to 

additional conditions. 

These zones have been created to take account of 

any reinforcement measures which are expected 

to be required within the next 200 years to deal 

with the impact of climate change (on the strain 

on the flood defences). In this case, it must be 

possible to make the defences high, wide and strong 

enough, easy to maintain and capable of adapting 

to changing conditions, such as sea-level rise and 

changes in the wave climate. In the light of this future 

safety challenge, reservation zones are a source of 

reassurance to the flood defence manager that the 

defence can be reinforced with a certain degree of 

flexibility when the time comes. 

Reserving space in itself appears to be a cost-effective 

way of preparing for two centuries of sea-level rise 

and keeps options open for reinforcement work in 

the future. In some locations, however, particularly 

where there is a lot of pressure on space (e.g. in 

resorts), reservation zones sometimes impede 

spatial development. In this case, there is a local 

need for a narrower reservation strip or better use 

of it for economic development. Adaptive concepts 

in which reinforcement is directed seawards may 

offer opportunities in this regard. Pilots will have to 

be carried out to prove this. An important point of 

concern when considering the use of a reservation 

zone for coastal development is the period to which 

we are looking ahead. The pilots will also have to 

show whether agreements can be enshrined in the 

administrative system and in law and, if so, how. A 

successful example of this is the reservation zone in 

the municipality of Katwijk. In consultation with the 

parties involved, this zone was split into one section 

seaward and one section landward of the defence, 

releasing landward space, which can be used for the 

construction of a car park. 

Temporary zoning 
If it is now anticipated that reinforcement is only an 

issue in the longer term, we can consider giving the 

space required for the reinforcement a temporary 

function. Which functions are possible depends on 

the period which a location of attention for safety is 

expected to cover. Temporary zoning is a concept for 

reserving space for future flood safety without freezing 

new development in an area.

Schematic cross-section of a sandy barrier and the different spaces reserved for coastal safety (based on Articles 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 of the General Spatial 
Planning Rules Decree [Besluit algemene regels ruimtelijke ordening] – BARRO). (Picture: DPK/A1:1/ST).  

-20 NAP 
(Amsterdam Ordnance Datum)

Article 4.4
Article 4.5
Article 4.6

Inside edge of duneUrban area

Flood defence
Reservation

200 years
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Choice of an attractive and economically 
viable coast
The direction that we are choosing to strengthen the 

attractiveness and economy of the coast is, in the 

main, a pragmatic one. In other words, we intend 

to add value and quality step by step on the basis 

of knowledge gained from experience and taking 

account of regional diversity in terms of approach and 

commitment. 

Our preference is for a bottom-up approach, i.e. 

a demand-led way of working, via organic area-

specific development. The desire and energy for 

the development should come both from the area 

itself and from the market. In this case, the role of 

government bodies in spatial development is less 

prescriptive and more facilitating, but is regularly 

monitored in connection with the development of the 

coast as a whole. 

Connecting together
It is a major challenge to keep the development of 

the coast as a whole in view. It is not only safety and 

economic development that must have their place, but 

also attractiveness, culture, nature conservation and 

efforts to make the sandy coast dynamic. The form of 

a coastal community could be a useful organisational 

tool for doing all this and exchanging experiences. 

This kind of network of public and private partners 

could have the function of continuing the current 

effective collaboration between coastal parties, 

putting the coast on the map and keeping it there and 

giving shape to the concept of learning by doing. This 

will spur public and private partners on to take the 

initiative. It can encourage the exchange of experiences 

of integrated area-specific development. In this kind 

of network, it will also be possible to interconnect 

the different physical and organisational elements 

All of the authorities along the 
North Sea coast will collaborate 
on the comprehensive challenges 
along the coast more than 
they do now. The form that 
this takes will, where possible, 
build on existing collaborative 
arrangements along the coast 
and has the provisional working 
title "coastal community". This 
network of coastal authorities 
will be able to share experiences 
at local and interlocal level and 
along the whole coastline and 
make connections. In practice, 
it will mainly relate to issues 
concerning the integration 
of coastal safety and coastal 
development with regard to 
management and maintenance 
and area-specific development 
(source: DPK/BM).
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of an integrated approach. The coastal community 

can be supported by a sort of service desk in the 

form of a network of inspirational (and experienced) 

representatives of government (national, regional, 

local), businesses and other relevant stakeholders 

from the coastal zone who will combine into special 

teams to support initiatives, remove obstacles and, 

where necessary, act as mediator. The parties will each 

contribute to the value creation and quality of the coast 

on the basis of their own role and responsibility. 

Priorities can be set on the basis of a jointly considered 

regional demand or the national interest in terms of 

functions in the coastal zone, such as the economy or 

nature. In this way, important and promising locations 

in the coastal zone can where necessary be reinforced 

with sand – provided that sand is available and 

agreements have been made with regard to financing 

and funding – in their development. The development 

can also be supported by suitable legislation and 

regulations. For example, in certain sections of the soft 

coast, it is possible to combine coastal safety effectively 

with strengthening natural characteristics and 

providing space where possible for natural dynamics by 

carrying out fewer nourishments there, provided that 

this does not impede drinking water extraction and 

recreation and safety is not put at risk. 

 

Joint funding
The organisation of financial participation is an 

important aspect of the coast’s governance capacity. All 

the public and private stakeholders in the coastal zone 

should be willing and able to participate financially 

in this programme. The Delta Fund is a major source 

of financing and funding for the challenges. As far 

as short-term investment is concerned, the funding 

of flood safety is secured via this fund (the Flood 

Protection Programme is part of the Delta Fund). 

Management and maintenance (sand nourishment at 

the current level) is funded until 2023. It is envisaged 

that resources will be provided to fund an increase 

in the nourishment volume for the period after 

2024. The Delta Fund is also important in terms of 

combining flood safety and development challenges 

into integrated projects. The Delta Fund can be used for 

area-specific development projects, provided that they 

are related to safety. 

Investments in safety are funded by the party 

responsible for the flood defence. The national 

government and water boards share the costs of the 

Flood Protection Programme equally in accordance 

with the Administrative Agreement on Water. 

Investment in structural safety and land conservation 

(maintaining the coastline, adapting the coastal 

foundation) is funded by national government. 

Investments aimed at satisfying other public goals 

and needs are funded by the parties that have an 

interest in them. The main advantage of making joint 

use of the fund option is that it is easier to disburse 

the available resources spread over time. This does 

not increase the available resources. In addition 

to this Delta Fund option, the viability of having a 

revolving fund for coastal development projects is 

being studied. In agreements between the parties 

involved concerning possible pre-investments, it is 

worth considering whether using the Delta Fund would 

have any advantages in this regard. However, regional 

development challenges may also arise which may 

constitute a convincing business case without the need 

for a fund or other form of financing through the Delta 

Fund. 

Where the release of a reservation zone for required 

developments (such as improved facilities for visitors, 

businesses or residents) eventually results in additional 

investment and/or maintenance costs, it is fair that 

parties along the coast who benefit from this should 

also bear some of the cost. Municipalities, provinces 

or private parties should fund this expenditure. The 

complicating factor is that urgent problems and the 

timing of investment in safety and for development 

seldom coincide (see illustration on page 70). 
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The timing of combined challenges is therefore 

very important. In general, it is not cost-effective 

to bridge a large gap in the timing of investments 

(by postponing them on bringing them forward). 

Exploiting opportunities for combined challenges 

therefore also requires new forms of financing and 

funding. Location-specific conditions may result in a 

situation where substantial added costs are avoided 

by bringing the investment forward. This only works 

if there is little time (in years) between investment 

and the funding. In a revolving fund, a financing party 

provides funds to carry out the project and the funding 

parties pay off this money over the years when they are 

deriving benefit until the sum originally lent is repaid 

on a specific date. For this reason, other parties could 

also be sought as cost bearers, such as businesses or 

civil society organisations.

37  Contributions were received from the study "Toekomstbestendige verharde zeeweringen" (Deltares 2011-2012), from the Climate 
Buffer Coalition (Natural climate buffers in the Delta Programme's Coast programme, letter dated 23/08/2012), from the design studios 
under the umbrella of the Coastal Quality Studio and from the vanguard projects.

Impression of the planned dyke-in-dune structure for Katwijk, 
which retains as much of the sea view as possible from the historic 
waterfront and creates space for an underground car park on the 
landward side of the dyke.
(Source: municipality of Katwijk)

 3.7 Principles for adaptive
concepts

Adaptation
To ensure that we can continue to live and work in 

safety, it is important that our flood defences adapt to 

sea-level rise and are kept up to strength. The demand 

for spatial quality and spatial development also dictate 

the use and the design of these defences. In order 

to keep the coast safe, attractive and economically 

viable in the long term, it is important to think about 

interventions now that may be necessary in future to 

ensure safety or which are desirable from the point of 

view of spatial development and quality.  

Guide
As a guide to this process, we have developed 

integrated adaptive concepts, based on research and 

experience in design studios3⁷. In an integrated en het 

gebruik en de inrichting van het gebied op, in en om de 
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adaptive concept, the reinforcement of a flood defence 

and the use and the structure of the area on, in and 

around the defence are designed in a coherent manner. 

This means that measures at, on, in and around the 

defence make allowance for (sometimes uncertain) 

interventions that may be necessary or desirable in 

future. After all, the defence and the area around 

it have to adapt to the relative sea-level rise and to 

requirements and wishes arising from safety concerns 

and other social needs. They have to be "adaptive". One 

example: when a flood defence is reinforced with sand 

in future, the defence will become higher and/or wider. 

In order to retain a view of the sea from the buildings 

behind the flood defence in future, the height of 

the buildings could be adjusted now, at the time of 

restructuring and new building, to take account of the 

expected future height.

Sand nourishment is a proven concept for adapting 

undeveloped areas (dunes). Dynamic dune 

management can set large-scale landward sand 

transport in motion to allow dunes to adapt. Different 

adaptive concepts can be considered for this but they 

still have to be worked out. The adaptation of built-up 

areas is generally more complicated. The examples (see 

Section 3.8) include adaptive concepts for resorts, ports 

and sea walls. For details, see Appendix 9.

Collaboration between parties is essential if we are to 

achieve feasible and practicable adaptive concepts. This 

concerns not only collaboration between government 

bodies but, more importantly, collaboration 

between the government and initiators, civil society 

organisations, businesses and interested residents. 

Making agreements at an early stage on desired 

development directions for a longer period enables 

stakeholders to develop promising initiatives and to 

invest with a minimal risk of disinvestment. Because 

they look far into the future, adaptive concepts could 

probably also be used to create support for specific 

safety interventions. 

It is possible to adapt gradually, but we also include 

an approach that involves adapting step by step (e.g. 

in leaps of 50 or 100 years) to sea-level rise. This is 

an obvious approach in the case of civil engineering 

structures and ports but it is also possible for resorts, 

for example. On each occasion, it is important to think 

about what the next reinforcement required could look 

like. This idea has already been successfully applied in 

Vlissingen. The buildings on the flood defence have 

been constructed so that the first few floors can be 

abandoned to allow for the increase in height of the 

defence caused by sea-level rise (“Vlissingen model”). 

The municipality, market players and water boards 

collaborated closely on this project and co-financed it. 

 

Multifunctional use
Multifunctional use plays an important part in adaptive 

concepts. It occurs frequently, e.g. on dunes which 

have both a flood defence function and a nature 

conservation function. In areas where space is at a 

premium, such as in resorts, there is a need for more 

options for multifunctional use. The area in which 

spatial development is required often coincides with 

the flood defence and the reservation zone. The 

need to use the flood defence and reservation zone 

for development arises from the attraction of living, 

working, holidaying and parking right next to the 

sea. The main consideration is how to combine as 

effectively as possible the challenge of making and 

keeping flood defences safe and future-proof with 

ensuring the optimum use and development of the 

space in the coastal zone. 

The obstacles to multifunctional use of flood defences 

and the possibility of removing these obstacles can be 

classified as financial-economic, 
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spatial, technical and legal instruments. Research 

has shown that, in principle, current national policy 

and instruments permit multifunctional shared 

use3⁸. The biggest obstructions are dealing with 

financial liabilities and risks and the lack of a method 

for allocating the costs and benefits of shared use. 

Reference is also made to the need for research into 

the behaviour of sand around hard structures such as 

buildings. Shared use currently has to be considered 

on the basis of estimates of uncertainties because there 

is a lack of fundamental knowledge. Armed with this 

knowledge, it would be possible to create an effective 

instrument for assessing shared use. More knowledge 

could also ensure that better solutions are produced 

for multifunctional development. The first step has 

now been taken towards research into hard elements 

in a soft flood defence (NWOs, i.e. hard structures like 

a car park in a flood defence). More research could 

help us to actually take a step forward in terms of 

multifunctional use and practical experiments are 

needed, but uncertainties will always remain and we 

will have to deal with them.   

38  "Multifunctioneel gebruik van de waterkering", AT Osborne/Deltares, 2011.

Vlissingen’s promenade is an example of an adaptive concept, in which safety and spatial 
ambitions are combined. Space has been reserved in the buildings (on the left in the 
schematic representation) to allow the flood defence to increase in height to protect them 
from the sea (on the right in the schematic representation).
(Cross-sections: municipality of Vlissingen; photograph: RWS).
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Vlissingen
Blvd. De Ruyter
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Soft and hard adaptation
Sand is the very essence of our coast and the natural 

processes that take place there because it is a 

system-specific material. In other locations, hard 

reinforcement is required in order to maintain certain 

functions, as is the case with ports. The aim is, for 

example, to keep the adjustments in the height 

and width of the defence to a minimum so that the 

distance to the sea or view of the sea changes as little 

as possible. In other locations, hard reinforcement 

is possible or necessary. Ecological values can be 

increased through the choice of material for the 

adaptation of hard sea defences. For example, eco-

friendly concrete can be used to reinforce sea walls. 

It offers the same level of safety as standard concrete 

but provides a more suitable habitat for all kinds of 

Impression of a possible identity for Zandvoort, with a seaward sandy reinforcement, which releases the promenade zone for multifunctional 
development. (Picture: AKK/Fabric)

organisms. In this way, the sea walls acquire an added 

value for marine species without detracting from their 

primary function as flood defences.  

Interaction between local choices
A major concern is the interaction between local 

solutions and their consequences as the "sum total" for 

the whole coast. This applies both to sand and safety 

and to spatial development, economic development 

and nature conservation. Some adaptive concepts 

affect the sediment transport along the coast, resulting 

in sand accretion or erosion elsewhere. If the same 

adaptive concept is chosen for each location (e.g. the 

same type of promenade in every resort), this could 

substantially affect the character of the 
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the coast as a whole. It is therefore important when 

developing adaptive concepts in a specific location 

always to take into account their effect on additional 

maintenance to the flood defence or coastline, their 

effect on neighbouring locations and their effect 

on the coast as a whole. In this connection, specific 

attention should be paid to the interaction between 

locations in and adjacent to Natura 2000 areas and the 

transitions from hard and hybrid to soft defences.  

3.8 Examples of adaptive
concepts
An overview of possible adaptive concepts for the coast 

types: resort, port and the sea wall is shown below. 

They can be divided into seaward, consolidating and 

landward oriented measures. These adaptive concepts 

are explained in Appendix 9. Further adaptive concepts 

are being developed for the dunes (see subject C1 of the 

implementation agenda in Section 4) in consultation 

with managers (of dunes, flood defences, coastline) 

and conservation organisations. Further research will 

have to be conducted into the interaction between 

interventions in the different coastal zones.

An overview of possible adaptive concepts for the coast types: resort, 
port and the sea wall is shown on the next page. They can be divided into 
seaward, consolidating and landward oriented measures. These adaptive 
concepts are explained in Appendix 9. 
(Source: DPK/A1:1/ST).
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Adaptive concepts for sea walls
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Vlissingen model
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Adaptive concepts for ports
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Wide Delta dyke
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Temporary building

Wave-absorbing artificial reef

Vlissingen model
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4.
AGENDA 
FOR THE 

COAST

PART II  |  NCS>

We are jointly working on creating a safe and 

vital coastal zone from the Zwin nature reserve 

to the Eems-Dollard region, a unit which in all 

of its diversity exhibits the local and regional 

qualities of that unique asset of our country: 

the coast. We therefore regard the new shape of 

the collaboration process itself as an important 

element of our strategy. This process is based 

on transparency, consistency, professionalism, 

responsibility and equality. In our decision-

making process, we take an adaptive approach 

to uncertainties about future trends. 

Experimentation and innovation are important 

aspects of the way we work. We regard the 

coastal community as an evolving organisational 

structure. In a couple of years’ time, we will 

know the results of research into hard structures 

in the flood defences, research into income 

models and research into the options for a 

revolving fund. The study projects concerning 

pilots for adaptive concepts will result in major 

applications.
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4.1  Positioning of the
implementation agenda
The implementation agenda of the National Coastal 

Strategy contains a statement of actions with regard 

to innovation, knowledge and implementation which 

are being set in motion in order to implement the 

strategy, including research. The focus of the agenda 

is on specific actions up to 2020, with a look at actions 

or measures up to 2100. The implementation agenda 

can provide input for area-specific agendas in the 

multi-year programme for Infrastructure, Spatial 

Development and Transport (MIRT). The actions in the 

implementation agenda will be programmed following 

publication of the National Coastal Strategy in the 

Delta Plan on Safety and – where applicable – in the 

MIRT area-specific agendas.

Implementation agenda
The implementation agenda can be regarded as a 

letter of intent by the parties to take specific steps 

towards implementation and forms a bridge between 

the National Coastal Strategy and implementation. 

The implementation agenda contains subjects which 

require detailed discussion in order to take policy 

and organisation to the next level and refers to 

combinations of subjects and/or locations, which may 

be the subject of sub-projects in the implementation 

programme, including knowledge issues. The Delta 

Programme Coast Steering Group has ownership 

of the implementation agenda until such time as 

the collaboration in the Delta Programme Coast is 

transferred to a coastal community which has yet to 

take shape. The organisational structure chosen for the 

coastal community will dictate the choices to be made 

with regard to the ownership of the agenda. The owner 

will be responsible for monitoring the actions. 

Implementation programme
The implementation of the National Coastal Strategy 

forms part of the Delta Plan for Flood Safety. Decisions 

about their implementation will be taken within the 

administrative structure of the Delta Programme 

(National Administrative Consultation Platform for the 

Delta programme) and follow the rules of the MIRT. 

The Delta Plan for Flood Safety contains measures 

which are at the research, preparation (investigation 

or planning) or implementation stage. The specific 

administrative structure for the implementation is 

an important part of the collaboration between the 

parties involved in the Delta Coastal Strategy. In the 

near future, the content of the agenda items will be 

developed and explained in terms of approach and 

in principle provided with an allocation to a lead 

organisation, specification of other organisations 

involved, embedding in any ongoing research 

programmes, a time schedule with milestones and 

an indication of the deployment of manpower and 

any costs involved. Just as in the creation of the 

National Coastal Strategy, we will be using the design 

study method or other methods that encourage 

collaboration and integration, e.g. in the development 

of the gems and the adaptive concepts.   
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4.2  Agenda items

General
A1  Contributing to delta decisions  

(including KEA, MKBA) 

Safety
Adaptive pathway for coastal safety and land for the 

sandy system (collaboration with Delta Programmes 

for the Coast, South-West Delta and Wadden Sea 

Region) and coherent research:

B1   Research into adapting the coastal foundation: 

what area has to adapt to sea-level rise?

B2  Research into a life-cycle approach for sea 

defences: where and when must the nourishment 

programme and/or the coastal foundation be 

adapted to prevent new, one-time reinforcements?

B3  Develop pilots to mitigate erosion of the ebb-

tidal delta above the Wadden Sea Region and the 

consequences for the tidal flat system.

B4  Elaborate the adaptive pathway for increasing 

nourishment volume.

B5  Innovating with sand nourishment, innovative, 

low-energy and environmentally friendly methods 

of artificial sand transport (extraction, transport, 

dumping), new types of contract.

B6 Developing sand extraction strategy

B7  Improve the way trends in the current rate of sea-

level rise are monitored.

B8  Monitor the adaptation of the coastal foundation: 

what is happening in the morphology of the 

coastal foundation? 

B9  Research and monitoring of  transport of sediment 

from delta coast and ebb-tidal delta to (island) 

marshes and salt marshes; integrated long-term 

research to map out the entire system of delta 

coast, channels, tidal basins and salt marshes and 

the islands in the system for the long term.

B10  Monitoring of and research into erosion-

prone layers of the soil and how they affect the 

movement of large tidal inlets under the coast (e.g. 

Nieuwe Schulpengat near Den Helder and Oostgat 

near Walcheren).

Elaborate issues.

B11   Research into wide dunes: how can the flood 

defence function of wide dune fields be involved in 

the safety assessment and what does this mean for 

the management and use of this area to the parties 

involved (e.g. legal, administrative, spatial)? 

B12 Develop assessment tools for the new standard.

B13  Work out the consequences of the risk assessment 

and the new standard.

B14  Investigate the need  and a possible adaptive 

pathway for layer 2 (spatial planning system) and  

3 (evacuation) of multilayer safety as an addition to 

layer 1 (prevention).

Safety and (multifunctional) use
C1  Develop adaptive concepts for narrow and wide 

dunes. Requirement for each location. Establish 

criteria for promising adaptive concepts. Draw 

up guide to adaptive concepts including adaptive 

pathways, costs and benefits, consequences for 

agreements on flood defence and the use of space 

(zoning, construction methods and reservation 

zones). Applicability to Delta dykes. 

C2  Research into hard structures (NWOs) in dunes: 

draw up guide for flood defence managers.

C3  Update the policy framework for sand 

nourishments: work out whether the policy 

framework should be expanded and for what 

purpose, e.g., by a reference coast-like standard for 

hard flood defences.

C4  Develop the organisation, financing and process of 

collaboration around the issue of distributing the 

part of the sand nourishments that is to be flexibly 

placed in order to further optimise the social 

return of the nourishments while respecting safety.
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Integrated development (culture, nature,  
ecology, economy)
D1 Ascertain the demand and framework for marinas.

D2  Develop realistic opportunities for the coastal 

economy by modernising the resort economy, 

positioning the vital sector economy, linking with 

networks and promoting multimodal access.

D3  Investigate development opportunities for 

nature and other functions by combining nature 

conservation functions in Natura 2000 areas. 

D4  Work out opportunities and adaptive pathway for 

the coast's cultural heritage.

Approach to gems of the coast and vanguard 
projects 
E1  Develop challenge, commitment and adaptive 

pathway for all gems.

E2  Start second tranche of vanguard projects (Kop van 

Schouwen, Velsen and Zandvoort). 

E3  Restart the first tranche of vanguard projects and 

(Den Helder, Katwijk-Noordwijk, Scheveningen, 

Brouwersdam and Cadzand). 

E4  Start up gems in Wadden Sea Region and 

Vlissingen.

E5  Prioritise and raise the profile of the other gems 

on the coast (Zuidwest-Walcheren, Oostkappele-

Vrouwenpolder, Veerse Dam, Voorne-Putten, Hook 

of Holland, Kijkduin and Meijendel). 

Regulations, organisation and finance
F1 Adapt policy line on coast.

F2 Apply ICZM recommendations.

F3  Organise the coastal community to supplement the 

organisational structure of the Delta Programme 

after 2014.

F4  Organise innovation: if desired, set up an incentive 

programme for coastal innovations.

F5  Monitor the progress of the implementation 

agenda.

F6  Develop funding structures, possibilities and use 

of the experimental article, possibilities and use of 

a revolving fund, possibility of passing on cost of 

investments.
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>  APPENDIX 1: 

COMPOSITION OF THE DELTA
PROGRAMME COAST STEERING GROUP

Members of the Steering Group:

Joke Geldhof, Province of North Holland (Chair)

Carla Schönknecht, Province of Zeeland

Michiel van Haersma Buma, Delfland Water Board 

Jos Wienen, Municipality of Katwijk

Roel Feringa, Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment

Marco Zeeman, Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Management

Emmy Bolsius, Delta Programme Coast

Gerda Dinkelman, Province of North Holland (Secretary)

Former Members of the Steering Group:

Sjoerd Heining, Province of Zeeland †

Rinske Kruisinga, Province of North Holland

Cees Moons, Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment 

Deputising Members of the Steering Group:

Deputising for Jos Wienen (Municipality of Katwijk) are Marnix Norder

(Municipality of The Hague) and Niek Meijer (Municipality of Zandvoort). 

Deputising for Michiel van Haersma Buma (Delfland Water Board)  

are Toine Poppelaars (Zeeland Water Board) and Jan Geluk  

(Hollandse Delta Water Board). 
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>  APPENDIX 2:

VALUES AND GUIDING
PRINCIPLES OF THE DELTA 
PROGRAMME AND THE  
DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES 
OF THE DELTA PROGRAMME 
COAST

The Delta Programme combines efforts to improve 

flood safety with retaining and developing the pos-

sibilities for maintaining a good working and living 

environment in the Dutch delta. Our water and delta 

technologies are famous around the world. The Delta 

Programme gives us the opportunity to spread our 

wings internationally.   

The fundamental values of the Delta Programme are 

values that bind the parties together and guide us in 

the decisions that we have to take. The idea is to achie-

ve the best possible social return on investment based 

on the values of flexibility, solidarity and sustainability. 

Flexibility means allowing the scope necessary to 

respond effectively to uncertain changes in the climate, 

changing socio-economic trends and changing insights 

and public opinion on flood safety and to use inno-

vative methods. Choosing this notion of flexibility 

implies that we have confidence in the problem-sol-

ving abilities of future generations. Where necessary, 

we invest today in the flood safety of tomorrow but we 

have deliberately chosen not to use blueprints that still 

have to be followed for decades to come.

Solidarity means spreading the costs and benefits of 

the chosen measures across generations, areas and 

sectors, so that we avoid passing the burden on to 

other parties, future generations or other levels of 

government.

Sustainability means adapting to natural processes 

where possible, resisting them where necessary and 

exploiting opportunities to enhance welfare and pros-

perity. The quality of people’s everyday environment 

and ecosystems must be maintained or improved in the 

process. 

The principles for the Delta Programme are coherence, 

consistency and transparency. We aim to achieve co-

herence both in geographical, temporal and financial 

terms and in political/administrative and policy terms. 

Consistency applies to both the contents (e.g. all 

based on the delta scenarios) and the process, such as 

effective interaction between the national government 

and the region. Transparency is required for the struc-

ture, control and progress of the Delta Programme’s 

sub-programmes. Adaptive delta management is the 

transparent way of taking account of uncertainty about 

future trends in the decision-making process. 

The application of the values and principles can be 

identified in the choices which have been made (pro-

mising strategies) and the way the strategy has come 

about. The National Coastal Strategy is the result of co-

creation by many partners. The national government, 

provinces, municipalities and water boards have wor-

ked together on developing the vision, with input from 

civil society organisations, research institutes and the 

business community. The results of research and the 

proposals from the strategic agendas/strategies of the 

coastal provinces of Friesland, North Holland, South 

Holland and Zeeland have been important building 

blocks, both for formulating challenges and ambitions 

in the National Coastal Strategy and for elaborating 

them in specific areas at regional level.    

The National Coastal Framework (2011) formulated five 

principles for integrated coastal development which 

have been used in the National Coastal Strategy. The 

principles have guided the way in which we intend to 

develop a future-proof coast. They apply both to the 

safety challenges and to the spatial planning system 
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and the management of the coast. The principles 

should be regarded as an addition to the fundamental 

values and guiding principles of the Delta Programme. 

They are:

→   the adaptive principle: the flood defences and the 

functions must be able to adapt to sea-level rise and 

climate change while maintaining the best possible 

cost-benefit ratio. This principle is intended to 

anticipate possible developments, so that future 

generations will retain sufficient leeway to adapt 

them to the requirements and wishes that pertain at 

that time. 

→   the principle of basic security: the functions in the 

coast must have basic security in order to be able to 

maintain themselves and to be able to invest. This 

provides the necessary stability, security and clarity 

to enable the public and businesses to be aware of 

what they can and should expect. 

→   the principle of natural dynamics: working for and 

with natural dynamics. This principle underlines the 

importance of the dynamics of natural systems as an 

objective (the intrinsic natural quality of the coast) 

and as a resource for sustainable coastal develop-

ment.

→   the principle of spatial quality: specifying and 

monitoring core qualities, fitting in safety measures 

as efficiently as possible and developing new future-

proof qualities;  

→   the financing principle: parties must contribute to 

the cost of satisfying public goals and needs other 

than safety (e.g. for housing, employment, recre-

ation, nature and landscape) in proportion to the 

benefit that each party derives from these facilities 

and from performing its public task.  

The application of these development principles is evi-

dent from the organisation and results of various stu-

dies conducted as part of the Delta Programme Coast. 

These principles are also used in the investigation and 

initial development of adaptive concepts. Finally, the 

development principles have played a leading part in 

the studies conducted by the Coastal Quality Studio and 

are evident from the results obtained. 
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>  APPENDIX 3:

DELTA SCENARIOS

The delta scenarios (Deltares/PBL, 2011, updated in 

2013) are four possible scenarios of the physical and 

socio-economic environment that indicate the band-

width within which we prepare our measures. These 

delta scenarios are based on the climate scenarios of 

the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute [KNMI] 

and the socio-economic WLO [Welfare, Prosperity and 

Quality of the Living Environment] scenarios produced 

by the collaborating planning offices. They describe 

autonomous developments that affect water manage-

ment and spatial development. These are driving forces 

that will change the challenges in the long term. The 

bandwidth described in the delta scenarios increases as 

we look further into the future. The delta scenarios will 

assume an acceleration in the current rate of sea-level 

rise (DP 2012), i.e. a possible rise in sea level along the 

Dutch coast of between 15 and 35 centimetres by 2050 

and between 35 and 85 centimetres by 2100. Accor-

ding to the delta scenarios, more and fiercer storms 

will occur as a result of climate change. The greatest 

uncertainty is the speed at which developments will 

take place.  

Four scenarios have been created. These four scenarios 

feature moderate or rapid climate change and socio-

economic growth or contraction. 

Diagram showing the playing field of the delta scenarios

BUSY
•  population increases to 20 million in 2050  

and 24 million in 2100
•  economy continues to grow at just over  

2% per annum
•  urbanisation continues
•  agricultural acreage declines until 2050 and  

then increases
•  area devoted to nature declines considerably 

after 2050
•  winter precipitation up from 4 to 7%
• summer precipitation up from 3 to 6%
• sea level rises by 35 cm in 2100

REST
•  population unchanged until 2050 and then  

falls to 12 million in 2100
•  economy grows slightly by 2% per annum  

until 2050 and then contracts slightly
• urbanisation declines considerably over time
•  agricultural acreage remains more or  

less constant
• land devoted to nature grows slightly
• winter precipitation up from 4 to 7%
• summer precipitation up from 3 to 6%
• sea level rises by 35 cm in 2100

STEAM
•  population increases to 20 million in 2050  

and 24 million in 2100
•  economy continues to grow at just over  

2% per annum
•  urbanisation continues
•  agricultural acreage declines until 2050  

and then increases
•  area devoted to nature declines considerably 

after 2050
•  winter precipitation up from 14 to 28%
• summer precipitation down from -19 to -38%
• sea level rises by 85 cm in 2100

WARM
•  population unchanged until 2050 and then  

falls to 12 million in 2100
•  economy grows slightly by 2% per annum  

until 2050 and then contracts slightly
• urbanisation declines considerably over time
•  agricultural acreage remains more or less  

constant
• land devoted to nature grows slightly
• winter precipitation up from 14 to 28%
• summer precipitation down from -19 to -38%
• sea level rises by 85 cm in 2100

Socio-economic growth

Socio-economic contraction
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Note:

Socio-economic growth/moderate 

climate change

Busy

→   population increases to 20 million in 2050 and  

24 million in 2100

→   economy continues to grow at just over 2%  

per annum

→  urbanisation continues

→   agricultural acreage declines until 2050 and  

then increases

→   area devoted to nature declines considerably  

after 2050

→  winter precipitation up from 4 to 7%

→  summer precipitation up from 3 to 6%

→  sea level rises by 35 cm in 2100

Socio-economic contraction/moderate 

climate change

Rest

→   population unchanged until 2050 and then  

falls to 12 million in 2100

→   economy grows slightly by just over 2% per  

annum until 2050 and then contracts slightly

→  urbanisation declines considerably over time

→  agricultural acreage remains more or less constant

→  land devoted to nature grows slightly

→  winter precipitation up from 4 to 7%

→  summer precipitation up from 3 to 6%

→  sea level rises by 35 cm in 2100

Socio-economic growth/rapid 

climate change

Steam

→    population increases to 20 million in 2050  

and 24 million in 2100

→   economy continues to grow at just over 

2% per annum

→  urbanisation continues

→   agricultural acreage declines until 2050  

and then increases

→  area devoted to nature declines considerably  

after 2050

→  winter precipitation up from 14 to 28%

→ summer precipitation down from -19 to -38%

→ sea level rises by 85 cm in 2100

Socio-economic contraction/rapid 

climate change

Warm

→  population unchanged until 2050 and then  

falls to 12 million in 2100

→  economy grows slightly by just over 2% per  

annum until 2050 and then contracts slightly

→  urbanisation declines considerably over time

→  agricultural acreage remains more or less constant

→  land devoted to nature grows slightly

→  winter precipitation up from 14 to 28%

→  summer precipitation down from -19 to -38%

→  sea level rises by 85 cm in 2100
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>  APPENDIX 4:

CURRENT MANAGEMENT
AND MAINTENANCE OF THE 
COAST

The management and maintenance of the coast is 

based on three pillars:

- keeping flood defences up to strength;

- maintaining the reference coastline (BKL);

- adapting the coastal foundation to sea-level rise.

The flood defences along the coast are kept up to 

strength by assessing them periodically and, if neces-

sary, upgrading them. 

In order to maintain the reference coastline and adapt 

the coastal foundation, we nourish the coast with 

sand. The Dutch coastline has been gradually retreating 

landward for thousands of years. The reason for this 

is that our coast has to cope with a sediment shortage 

because, in nature, less sand is supplied than the sys-

tem “demands” in order to remain in balance. In order 

to prevent further erosion, the Directorate-General for 

Public Works and Water Management [Rijkswaterstaat] 

(RWS) carries out sand nourishment operations along 

the coast each year. The aim of this is to maintain the 

sand balance of the coastal foundation and counteract 

structural erosion of the coastline. These methods of 

monitoring and maintaining the coast mean that it 

retains its sandy nature and the functions of the coast 

are maintained in a sustainable manner, even if condi-

tions change.These three pillars of management and 

maintenance are discussed below.

Keeping flood defences up to strength

The primary flood defences, which protect the 

hinterland from the sea, are situated landward of the 

reference coastline. Flood defences usually consist of 

the most seaward row of dunes (foredunes). In other 

places, the flood defences are usually hard. The primary 

flood defences are subject to legal safety levels. Every 

six years (soon to be 12 years), the flood defence ma-

nager assesses whether the defence is still within the 

safety level. If not, it will have to be reinforced and will 

be included in the flood protection programme. 

Flood defences benefit from sand nourishments 

because they reduce the wave attack. Research also 

shows that a large amount of (nourishment) sand drifts 

towards the dunes and, in particular, that the fore-

dunes have increased in height in many places since 

1990 (Arens, 2010). 

Partly because of this, the way the foredunes are 

managed has changed in some places. Whereas there 

used to be a strong focus on retaining sand with mar-

ram grass and sand-drift screens, more drifting is now 

allowed (dynamic coastal management). This helps to 

create variety in landscape and nature.

The coastal foundation covers the zone from the continuous -20 m depth contour at sea up to and including the inside edge of the dune and is made up of 
different management zones as shown in the cross-section. (Source: DPK/A1:1/ST).
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Maintaining the reference coastline

One of the most dynamic areas in the coastal 

foundation is situated where the sea meets the land. 

Large amounts of sand are moving around at this point 

under the action of breaking waves and the tide. The 

area landward of the coastline is intensively used. 

As a way of sustainably preserving these functions, 

the Dutch government decided in 1990 to combat 

structural erosion of the coastline by nourishing it with 

sand, establishing the basic coastline as a reference. 

Since then, RWS has been carrying out annual sand 

nourishment operations on parts of the coast where 

the coastline is constantly retreating landward of the 

reference coastline. The sand is usually dumped on the 

beach, the foreshore or a trench wall. Then, in the years 

that follow, the sand is spread back over the coastal 

profile by currents, wind and waves. 

Adding sand to the coastal foundation

Rijkswaterstaat geeft in haar suppletieprogramma 

prioriteit aan de suppleties die als primair doel hebben 

om de basiskustlijn te handhaven. Deze suppleties 

zijn dus locatiegebonden (maar dragen wel bij aan de 

zandbalans van het kustfundament).

Het resterende zand wordt gebruikt voor het aanvullen 

van de zandvoorraad in het kustfundament. Dit zand 

wordt aangebracht op de stukken van de kust waar de 

grootste zandvraag van het kustsysteem aanwezig is. 

Het kustfundament is de zone tussen de doorgaande 

-20 m dieptelijn en de binnenduinrand. Binnen dit 

gebied verplaatst het zand zich onder invloed van 

golven, stromingen en wind voortdurend. Er vindt 

relatief weinig uitwisseling van zand plaats met de 

diepere Noordzee.

In its nourishment programme, RWS prioritises 

nourishments which are primarily aimed at 

maintaining the reference coastline. These 

nourishments are therefore tied to a particular 

location (but do contribute to the sand balance of 

the coastal foundation). The remaining sand is used 

to supplement the supply of sand in the coastal 

foundation. The sand is dumped on the part of the 

coast which is the greatest demand for sand from the 

coastal system. The coastal foundation is the zone 

between the -20 m depth contour and the inside edge 

of the dunes. Within this area, the sand shifts under 

the action of waves, currents and wind. Relatively little 

exchange of sand takes place with the deeper North 

Sea.

The coastal foundation “carries” the flood defences 

along our coast and the ecological and social functions 

of dune fields and seaside towns. One of the principles 

of the coastal policy is to allow the coastal foundation 

to adapt to the rising sea level over a timescale of 200 

years. To achieve this, extra sand has to be added to the 

system as insufficient sand is available in nature. The 

rivers hardly carry any sediment to the sea any longer 

and little sand is supplied from the deep parts of the 

North Sea either. Moreover, the coastal foundation 

“loses” sand as a result of human interventions, such 

as the construction of the IJsselmeer Dam and the 

damming of the Lauwerszee. This tidal basin draws the 

sand to it, eroding the coast around the tidal inlets and 

ebb-tidal deltas. Although the latter is not immediately 

visible, it may have serious consequences, such as 

increasing wave attack on the island coasts and the 

mainland coast of the Wadden Sea. In addition, pilots 

were and are being carried out that require sand, such 

as the sand motor and the weak link projects in the 

Flood Protection Programme.
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>  APPENDIX 5:

VARIANTS OF ALTERNATIVE
LONG-TERM 
NOURISHMENTS

The report “Zandsuppleties in de 21e eeuw" [Sand 

nourishments in the 21st century] (Delares, 2012) 

presents eight different nourishment variants in which 

the quantity of sand, the timing of nourishment, the 

type of nourishment, the distribution of nourishment 

sand and the frequency of nourishment vary. For each 

variant, the effect on the functions (safety on the 

foreland and on the land side of the dykes, drinking 

water supply, recreation and nature) in the coastal 

area is quantified using a specially developed model. 

This makes it possible to compare the eight variants. 

Of course, numerous other variants are possible and 

great uncertainty surrounds the description of the 

quantities, costs and effects.

Research shows that in the Delta scenarios Busy/Rest 

(Steam/Warm) (see Appendix 3):

→  it is possible to maintain the coastline everywhere 

until 2100 (variant H-) with an average of  

12 million3/year at the current rate of sea-level rise  

(26 million m3/year at 85 cm until 2100).

→  current nourishment practice (variant H+) brings 

sufficient sand into the system to compensate for 

part of the sea-level rise and maintain the coastal 

functions and this could still be optimised.

→  in order just to maintain dyke ring safety (variant 

M-) until 2100, an average of 4 million3/year 

will be needed at the current rate of sea-level 

rise (10 million m3/year). Where dyke ring safety 

is not an issue, the coastline will deteriorate 

in this variant. If nourishment quantities are 

small, the coastal protection programme will 

become disproportionately expensive as more 

tailored solutions will be needed. For example, 

nourishments will more often be carried out in 

response to storm damage, small quantities of 

sand will be dumped and more expensive beach 

nourishments will often be required. 

→  in order to maintain safety on the foreland and 

on the land side of the dykes and the functions of 

recreation and drinking water supply (variant M+), 

an average of 9 million3/year will be needed at the 

current rate of sea-level rise (19 million m3/year). 

The coastline will also deteriorate locally in this 

variant.

→  in order to maintain the coastal foundation and 

thereby sustainably maintain the coastal functions 

(variant D-), an average of 16 million3/year will be 

needed at the current rate of sea-level rise  

(28 million m3/year). Because mega-nourishments 

are used in the variant devised, the coastline will 

deteriorate locally.

→  in order to maintain the coastal foundation 

including additional sand losses (variant D+), 

an average of 26 million3/year will be needed at 

the current rate of sea-level rise (34 million m3/

year). Because mega-nourishments are used in 

the variant devised, the coastline will deteriorate 

locally.

→  additional space can be created sooner for other 

functions (variants R- and R+) by a) distributing 

sand differently along the coast and b) bringing 

nourishments forward.
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>  APPENDIX 6:

RISK PERSPECTIVE 
ALONG THE COAST

When the areas on the land side of dykes along the 

coast are considered from a risk perspective, it is 

necessary to obtain information on both the risk 

that the hinterland will actually be flooded and 

the associated consequences in terms of casualties 

and damage (risk = likelihood x consequence). The 

likelihood of a flood is dictated by the strength of the 

entire flood defence system, including any foreshore 

and rows of dunes behind it (which are often bigger 

than just the part referred to as a flood defence and 

assessed accordingly). 

In 2011, the Delta Programme on Safety carried out 

two analyses of flood risks in the Netherlands, namely 

a Social Cost-Benefit Analysis (SCBA) and a Casualty 

Risk Analysis (CRA).  In these studies, all of the flood 

defences are assumed to conform exactly to the current 

legal standard. The dunes were disregarded because 

they were assumed to make a limited contribution to 

the flood risk. The evidence from the reports is that 

there is limited flood risk in the dyke ring areas. If all of 

the flood defences are “in good repair”,

→  the risk of death due to a flood (individual risk 

or basic safety) is everywhere less than one in one 

hundred thousand (10-⁵) per annum;

→  the likelihood of a large number of casualties 

(group risk) is remote, and 

→  from the point of view of economic efficiency, there 

is no need to raise the level of protection further. 

The report "Overstromingskansen voor de Nederlandse kust" 

[Flood risks for the Dutch coast] (HKV, 2012) looked 

at what the actual probability of a flood along the 

coast was in 2011. Contrary to previous studies, this 

report did take the dunes into account. Because this 

report shows that the actual probability of flooding is 

much lower than the probability of flooding assumed 

for the SCBA and the CRA in the Delta Programme 

for Safety, the actual flood risk will be significantly 

lower than presumed to date. There is therefore 

no reason to start on a lead strategy other than via 

the prevention route (the flood defence) along the 

coast over the next few decades. Measures aimed at 

minimising the consequences of a flood, i.e. by a 

different arrangement of the space or by means of 

calamity abatement support are additionally attractive, 

especially in the foreland area where prevention by 

flood defences is not an option. Evacuation options 

in the foreland area or in the deep polders behind 

the flood defences must be sought locally, i.e. in the 

dunes, or taller buildings which have been designed to 

withstand floods. Evacuation by road is risky because 

of the length and capacity of the escape route (Delta 

Programme Coast Steering Group, 2012). 
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>  APPENDIX 7 :

COASTAL STRATEGIES AND
STRATEGIC COASTAL 
AGENDAS OF THE COASTAL 
PROVINCES

The four coastal provinces worked on strategic agendas 

for their coast on the road to a National Coastal 

Strategy. These agendas provide a picture of the future 

spatial and economic challenges along the whole 

Dutch North Sea cost. They are a building block for an 

integrated approach to safety and spatial development  

As well as coherence, each agenda has a unique 

character. Typical of Zeeland’s strategy, for example, 

is its choice of recreation as its economic centre of 

gravity. South Holland is putting differentiated access 

on the agenda. North Holland is working with five 

regions, each with its own character, where it has been 

found that the identity of the resorts is a challenge 

in all of the regions. The aim of Friesland’s strategy is 

to retain the existing functions and qualities on the 

islands, with a focus on “peace, space and unspoilt 

nature”.

Safety first

All the coastal provinces give top priority to 

maintaining safety levels. With good reason: safety 

provides security and therefore a willingness to 

invest in spatial and economic developments in 

the coastal zone. The provinces prefer to guarantee 

safety with sandy solutions. The guiding principle is 

that the coastal foundation should adapt to sea-

level rise, thereby avoiding new weak links in future. 

Periodic sand nourishments are an essential part of 

management and maintenance. 

The provinces see opportunities for using these 

nourishments in an innovative way in trench wall 

nourishments and sand motors to improve the 

dynamics of the coastal zone.

The provinces also intend to work towards greater 

collaboration between spatial quality, economic 

development of the coastal zone and management and 

maintenance to ensure safety. This smart collaboration 

enables us to work on solutions for the issue of 

providing sufficiently wide beaches for recreation or 

space for dynamics in the dunes and on the beach. 

Or on dealing with the reservation zone in a more 

flexible way locally, which provides opportunities for 

restructuring post-war buildings in the resorts, for 

example.

Integrated view

Apart from the safety challenge, regional challenges to 

be addressed to achieve an attractive and economically 

viable coast have their own urgency and approach. 

These challenges include the maintenance and 

development of the unique character of coastal resorts, 

multifunctional use of flood defences, accessibility 

and the development of ports and marinas It is 

essential that the work involved does not prevent safety 

measures being put in place in future. This requires an 

innovative and integrated view of the approach to the 

coast that will attract new investment to the coastal 

zone.

The provinces will continue to be involved in the Delta 

Programme Coast. The economic objectives will be 

on firmer ground. In addition, a series of refinements 

at area level is required for certain locations in order 

to arrive at a national strategy which is practicable. 

Existing energy and specific ambitions can be used to 

achieve this in some locations. It will make clear the 

measures required to integrate spatial initiatives into 

coastal safety.
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Friesland

"Zandige Kust Fryslân" (Friesland’s Sandy Coast), the 

memorandum published by the province of Friesland 

(2012), concerns the sandy North Sea coast of the 

Friesian Wadden Islands. The memorandum was drawn 

up in consultation with the Provincial Consultative 

Body for the Friesland Coast (the Friesian Wadden 

Islands municipalities, the Friesian water board and 

RWS) and with the State Forest Service and the water 

supply company, Vitens. 

The strategy focuses on the long-term water safety 

challenges for the Friesian Wadden Islands. It is 

about ensuring the survival of unique parts of the 

Netherlands, guaranteeing their existing functions 

and qualities and retaining their attractiveness. This 

mainly involves small-scale recreation and tourism, 

the economy in general, nature, cultural heritage, 

landscape (including agricultural landscapes) and 

spatial quality. It is essential that sufficient sand 

nourishment is provided to prevent structural erosion, 

to allow the coastal foundation to adapt to sea-level 

rise and to compensate for subsidence, at the same 

time satisfying the Wadden Sea’s hunger for sand 

(including the ebb-tidal deltas). Intrusive channels 

would have to be kept out of the coast and the location 

of the reference coastline would have to be adjusted 

in some places, such as on the south-west side of 

Ameland near Fugelpôlle, near the harbour beach of 

Vlieland, the Boschplaat nature reserve on Terschelling 

and in places where the beach is to be widened for 

recreational purposes. The Province of Friesland 

would like some clarity as to where and under what 

circumstances dynamic coastal management would be 

a way of allowing the Friesian Wadden Islands to adapt 

to sea-level rise.
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Coastline maps from the Memorandum on Friesland’s Sandy Coast (2012)
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Ameland

Schiermonnikoog

Coastline maps from the Memorandum on Friesland’s Sandy Coast (2012)
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North Holland

The Strategic Coastal Agenda of the Province of North 

Holland (2012) builds on the province’s recent Strategic 

Structure Agenda 2040, to the effect that the coast must 

be reinforced with sand, where possible, in a seaward 

direction, that the aim is to have a flowing coastline, 

that the width of beaches is not optimal in many 

places and that the identity and the spatial quality of 

its resorts must be improved. The Strategic Agenda 

was formulated in consultation with the ten coastal 

municipalities in North Holland, the two coastal water 

boards, the regional board of RWS, the North Holland 

nature conservation and environmental organisations 

and the regional business community (tourism and 

recreation sector). The Agenda is divided into ten items 

and details of an area-specific development for five 

typical areas of the North Holland coast (Eiland, Kop, 

Parkduinen, Metropool aan Zee and Oase). As well 

as the issue of coastal safety, North Holland has also 

put recreation and tourism and the economy, nature 

conservation and spatial quality on the agenda. Among 

other things, the agenda items relate to seaward 

coastal reinforcement, smart ways of handling sand, 

new combinations of functions in flood defences, 

attaching safety to developing specific areas and 

improving spatial quality, linking safety to dynamic 

nature development, zoning quiet and busy parts of 

the coast and making seaside towns more attractive by 

modernising, upgrading and improving differentiated 

access by land and sea.  

In general terms, there are three challenges facing 

North Holland:

1).    Identity of seaside towns. This has been designated 

by the province as a provincial issue and is part of 

the implementation programme for the Strategic 

Structure Agenda 2040. The municipalities and the 

province in North Holland  are now collaborating 

on this issue.

2).    Zandvoort, Den Helder and the IJmond region were 

named as regional priority challenges for North 

Holland in the context of the Delta Programme 

Coast. If one or more of North Holland's priority 

challenges is further developed as a vanguard 

project, the municipality or municipalities 

involved and the province will actively set to work 

mapping out the challenges concerning coastal 

development in these locations. This has not yet 

directly resulted in an investment programme. 

3).    In addition, “sand issues” constantly require 

attention. For North Holland, they specifically 

relate to the suitability of sand motors. The 

innovative concept of “sand extraction mills” 

could be another attractive option for the North 

Holland headland. More generally, North Holland’s 

efforts to boost the nourishment programme and 

organise it so that the other seaside towns – where 

this is an issue – can benefit from wider beaches 

runs in parallel with our own efforts to improve the 

spatial quality of the seaside towns.
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South Holland

The Strategic Coastal Agenda of the Province of 

South Holland (April 2011) contains three integrated 

challenges: (1) coastal protection in conjunction with 

possibilities for development, a quality boost for 

resorts and a more robust landscape offering scope for 

nature and recreation; (2) differentiated access to the 

coast for cars, public transport, cyclists and walkers 

and (3) retention of special scenic, natural quality with 

space for natural dynamics. 

The province believes that the policy of sand 

nourishment (coastal maintenance) is sufficient to 

satisfy safety concerns. The question of whether – in 

order to anticipate sea-level rise – more invasive 

measures will be required in the longer term (coastal 

reinforcement) is still left open. The province advocates 

a flexible and natural approach to coastal management 

and seaward coastal reinforcement through the use 

of sand and sand motors. Because it is not possible to 

determine how fast the sea level has risen until after 

the event, the province does not want to base its plans 

on excessively careful predictions. 

The only places where there is no need for seaward-

growing dunes and/or large-scale sand nourishments 

are at the Maasvlakte coast and off the coast of the 

South Holland islands (due to the natural development 

of an area of salt marshes). The province considers 

it important to maintain a minimum beach width 

specifically for Brouwersdam (safety and recreation) 

in future. In this connection, maintaining the coastal 

foundation by means of sand nourishments could be 

attractive from a safety point of view where there are 

hard sea defences. 

With regard to the development of resorts, the 

Province of South Holland is putting the challenge of 

future flood defences in resorts on the agenda. This 

involves the location of the flood defences (partly 

in connection with the desire for an improvement 

in quality and the unique profile of the different 

resorts), the multifunctional use of the defences and 

the criteria for responsible foreland development 

(specially designed for each resort). The development 

of a new resort may be considered specifically for Hook 

of Holland. With regard to other hard flood defences 

outside resorts, the province refers to the idea of 

combining them with an innovative tidal power plant 

and with the installation of wind turbines as a possible 

form of multifunctional use. 
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Map of Strategic Coastal Agenda –  

Province of South Holland (2011)
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Zeeland

The Coastal Strategy of the Province of Zeeland (2012) 

is subtitled: a strategy for the future of a safe, econo-

mically viable and attractive Zeeland coast. It paints 

a picture of the Zeeland coast in 2100, on the basis of 

which challenges have been formulated for the years 

to come.

Zeeland's aim is to have a coastal foundation that 

adapts to sea-level rise. The motto is "Soft and seaward 

where possible and hard and landward where neces-

sary". This will lead to a gradual expansion of the coast. 

This also means that a larger nourishment volume will 

be required each year and, in the longer term, perhaps 

even larger volumes than provided for in the National 

Water Plan 2009-2015. It may be the case that fewer 

nourishments will be required in some places as part of 

a dynamic coastal management programme to improve 

their natural quality. The sand released as a result can 

be used where there is a greater need for recreational 

development and to conserve archaeological and 

cultural heritage values. Vigilance must be maintained 

for intrusive channels. Zeeland intends to keep them in 

their place with trench wall nourishments and, locally, 

with rock dumping operations. Research is required to 

determine whether the channels can also be pushed 

seaward in this way and whether it is possible to move 

them in the longer term.

To improve spatial quality and promote economic 

development, it would be good idea if the reference 

coastline could be more tailored to beach recreation 

and if more space could be created in a number of 

towns along the coast for building in the protection 

zone. This would require suitable building methods,  

a different way of dealing with the landward protection 

zone in places where dunes are growing or the bringing 

forward of future reinforcement operations.

The strategy was drawn up in consultation with the 

other authorities in Zeeland and the results from the 

studies carried out by the Delta Programme Coast and 

the Coastal Quality Studio have been incorporated into 

it. The challenges formulated will be carried out in the 

form of investigations, studies and pilots as part of 

vanguard projects/gems of the coast, Innovative Dutch 

Coastal Management Pilots or other initiatives. The 

province will tackle these follow-up steps under the 

banner of the Zeeland Flood Defence Consultative Body 

and in collaboration with the Delta Programme Coast.
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Map of Coastal Strategy 
of the Province 
of Zeeland (2012)
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Coast type: Wide Dune

This type consists of a wide, shallow foreshore and a robust row of dunes of at least 250 m wide. The wide dune 

type covers 27 kilometres of the total coastline. Currently, the emphasis is on soft consolidation and management 

(instead of reinforcement) by means of foreshore or beach nourishment with the aim of maintaining the 

reference coastline and conserving land. Soft landward measures have also been taken in the form of tidal gullies 

or notches intended to encourage natural development. The expectation is that this type of coast will probably 

continue to meet safety levels until 2100. It is possible that more dynamic dune management will be chosen. 

More erosion could be permitted in locations where this does not cause problems. This would allow dunes to 

parabolise and savings in sand could be made as a result of the lower frequency of nourishment. A breakpoint 

arises when the width of the dune falls below 250 m. The Wide Dune type then changes to the Narrow Dune type. 

The key points are public support, perceived safety, dynamic dune management and allowing more erosion. 

Coast type: Narrow Dune

This type consists of a wide, shallow foreshore, a narrow row of dunes less than 250 m wide and an agricultural 

area or built-up area as hinterland. This type covers 27 km of the total coastline. In the current policy, the 

emphasis is on management and maintenance by means of sand nourishments aimed at maintaining the 

reference coastline and conserving land using the soft consolidation method. Soft seaward measures may be 

intended to stimulate natural accretion by means of nourishments. If the Narrow Dune becomes too narrow for 

safety, soft seaward dune expansion is chosen to strengthen the narrow dune. Nowadays, landward measures are 

not usual for this type of coast. An exception to this is the soft landward reinforcement of the part of the dune 

field at Vlissingen and the Waterdunen project in Zeeland. The expectation is that this type of coast will probably 

>  APPENDIX 8 :

OVERVIEW OF COAST TYPES
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not meet safety levels until 2100 and that reinforcements will be required before then. A sand motor is special type 

of soft seaward management and maintenance in which a large volume of sand is deposited in one go. A seaward 

measure is the construction of groynes to promote the natural accretion of sand. Another option is to widen the 

dunes on the land side (sand motor). Consideration can also be given to hard measures landward by strengthening 

the sea defences at the rear (summer dyke).  

Coast type: Trench

This type consists of a deep foreshore usually with a trench and a narrow strengthened row of dunes less than 250 

m wide and covers 32 km of the coastline. The current policy for this type consists of trench wall nourishment or 

rock dumping. The aim of nourishment or dumping (hard) is to keep the trench out of the coast to ensure that the 

narrow dune (soft) remains strong enough. We can therefore see that this is a hybrid type. This type will have to be 

reinforced some time during this century as a result of the (natural) intrusive trench and the relative sea-level rise. 

This could be achieved by widening the dune on the land side or by moving the trench seaward, thereby creating 

space for seaward dune reinforcement and other functions. Moving a trench seawards requires a substantial 

amount of sand.

 

Coast type: Resort

This type consists of a wide, shallow foreshore, a wide row of dunes wider than 250 m, a built-on soft or partially 

paved sea wall, where some of the buildings are on the foreland (in the erosion or reservation zone), and an urban 

or agricultural area behind the dune as its hinterland. Sometimes, there is a promenade with a partially paved 
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sea wall. The Resort type covers 19 km of the total coastline. The current policy aims to maintain the reference 

coastline and keep the reservation zone clear. The focus is on soft or hybrid consolidation (dyke in dune or seawall 

and promenade). Soft reinforcement is achieved with sand nourishments. In order to achieve the goals of making 

the coast attractive and economically viable, as well as safe, it may be decided to opt for soft reinforcement 

seaward instead of consolidation, releasing the original reservation zone for different functions. In the case of 

built-on defences, a greater emphasis will be placed on flexible adaptation in future. In this way, the preservation 

of the waterfront is guaranteed and there is also scope for investment (Vlissingen model). Another method of 

combining reinforcement with spatial development is to start developing seaward by for example building a 

new marina (with groynes). However, building groynes causes erosion and sand accretion elsewhere (IJmuiden 

model) and creates more beach there. In this case, investment by the property sector is the driving force and the 

precondition for implementing seaward measures.

Coast type: Port

This type consists of a deep foreshore and a quay with an urban/industrial hinterland. This type does not have a 

reference coastline because there is a shipping channel that has to be kept free of sand. This type covers 8 km of 

the total coastline. In the current policy, the quays are maintained using “hard” methods for safety and economic 

reasons. Seaward, the focus is on building seaports (e.g. Maasvlakte 2 or Eemshaven) and extending groynes. Here 

too, a possible strategy could be local consolidation in line with the Vlissingen model, as described above for 

the Resort type. It could be used in Den Helder and Katwijk. The Vlissingen model makes it possible to continue 

building with rising sea levels, thereby achieving several goals at once. Another model consists of hard measures 

seaward, e.g. shifting the sea wall because of pressure on space and enclosing ports. This involves shortening the 

sea wall, which will then cost less to maintain. Building new ports (hard) is another possible seaward strategy 

(IJmuiden model). One concern is that the natural displacement of sand from nearby areas can have a disruptive 

effect. Piers are therefore necessary. The construction of new ports also causes more breaks along the coast, 

putting at risk the natural distribution of sand. Erosion must also be expected as a result of the construction of 

groynes. More coastal maintenance with therefore be required. 
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Coast type: Dyke

This type consists of a foreshore and a dyke with farmland or nature behind it and covers 12 km of the coastline. 

It is a hard flood defence. Current policy consists of keeping the dyke at a constant height and up to strength in 

order to meet safety levels. In approaching the “weak link” Pettemer and Hondsbossche flood defence, it has been 

decided to use a soft reinforcement on the hard defence. As well as improving safety, this will also strengthen 

ecological and recreational aspects. This will involve depositing a large nourishment volume in one go and then 

maintaining it for years afterwards. Because of the possibilities of combining the latter with other functions, 

hard consolidation could be abandoned in future in favour of continuing to build soft on hard, which does mean 

losing an area of hard substrate. This could have an impact on some species, such as the purple sandpiper, at the 

Pettemer Zeewering dyke. This type also requires a lot of sand (a large volume and in one go). 

Coast type: Tidal Inlet

The Tidal Inlet coast type is a model for the dynamics and interaction between tidal currents, channels and island 

heads.  The North Sea, the Wadden Islands and the Wadden Sea constitute a single unit in a dynamic system. The 

key elements of the Tidal Inlet model are the transport of sediment and the cycle of accretion and erosion of 

channels and island heads. As much as one third of the Dutch North Sea coast consists of a sandy barrier coast 

which has been breached by storms in places. The sediment has been washed away from the rear of the barrier, 

creating the Wadden Sea, a shallow inland sea with a trench and tidal system. The remains of the sandy barrier 

coast are today’s Wadden Islands. The sea water flows with the tide from west to east along the islands, bringing 

with it sediment from the delta coasts. The transport of sediment causes island heads and tails and sandbanks to 

grow or crumble away. 

More sand, and finer silt from the sediment, is deposited on the flats in the tidal basin via the branches of the 

channels. The action of the weather and the wind force and wind direction cause more sediment to be deposited 

or the sediment is stirred up by high waves. When the tide turns, the water containing sediment flows out of the 
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Tidal Inlet again. Only vegetation such as seaweed and sea grass and shell banks can trap the sediment.

How this whole system works is one of the mysteries of the North Sea and the Wadden Sea. The system requires 

further research, both as a long-term research challenge and in the Wadden Sea monitoring system. Increased 

erosion of sand and a retreating delta coast due to sea-level rise will mean a more violent wave attack on the 

islands from the North Sea. In order to make the right choices with regard to reinforcing the coast, research is 

required, e.g. into the capacity of the system as a whole to absorb the expected sea-level rise, the possibility of 

carrying out sand nourishments and their impact on the system of living and non-living natural resources.
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>  APPENDIX 9:

EXAMPLES OF ADAPTIVE CONCEPTS
FOR COAST CROSS-SECTIONS: PORT, RESORT AND SEA WALL
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Ports are characterised by a deep foreshore, a quay and an urban/industrial hinterland. 
Ports are usually situated on the foreland of the primary �ood defence.

The �ood defence is reinforced using measures consistent with harbour development, 
such as extending co�erdams or moving the defence.

The harbour is enclosed (or "dammed in") by moving the �ood defence seaward.

The �ood defence is moved as a result of harbour development/the construction of new harbours.

Building is done on, in or just behind the dyke so that the dyke can continue to be reinforced and the 
buildings on the foreland are safe and a�ractive (e.g. �rst �oor with sea view). This is a frequent occurrence 
when former harbour premises are rezoned.

A (paved) sandbank is built under water in order to dampen the energy of the waves. 
This bene�ts shipping. The coastal reef extends the service life of the �ood defence but provides li�le 
security for building work.

The built environment in foreland areas is a�orded additional protection by the installation of 
�ood defence structures (quay walls).

Description
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Built-up dune

Additional protection for foreland area

Risk-aware construction

Golfdempend kunstrif

Dyke in dune

Seawall and promenade

Sand with co�erdam(s)

Flood defence at the back

Seaward sand bu�er

Adaptive concepts for resorts
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Vlissingen model
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Seaward expansion
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Flood defence structure

Overtopping-resistant delta dyke/quay

Wide delta dyke

Description

Reinforcing the �ood defence by depositing sand in front of it. This preserves the view from the waterfront. 
Hybrid defences become sandy.

Reinforcing sandy �ood defences by inserting a hard structure inside it, combined with depositing sand seaward of 
the defence. The view from any buildings is preserved and the space on the land side of the defence is free for functions 
other than �ood defence.

Reinforcing the �ood defence by building a dyke structure underneath the promenade, combined with widening the beach. 
The new promenade provides a boost for the resort's public space.

Reinforcing the �ood defence by carrying out sand nourishment seaward of it and "enclosing" this sand with co�erdams. 
The beach grows wider around the co�erdams, creating possibilities for recreation and beach sports.

Reinforcing the �ood defence by laying a hard structure in front of it, combined with constructing buildings. A critical mass 
of buildings is required to produce an income model.

Building is done on, in or just behind the dyke so that the dyke can continue to be reinforced and the 
buildings are safe and a�ractive (e.g. with a sea view).

A (paved) sandbank is built under water in order to dampen the energy of the waves. This extends the 
service life of the �ood defence and may postpone any need to increase the height of the defence. 
This can be relevant to the historic waterfronts, for example.

The sandy �ood defence is (gradually) reinforced with sand and any buildings are jacked up or rebuilt. 
The coastline remains in place. New buildings are designed so as not to impede the process of sand 
dri�ing (or even to promote it).

In this way, buildings form part of the �ood defence reinforcement. This means that part of the building is 
a �ood defence, e.g. with sheet piling and/or �ood bulkheads being installed in door openings.

The dyke is adapted so that it is not breached when water washes or runs over it. The use of land on and 
on the land side of the �ood defence is adapted to cope with occasional overtopping water (see "Risk-aware 
construction").

The dyke is substantially widened, creating a multifunctional "�ood protection zone". These wide dykes can 
be combined with the construction of infrastructure, business parks, residential areas, etc.

The space available for developing resorts is increased by moving the �ood defence to the wide dunes at 
the rear. A larger part of the resort therefore ends up on the foreland, which means that risk-aware 
construction is required.

Construction work is done in such a way that buildings are not seriously damaged, if at all, by erosion, wave 
action or �ooding during severe storms. Examples could include raising the building (�ood step) or adapting 
ground �oor functions (e.g. parking) which su�er li�le damage during storms. Another example could be 
year-round beach cafés that break down into small pieces and do not therefore cause damage to the surrounding 
area during storms.

The built environment on the foreland is a�orded additional protection by the provision of additional sand 
or �ood defence structures (quay walls). The site is raised in the event of new development.

Resorts are characterised by a �ood defence with buildings on, in or directly behind them. The defence 
(beach and foredunes) usually consists of sand. Behind the core area is a reservation zone designed to allow 
for 200 years of future reinforcement. It is subject to building restrictions. Many resorts were created from 
�shing villages with a low transition to the sea. These areas have to be reinforced to take account of sea-level 
rise. As well as nourishments, hybrid structures are o�en used to retain as much of the sea view as possible.

Temporary building Temporary buildings, e.g. beach cafes or beach huts, constitute a �exible waterfront which can adapt to 
changes in the �ood defence as a result of sea-level rise.
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Hard reinforcement (e.g. in trenches)
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Seaward sand bu�er

Adaptive concepts for sea walls 

Wave-absorbing arti�cial reef

Vlissingen model

Overtopping-resistant delta dyke/quay

Salt marsh as breakwater

Adaptive polders

Inner dyke called into play 

Sea walls have a hard covering and usually border on to farmland of nature reserves.

Sea walls are strengthened by "packing" them in sand and depositing sand seaward of them. 
This gives the wall a sandy nature. If enough sand is provided, the sand bu�er can take over the �ood 
defence function from the wall, creating new development possibilities.

To achieve this, the wall or dyke is raised using hard reinforcement. This reinforcement o�en widens 
the dyke foot, possibly obstructing other buildings. There are o�en trenches seaward of the dyke, 
limiting the space for development (as is the case with Westkapelle and Den Helder).

The accretion of the salt marsh is actively encouraged, with reclamation works or nourishments of silt/sand. 
The salt marsh reduces the energy of the waves and the marshland adapts to the rising sea level by means 
of natural sedimentation.

Building is done on, in or just behind the dyke so that the dyke can continue to be reinforced and the 
buildings are safe and a�ractive (e.g. with a sea view). This adaptive concept will not arise o�en because of 
the usually rural location of dykes with almost no buildings. This concept could be relevant if buildings are 
required in future. 

A (paved) sandbank is built under water in order to dampen the energy of the waves. This extends the service 
life of the �ood defence but provides li�le security for building work.

The dyke is adapted so that it is not breached when water washes or runs over it. The use of land on and on 
the land side of the �ood defence is adapted to cope with occasional overtopping water (see "Risk-aware 
construction").

A (closable) opening is made in the sea wall so that the sea returns silt to the polder. This enables the polder 
to literally grow along with the rising sea level.

Old inner dykes are given a new role as (temporary) additional �ood defences. The functions in the area between the 
original �ood defence and the inner dyke therefore have to be adapted to a (temporarily) increased risk of �ooding.

Description
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>  APPENDIX 10:

DESIGN STUDY OF THE
COAST: COASTAL QUALITY 
STUDIO

Coastal Quality Studio [Atelier Kustkwaliteit, AKK] is an 

initiative of the four coastal provinces, Zeeland, North 

and South Holland and Friesland, the Delta Programme 

Coast, the Municipality of The Hague, Delft University 

of Technology and Van Oord BV, with the support of the 

Creative Industries Fund.  

In 2011 and 2012, Coastal Quality Studio conducted a 

design study to look at ways of combining the safety 

of the coast with economic opportunities and an at-

tractive coast for all users. Coastal Quality Studio’s work 

was prompted by the fact that a long-term strategy for a 

safe, attractive and economically viable coast was being 

developed (the NCS). Looking far into the future – the 

challenge for the Delta Programme – provides the 

opportunity to place “dots on the horizon”: long-term 

missions to be achieved step by step. 

These future prospects were explored as a free exercise 

in a comprehensive series of workshops involving a 

large number of participants from research institutes 

and the front line.

Table showing an overview of the four core values as lessons learned from 2½ years of Coastal Quality Studio. 
The bottom section contains an overview of the main building blocks discussed in the workshops. (Source: AKK).

Large-scale
nourishment strategies  

Seaward nourishment-
based strategies 

Hybrid/so� measures
(consolidation)

Landward strategies Hard 

CORE VALUES OF COASTAL QUALITY

Adaptation
 

Dynamics Space creation Di�erentiation

SPATIAL MEASURES AND INTERVENTIONS

PRINCIPLES:

*

Trench wall
nourishment

Foreshore
nourishment/

sand bu�er

Island head
nourishment

Foreshore
nourishment

Ebb-tidal delta
nourishment

Sand motor
Seaward dune
strengthening

Seawall and
promenade

Inland dune
strengthening

Seaward dune
strengthening

Dynamic
island tail

Dyke in dune

Vlissingen model Washover Erodable Coast

Spare dune
Seawall

reinforcement

Harbour moles/
groyne �eld

Storm surge
barrier

Opening
of dams*

Delta dyke

Coastal terrace

The use of natural dynamics
to enhance the defence
and quality of the coast.

Make maximum use of coastal morphology 
processes with sand nourishment

Maximise multifunctional use of sea defences 
and the surrounding areas

Reinforce existing characteristics 
on di�erent scales

Actively manage quiet and busy 
parts of the coast

Use coastal reinforcement to build a 
recognisable identity by adding new qualities 

and programmes

Create displacement space to allow the 
restructuring of post-war resorts

Combine spatial challenges in and around �ood 
defences (and their �nancing)

Programme use of the entire coastal zone, e.g. 
through temporary structures

Design for adaptation across the coastal pro�le: 
seaward, consolidating and inland by means of sandy, 

hybrid or hard reinforcement of �ood defences.

Adapt over time: anticipating gradual or sudden 
change, anticipating or following reinforcement of 

a �ood defence

Anticipate the natural dynamics along the coast 
(accretion or erosion)

Let reinforcement and use of the coast complement 
each other over time 

Allow wind dynamics to contribute to processes 
of landscape formation along the coast

Allow erosive dynamics to contribute to processes 
of landscape formation along the coast

Build up extra sand for greater coastal resilience 
and �exibility (bu�er)

Enabling the coastal foundation to 
develop in line with sea-level rise, 

for both protection and use.

Enabling the coastal foundation to 
develop in line with sea-level rise, 

for both protection and use.

Coastal reinforcement and dynamics as 
a means of stimulating a more varied 

coast and giving resorts a more 
distinctive identity.
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The distribution of sand to keep the coast up to 

strength by means of nourishments appeared to be 

a major challenge. The sand is needed to protect the 

hinterland against the consequences of sea-level rise. 

A design study was conducted to ascertain how this 

sand can be optimised for all the uses of space on the 

coast, such as ecology, landscape and recreation. 

The results have been combined into work books, 

an exhibition and a final publication. Further 

information and the work books can be found at 

www.atelierkustkwaliteit.nl.

The design sessions in the workshops have resulted in a 

number of discoveries and principles that can be built 

on. The basic idea remains: do more with sand. Future 

nourishment sand can be used to serve more purposes 

than safety alone. 

All the results of the workshops can be distilled into 

four core values which can be used to create the 

added value of the nourishments for spatial purposes. 

They are: dynamics, adaptation, providing space and 

differentiation.  

1). Dynamics

Our coast forms part of a sandy system that is 

continually in motion. “Dynamic" nourishment is an 

attractive way of responding to this by moving as much 

sand as possible along with the dynamics of currents, 

tide and wind. And the design takes account of the 

way the sand is naturally displaced and where it will 

eventually end up. The size, place and frequency can 

be effectively coordinated with the intended spatial 

objectives, e.g. less frequently in wide dune fields in 

the interests of ecology. Or, indeed, more frequently 

around resorts, which will benefit from a (temporarily) 

wider beach. 
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2). Adaptation

Coastal management and reinforcement operations 

will continue to be required during the next century in 

order to keep pace with sea-level rise. This can involve 

either hard or sandy measures. In all cases, the cross-

section of the coast will change and it is worthwhile 

anticipating this by means of other developments such 

as building on waterfronts. In this way, it is possible to 

build on what was previously created. 

Example of the core value, adaptation: study investigating sandy accretion and associated development for Egmond over 
time as part of the "Undulating coast" model - AKK Work Book No. 11 - Design on the sandy coast (in collaboration with 
Feddes & Olthof. (Source: AKK/Feddes & Olthof ).
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3). Providing space

It has emerged from the workshops that there is a de-

mand for space from a number of perspectives. There 

are certain places where beaches, dunes and resorts 

need more space to achieve their full development po-

tential. A “slight” and localised seaward growth of the 

coastal zone could provide space for the development 

of local initiatives or challenges, such as displacement 

space for restructuring. Cashing in on this opportunity 

will require an integrated approach from all the parties 

involved. 

25
0m

0 50
0m

75
0m

10
00

m
Example of the core value, space: study investigating the potential development space in, 
on and in front of the Scheveningen flood defences - AKK Work Book No. 5 – City by the Sea 
(September 2012). (Source: AKK).
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4). Differentiation

If the Dutch coast wants to remain – nationally and 

internationally – a competitive destination, the variety 

of qualities, characters and conditions will have to be 

strengthened. Some resorts will have to strengthen 

their original character, while others can develop 

towards creating a new setting. Coastal reinforcement 

can boost these measures. 

The four core values and the associated principles 

have been summarised in the diagram “Core values of 

coastal quality (page 146). It also contains a toolbox 

of spatial measures which can be used to design 

the coast of the future. A detailed description and 

examples can be found in Work Book No. 10 on www.

atelierkustkwaliteit.nl. 

Example of the core value, differentiation: study into the possible reinforcement of Zandvoort 
and Bloemendaal with opportunities to redefine their identities. 
(Source: AKK/Fabric)
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>  APPENDIX 11 :

LIST OF SOURCES

N.B.: Reports commissioned by the Delta Programme 

Coast can be found at www.kustkennis.nl. The work 

books from the Coastal Quality Studio can be found at 

www.atelierkustkwaliteit.nl

Alterra (September 2012), Ecologie van de toekomstige 

kust; bouwstenen voor de Nationale Visie Kust

Arcadis, Deltares (November 2011), 

Toekomstbestendigheid verharde zeeweringen: analyse 

veiligheidsopgave, veiligheidshorizon en mogelijke 

maatregelen

Coastal Quality Studio (2011), De stad aan zee en de 

toekomst van de verharde zeewering, Work Book 1

Coastal Quality Studio (2011), Ontwerpstudie 

dwarsdoorsneden kust, vier kustdoorsneden in beeld, 

Work Book 2

Coastal Quality Studio (2011), Veiligheid en identiteit 

van kustplaatsen in Noord-Holland, een ontwerpend 

onderzoek naar kustveiligheid en de versterking van 

het profiel en karakter van vier kustplaatsen in Noord-

Holland, Work Book 3 

Coastal Quality Studio (2011), De toekomst van de 

'stille kustlandschappen': toekomstperspectieven 

voor de kustversterking, ecologie, landschap, 

drinkwatervoorziening en betreedbaarheid van de 

Hollandse kustboog voor de periode 2050-2100, Work 

Book 4

Coastal Quality Studio (2012), De stad aan zee II – 

Onderzoek naar een ontwikkelingsperspectief voor een 

veilig, mooi en vitaal Haags zeefront, Work Book 5

Coastal Quality Studio (2012), European references; 

International workshop on coastal quality, W

ork Book 6

Coastal Quality Studio (2012), Veiligheid en identiteit 

van kustplaatsen in Noord-Holland – een ontwerpend 

onderzoek naar kustveiligheid en de versterking van 

het profiel en karakter van vier kustplaatsen in Noord-

Holland, Work Book 7

Coastal Quality Studio (2012), Veiligheid en kwaliteit 

voor een drietal ensembles van de NL kust – 

toekomstperspectieven voor het Waddengebied, de 

Hollandse kustboog en de Noordkust Walcheren, Work 

Book 8

Coastal Quality Studio (2012), Ecologie, Cultuur 

en Economie van de NL kust – drie studies naar de 

kwaliteit van de NL kust en lessen voor een kustaanpak, 

Work Book 9

Coastal Quality Studio (2013), Veiligheid en kwaliteit 

van de Nederlandse kust op weg naar 2100 – resultaten 

van 2 jaar ontwerpend onderzoek aan de NL kust door 

Atelier Kustkwaliteit, Work Book 10

Blueconomy, essay by Teun Morselt and Berry 

Gersonius (December 2010), Flexibele maatregelen in 

het waterbeheer zijn economisch aantrekkelijker 

Bureau Overland (September 2010), De ruimtelijke 

identiteit van de Nederlandse kust

Climate Buffer Coalition (August 2012), Natuurlijke 

klimaatbuffers in het Delta deelprogramma Kust, letter 

dated 23 August 2012

Decisio (May 2011), Ruimte voor recreatie op het strand; 

onderzoek naar een recreatie basiskustlijn

Delta Programme Coast (March 2011), National Coastal 

Strategy

Delta Programme Coast (2012), Position paper: 

Duurzaam veilig wonen en werken langs 

de Nederlandse Kust (t.b.v. Deltabeslissing 

Waterveiligheid)
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Delta Programme Coast (January 2012), Advies 

Stuurgroep Deltaprogramma Kust n.a.v. brief ‘Werk 

aan de Delta’ (uitvraag) 

Delta Programme Coast, Directorate-General for 

Public Works and Water Management and Ministry 

of Infrastructure and the Environment (July 2012), 

Aandachtslocaties veiligheid kust

Delta Programmes Coast and Wadden and South West 

Delta (July 2012), Waterstaatkundige Samenhang Kust

Deltares (2012), Buitendelta’s: samenvatting bestaande 

kennis en opties voor zandsuppletiepilots 

Deltares (April 2011), Analyse van slachtofferrisico’s 

Waterveiligheid 21ste eeuw 

Deltares (April 2012), Kustlijnen voor dijkringen, 

over de relatie tussen kustlijnzorg en de sterkte van 

Nederlandse duinwaterkeringen

Deltares (August 2011), Relevantie van grootschalige 

kustuitbreiding voor duurzame veiligheid van de kust

Deltares (July 2010), Technische mogelijkheden voor 

een dynamische kustuitbreiding

Deltares (June 2012), Ruimtelijke verdeling van functies 

langs de Nederlandse kust in relatie tot het dynamisch 

handhaven van de kustlijn 

Deltares (March 2011), Maatschappelijke Kosten-

batenanalyse Waterveiligheid 21ste eeuw, Deltares

Deltares (March 2012), Monitoring en ontwikkeling van 

het kustfundament (memo)

Deltares (October 2010), Toekomstbestendige 

verharde zeeweringen. Fase 1: veiligheidsopgaven en 

maatregelen’  

Deltares (October 2011), Nut en noodzaak meegroeien 

kustfundament

Deltares (October 2012), Toekomstbestendige verharde 

zeeweringen; verkenning naar adaptieve oplossingen 

in een zandige kust

Deltares (October 2012), Zandsuppleties in de 21ste 

eeuw, onderzoek naar alternatieve lange termijn 

suppleties t.b.v. Deltaprogramma Kust

Deltares (September 2010), Definitie zeespiegelstijging 

voor bepaling suppletiebehoefte; rekenmodel t.b.v. 

handhaven kustfundament

Deltares/Arcadis (November 2012), Voorverkenning 

NWO's in duinen

Deltares, At Osborne (November 2011), 

Multifunctioneel medegebruik van de waterkering: 

beantwoording signaleringsvraag #5 van de 

Deltacommissaris

Deltares, Bureau Landwijzer, Directorate-General for 

Public Works and Water Management (September 

2011), Mogelijkheden voor dynamisch kustbeheer, een 

handreiking voor beheerders

Deltares/Directorate-General for Public Works and 

Water Management (September 2012), Verkenning 

effecten nieuwe zeejachthavens op het beheer en 

onderhoud van de kust 

Ecorys (April 2012), Verdienmodellen meervoudig 

gebruik keringen, financiële voordelen van een 

klimaatbestendige kustontwikkeling

Grontmij Nederland BV and RWS Waterdienst 

(December 2011), Energiezuinig suppleren: innovatie-

initiatieven, actoranalyse, interviews

Gulmans, J. (May 2013), Evaluation of PROMOTHEE for 

spacial vision development on Dutch coastal marina 

planning, master’s degree thesis 

HKV (October 2012), Overstromingskansen voor de 

Nederlandse Kust
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KPMG (March 2012), (On)mogelijkheden voor 

meerwaarde creatie met contracten en financiering 

in het Deltaprogramma; onderzoek naar alternatieve 

contractvormen en financieringsalternatieven voor 

investeringen in waterveiligheid

Locus (2011), Samenhangen kustfundament

Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment 

(December 2009), National Water Plan 2009-2015

Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment 

(February 2013), Strategic Structure Agenda for Wind 

Energy at Sea, letter dated 12 February 2013

Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment (March 

2012), Strategic Agenda for Infrastructure and Space: 

Nederland concurrerend, bereikbaar, leefbaar en veilig

Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment (March 

2013), Letter from the Minister of Infrastructure and 

the Environment to the President of the Lower House 

of the Dutch Parliament, The Hague, 25 March 2013 (30 

195, No. 32, 2013)

Ministries of Infrastructure and the Environment; 

Education, Culture and Science; Economic Affairs, 

Agriculture and Innovation; the Interior and 

Defence (September 2012), Strategic Agenda for 

Architecture and Spatial Design 2013-2016, werken aan 

ontwerpkracht

Ministries of Education Culture and Science and 

Infrastructure and the Environment, (June 2011), 

Kiezen voor karakter: visie erfgoed en ruimte

Oort, Prof. F.G. van (March 2013), Meer kansen voor de 

kusteconomie (essay) 

Panteia (September 2012, revised March 2013), 

De kracht van de kusteconomie; een foto van de 

economische motoren, een doorkijk naar hun 

ontwikkeling en een SWOT-analyse

PBL, Deltares (2011), Deltascenario’s: verkenning 

van mogelijke fysieke en sociaaleconomische 

ontwikkelingen in de 21ste eeuw op basis van 

KNMI’06 en WLO-scenario’s, voor gebruik in het 

Deltaprogramma 2011 – 2012, 

Pels Rijcken & Drooglever Fortuijn (August 2010), 

Juridische randvoorwaarden Kustuitbreiding

Province of Friesland (2012), Notitie zandige kust 

Fryslân 

Province of North Holland (May 2012), Strategische 

agenda kust Noord-Holland

Province of Zeeland (November 2012), Kustvisie 

Provincie Zeeland, een visie op de toekomst van een 

veilige, economisch sterke en aantrekkelijke Zeeuwse 

kust

Province of South Holland (April 2011), Strategische 

agenda kust Zuid-Holland 

Rebelgroup, Witteveen en Bos (May 2007), 

Economische analyse kustlijnbeleid: rapport fase 1: 

analyse ex post en rapport fase 2: verkenning ex ante 

Directorate-General for Public Works and Water 

Management (December 2011), Kustlijnkaartenboek 

2012, Verdeling suppleties over kust tussen 2001-2011

Directorate-General for Public Works and Water 

Management (July 2012), Veilige en vitale kust; 

werkdocument aanbevelingen 3x slimmer kustbeheer 

Directorate-General for Public Works and Water 

Management (March 2012), Memo aandachtslocaties 

veiligheid kust in het licht van de nieuwe normering 

Twijnstra Gudde, Alkyon (2007), Evaluatie 3e kustnota

Water Governance Centre (2013), Verkenning en advies 

versterken governance kustontwikkeling

Witteveen en Bos (juni 2010), Economische 

randvoorwaarden Deltaprogramma Kust 
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The Delta Programme is a national programme. 

The Dutch government, provinces, municipalities 

and water boards collaborate in this programme, 

with input from civil society organisations and 

the business community. Its aim is to protect 

the Netherlands from flooding and ensure that 

it has sufficient fresh water now and for future 

generations.

 

The Delta Programme has nine sub-programmes:

·        Safety

·         Fresh water

·         New development and restructuring

·         IJsselmeer area 

·         Rijnmond-Drechtsteden

·         South-West Delta

·         Rivers

·         Coast

·         Wadden Sea Region

 

You can find the electronic version of the National 

Coastal Strategy at:

www.nationalevisiekust.nl

 

For more information about the Delta Programme, 

please visit:

www.rijksoverheid.nl/deltaprogramma 

and www.deltacommissaris.nl

 

If you have any questions or comments regarding 

this publication, please contact:

rachida.talhi@minienm.nl

This National Coastal Strategy is a publication of:

Delta Programme | Coast

P O Box 20901 | 2500 EX The Hague | The Netherlands

September 2013
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